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The strategic importance of Singapore regional waters (SRW) has led to numerous 
studies to understand the physical processes that drive and are driven by the hydrodynamics 
in this region. However, due to geo-political realities and its highly complex tidal and non-
tidal variation, relatively few studies encompass the region as a whole. Currently, 
characteristic of non-tidal water levels and currents in terms of spatial and temporal and also 
its driving mechanism in the Singapore Strait and Malacca Strait regions are still not well 
understood. In view of those, research has been carried out to understand, examine and 
develop effective and efficient methods to improve tidal and non-tidal representation in SRW 
through data model integration (DMI) approaches.  
The first research work corresponds to a structured approach to study the sensitivity 
of tidal propagation and interactions to parameters like the prescription of tidal forcing at the 
open ocean boundaries, local depth information and seabed roughness using the open-source 
software environment OpenDA for sensitivity analysis and simultaneous parameter 
optimisation. The second research work corresponds to a physical analysis of the non-tidal 
barotropic or sea level anomalies (SLA) which includes a multi-scale approach, and 
addresses amongst others hydrodynamic model grid resolution and the importance of 
resolving non-linear tide-surge interaction. The third research work corresponds to data 
assimilation to improve the SLA forecast using average mutual information (AMI) and 
Genetic programming (GP).  
Overall, it is found that in a user-controlled way, the vector difference error in tidal 
representation could so effectively be reduced by ~50%. The results confirm the benefit of 
using OpenDA in guiding the systematic exploration of the modelled tide and reducing the 
parameter uncertainties in different parts of the SRW region. The study of non-tidal effects or 
sea level anomalies (SLA) in this region has shown that the water level and current anomalies 
phenomena in a complex region like SRW can be effectively modelled using an approach 
combining non-tidal barotropic and multi-scale numerical modelling. The results of 
combining both approaches suggest that the finer grid resolution improves the accuracy of 
water level and current anomalies simulations. Furthermore, the results also indicate that for 
the simulations of non-tidal barotropic flows in this area, non-linear surge interaction is 
important and should be taken into account.  
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In the final stage it is found that combination of AMI and GP model based SLA 
prediction error forecast model can provide significant improvement (up to 50%) when 
applied as data assimilation schemes for updating the SLA prediction obtained from primary 
hydrodynamic models. Given the 6 hours lead time, the results have shown a good 
performance of non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling and GP error forecast model to 
forecast the SLA in Singapore Strait region.  
In conclusion, several techniques of DMI have been successfully developed and 
implemented to improve hydrodynamic numerical model performance and to better 
understand:  
 the behaviour of the tide in the region and its sensitivities to changes in tidal boundary 
forcing and to local depth and friction variation in the narrow regions of the Malacca 
Strait. 
 the physics of the non-tidal barotropic water levels, currents and their forcing 
mechanisms for the highly complex Singapore regional waters. 
 the feasibility of applying mutual information theory and genetic programming as an 
offline data driven modelling tool to capture the SLA dynamics and then using them 
for updating the numerical model prediction in real time applications. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Sea level variations (tidal and non-tidal) are the main cause of a large fraction 
of the variance in many oceanographic variables. For many practical applications in 
the marine environment (e.g. ship navigation, offshore operations and water quality 
modelling) accurate data and maps of sea elevation and current are often of prime 
importance. According to Robinson and Lermusiax, (2000), the fundamental problem 
of sea elevation and current can be simply described as prediction, meaning given the 
state of the sea elevation and current at one time, what is the state at a later time?  
Of the two components in sea level variations, the rise and fall of sea levels 
caused by the combined effects of the gravitational forces exerted by the Moon and 
the Sun and the rotation of the Earth, tides is typically dominant and deterministic. 
Although the basic equations of tidal dynamics (e.g. Hendershott, 1977) are 
comparatively simple and have been understood since the time of Laplace (Egbert and 
Erofeeva, 2002) and a tremendous amount of research efforts have been made to solve 
this basic equation numerically (e.g. Blumberg and Mellor, 1987; Stelling, 1984; 
Shankar et al., 1997; Muin and Spaulding, 1997), there are a number of complications 
that still make accurate modelling of even barotropic tides a challenging problem in 
practice. On the other hands, the less dominant non-tidal sea level variations e.g. 
wind-induced water levels (surge) are comparatively important but more challenging 
for accurate predictions. The reliability of the predicted surge effects depends 
essentially on the quality of meteorological input data and data from direct 
observations which are often scarce in the domain of interest. Moreover, tides may 
also need to be taken into account because there can exist a non-linear interaction 
between the tides and surge in which the two effects cannot just be superposed. 
Because elevation time series can be accurately decomposed into their tidal 
constituents by harmonic analysis of long term time series of observed elevation and 
in order to accurately compute the surge it may necessary to use tidal solution (tide-
surge interaction), therefore, at first, the present work focuses on improving tidal 
parts. As the accuracy of tidal hydrodynamic models improved, detail results on 
improving the non-tidal part are then analysed and discussed. The study of both parts 
is approached using data-model integration. 
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1.2 Data-Model Approaches in Numerical Model 
Numerical model predictions contain errors or uncertainties due to various 
reasons including the limited insight into physical mechanisms, simplifying 
assumptions, unknown sub-processes, numerical approximations, model 
parameterization and the fact that a part of any model setup (e.g. open boundaries, 
bathymetry, roughness, etc.) for the model is not known accurately. Furthermore, 
tides and tidal currents in coastal areas with complex topography and bathymetry, e.g. 
Singapore Strait, is often much more difficult to predict and to model than those in the 
deep ocean.  
Some of these errors or uncertainties can be minimized through the use of 
comprehensive datasets of e.g. water level from gauges, ships and satellites to assess 
sensitivity parameters of the numerical model. These available observation datasets 
are then used to tune numerical model results by adapting some of the uncertainties to 
obtain a better fit of measurement tidal water level and current. This process in which 
measurement or observation data and numerical models results can be combined in a 
structured way in order to reduce errors or uncertainties is known as Data Model 
Integration (DMI) and is the background of present work. Numerous studies have 
been conducted on the numerical model prediction through the study of data-model 
integration approach and have already proven to be useful in ocean water level (e.g. 
Babovic et al., 2001; Sannasiraj et al., 2004; Babovic et al., 2005; Sannasiraj et al., 
2005; Sannasiraj et al., 2006; Mancarella et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2009a; Sun et al., 
2009b; Egbert et al., 2010; Zhang and Lu, 2010; Altaf, 2011; Wang, 2012; Karri et al., 
2013). Within the framework of DMI, it is noted that both prediction (i.e. model 
calibration) and forecasting (i.e. data assimilation) are subsets of DMI approaches.  
1.3 Motivation 
The Must-Have Box (MHBox) project focuses on the comprehensive analysis 
and understanding of tidal and non-tidal phenomena and their forcing mechanisms for 
the highly complex Singapore regional waters (Gerritsen et al., 2009). This thesis is 
driven by the needs of a major part of the project which requires accurate 
hydrodynamic modelling of the water levels and currents in the region. The relevant 
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issues are the sensitivity to model formulation, grid resolution and model domain, 
accuracy and predictability.   
The Singapore regional waters (SRW) is defined as the area between 95oE – 
110oE and 6oS – 11oN. It encompasses the two strategic waterways Malacca Strait and 
Singapore Strait, the central part of the shallow Sunda Shelf which connects the South 
China Sea (SCS) and the Java Sea, and part of the deep basin of the Andaman Sea 
(Figure 1.1). It is one of the more complex water level regions in the world. The 
complexity of water level  in this region is primarily due to the fact that here the main 
interaction takes place of the tidal signals that enter the region from the two oceans 
(Indian, mainly semi-diurnal; and Pacific, mainly diurnal). It is further complicated by 
factors such as persistent basin-scale monsoon winds over the South China Sea and 
Andaman Sea, sharply varying bottom topography toward the predominant shallow 
Sunda Shelf which acts as a separator of two deep basins (South China Sea/Pacific 
Ocean and Andaman Sea/Indian Ocean) and the complicated coastal geometries due 
to the narrow straits and numerous small islands.  
1.4 Objectives 
The main objective of the research presented in this thesis is to understand, 
examine and develop effective and efficient methods to improve tidal and non-tidal 
representation in Singapore Regional Waters through data model integration 
approaches. 
1.5 Outline of Report 
This chapter serves as an introduction and gives a description of the 
background as well as motivation for the scope of the work presented in the thesis. 
Chapter 2 is a literature review that covers previous tidal and non-tidal studies in the 
regions, objectives and significance of the study. Chapter 3 details the methodologies 
and discusses three primary building blocks that are used in the study. Chapter 4 
demonstrates the application of sensitivity analysis and parameter optimisation. 
Chapter 5 discusses the multi scale modelling of non-tidal barotropic numerical 
modelling to improve the wind-driven water level. Data relationship analysis of sea 
level anomalies prediction errors is described in Chapter 6. Improving sea level 
anomalies forecasting using genetic programming is elaborated in Chapter 7. Finally, 
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Chapter 8 draws conclusions resulting from the present study and a number of 
recommendations for the further research are given in the end. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Map showing the Singapore Regional Waters (SRW) region 
(encompassed by black rectangle) and numerical model domains, the 
Singapore Regional Model (SRM) by dotted red lines as well as the 
South China Sea  model (SCSM) shown by yellow rectangle. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
This chapter reviews earlier tidal and non-tidal studies in the region. 
2.1 Earlier Tidal Studies in the Region 
The water levels and currents in the Malacca Strait and Singapore Strait are 
the product of various phenomena including the complex tidal interactions between 
the Indian and Pacific Oceans, seasonal monsoons and shorter time-scale weather 
features. The strategic importance of this region has led to numerous studies to 
understand the physical processes that drive and are driven by the hydrodynamics in 
the SRW. However, due to geo-political realities relatively few studies encompass the 
region as a whole. Except for Wrytki (1961) most of the recent work to date focuses 
on specific sub-areas of the region: e.g. the SCS area (Shaw and Chao, 1994; Zu et al., 
2008), the Singapore Strait (SS) area (Chen et al., 2005; Chan et al., 2006) and the 
Malacca Strait (MS) up to the Andaman Sea (AS) area (Hii et al., 2006; Ibrahim and 
Yanagi, 2006).   
 The focus of most tidal studies has been the South China Sea (SCS) (e.g. 
Yanagi et al., 1997; Fang et al., 1999, Zu et al., 2008). For the SCS the relative lack of 
accurate information is somewhat mitigated by the availability of satellite altimetry 
data and the dominance of the Pacific Ocean forcing in the large open SCS. Recent 
studies in the SCS area focused on tidal description by either analysis of 
Topex/Poseidon data (Yanagi et al., 1997; Hu et al., 2001) or through numerical 
modelling (Fang et al., 1999, Cai et al., 2006). The Riau-Lingga region which borders 
both the Java Sea and the Singapore Strait is a typical area where the lack of detailed 
bathymetry data and reliable tidal observations has not allowed in-depth description 
of the tide. Tidal analysis of the Indonesian waters has focused on the eastern 
Indonesian Seas (e.g. Schiller, 2004; Hatayama et al., 1996; Ffield and Gordon, 
1996), due to their importance in the global circulation of water. Several modelling 
studies address the tide in the Singapore Strait (e.g. Shankar et al., 1997; Zhang and 
Gin, 2000; Pang and Tkalich, 2003, Chen et al., 2005). The majority of these models, 
however, cover a small domain and apply tidal open boundary forcing that is 
interpolated from data from nearby stations, while the dynamics of the large-scale 
tidal interaction would require the consideration of a much larger domain. In the 
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Malacca Strait most of the published studies infer the general motion of water (e.g. 
Ibrahim and Yanagi, 2006) but do not present a detailed description of the tidal 
dynamics of the area.    
2.2 Non-Tidal Phenomena  
2.2.1 Earlier Non-Tidal Studies in the Region 
In the present study non-tidal barotropic flow phenomena are defined as 
residual water levels and currents which are not caused by the tides. The hypothesis is 
that these residuals largely result from regional water level variations, called Sea 
Level Anomalies (SLA) (Gerritsen et al., 2009). Persistent basin-scale monsoon 
winds over the South China Sea (SCS) and Andaman Sea are assumed to be major 
contributing factors, creating differences in water levels that drive these residuals 
through the SRW.  
Using early meteorological and hydrographic observations including in 
particular ship drift data, Wyrtki (1961) found that the surface SCS circulation 
follows a distinct seasonal behaviour. Since then, many studies on the seasonal 
circulation pattern in the SCS have pointed out that the circulation is mostly affected 
by the monsoon winds (e.g. Hu et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2001; Isobe and Namba, 2001; 
Metzger, 2003; Gan et al., 2006; Yuan et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2008). For the 
Singapore regional waters the recent analysis of observation data by Rao et al. (2009) 
has shown that the anomalies found within Singapore and Malacca Straits are not 
locally generated but are predominantly the result of wind events during the seasonal 
monsoons. Rao et al. (2010) furthermore showed that there is a predominant trigger 
point off the coast of Vietnam for non-tidal events in the Singapore Straits during the 
North-East monsoon season. However no significant trigger locale was detected for 
the South-West monsoon. 
Since the 1980’s the seasonal circulation pattern in the SCS and its adjacent 
seas have also been investigated using numerical models. Most of these modelling 
studies (e.g. Shaw and Chao, 1994; Chu et al., 1999; Gerritsen et al., 2000; Gerritsen 
et al., 2004; Chern and Wang, 2003; Gan et al., 2006; Sofian, 2007; Fang et al., 2009) 
have greatly improved the understanding of oceanic circulation in the SCS. Many of 
these studies, however, have low spatial resolution (>10-20km), which may not be 
large enough for adequately resolving steep topography and the mesoscale flow field 
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in the SCS. Though these models capture the larger-scale topographic and circulation 
features, they do not provide sufficient detail for modelling variations of near-surface 
wind and atmospheric pressure in straits where much smaller-scale land-sea and 
islands effects are important, such as Singapore and Malacca Straits (Gerritsen et al., 
2009). As a first step, Pang and Tkalich (2003) created a model that covered just the 
Singapore Straits, however, not allowing for direct dynamic interaction with the SCS. 
An initial analysis by Ooi et al. (2009) supports the need for a South China 
Sea basin scale model to be able to properly model sea level and current anomalies in 
the Singapore region. They showed that application of wind and pressure forcing on 
their model for Singapore regional waters proper for periods with significant SLA 
features did not generate those events at all. On the other hand, their larger scale 
model for the South China Sea domain did generate these features and to good 
agreement with observational data for positive SLA events (Ooi et al., 2009, Figure 
3). A further study by Sisomphon (2009b) showed that the seasonal (annual and semi-
annual) components in the tidal analysis of observations essentially represent wind-
induced water levels. It also showed that inclusion of the inverse barometer correction 
is essential in representing the wind-induced water levels simulated with numerical 
models. Recent studies by Ooi et al. (2011) and Kurniawan et al. (2013) have focused 
on certain aspects of modelling these anomalies (positive or negative) through the use 
of a non-tidal barotropic flow model that covers the entire South China Sea basin, 
including an investigation of the significance of non-linear tide-surge interaction. 
They recommended that the simulations be repeated with a higher resolution model to 
properly assess the nonlinearity of tide-surge interaction in the Singapore and 
Malacca Straits.  
2.2.2 Tide-Surge Interaction  
Tide-surge interaction (Proudman, 1957; Rossiter, 1961), not only affects the 
surge magnitude, but also alters the surge phase in the coastal zone (Davies and 
Lawrence, 1995; Jones and Davies, 1998; 2003; Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007). 
Following Rossiter (1961), Horsburgh and Wilson (2007) showed the importance of 
phase shift as a key physical mechanism in the interaction between the tide and surge. 
Although the linear superposition of surges and tide has been used for surge 
prediction, the non-linear effect caused by bottom friction and momentum advection 
cannot be ignored in coastal regions such as Singapore regional waters (Pugh 1987; 
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Davies and Jones, 1992; Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007; Zhang et al., 2008). Following 
the study on the tide surge interaction in the North Sea and River Thames by Prandle 
and Wolf (1978) based on statistical analysis of recorded water levels and analytical 
modelling, Horsburgh and Wilson (2007) confirmed the tendency for the larger sea 
level anomalies (SLA) peaks to occur most often on the rising tide and both studies 
used numerical models to conclude that this pattern arises irrespective of the phase 
relationship between tide and surge in northern North Sea. Recent studies (Jones and 
Davies, 2007; 2008; Rego and Li, 2010; Xu et al., 2010; Idier et al., 2012; Olbert et 
al., 2013; Zijl et al., 2013) further showed and quantified how tide-surge interaction 
can significantly modify water level elevations and currents in shallow regions. For 
the Singapore region, Sisomphon (2009a) and Ooi et al. (2011) concluded that the 
tide-surge nonlinearity is likely to be small. Kurniawan et al. (2013) re-examined the 
nonlinearity with a higher resolution model and found that the magnitude of the non-
linear tide-surge interaction cannot be simply neglected. 
2.3 Research gaps and Significance of the Study 
Research gaps for the tidal and non-tidal studies in the Singapore Region 
Waters (SRW) through depth-integrated hydrodynamic modelling and data model 
integration (DMI) are summarized in this section. The strategic importance of this 
region has led to numerous studies to understand the physical processes that drive and 
are driven by the hydrodynamics in the SRW. However, due to geo-political realities 
and its highly complex tidal and non-tidal variation, relatively few studies encompass 
the region as a whole. Although a number of modelling studies have greatly improved 
the understanding of oceanic circulation in the region of interest, these models, 
however, cover a small domain and apply tidal open boundary forcing that is 
interpolated from data from nearby stations, while the dynamics of the large-scale 
tidal interaction would require the consideration of a much larger domain. Tidal data 
analysis is hampered by the lack of reliable coastal stations with long-term water level 
records while numerical tidal modelling studies suffer from lack of accurate high 
resolution bathymetry data and uncertainty in the prescription of the tidal open 
boundary forcing. Currently, characteristic of non-tidal water levels and currents in 
terms of spatial and temporal and also its driving mechanism in the Singapore Strait 
and Malacca Strait regions are still not well understood. 
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The main objective of the research presented in this thesis is to understand, 
examine and develop effective and efficient methods to improve tidal and non-tidal 
representation in Singapore Regional Waters through DMI approach. The specific 
objectives are to: 
 review the hydrography (tidal and non-tidal observation data set, bathymetry, 
land boundary) representation in the domain of interest.  
 propose a DMI approach to study the sensitivity of tidal propagation and 
interactions to parameters such as the prescription of tidal forcing at the open 
ocean boundaries, local depth information and seabed roughness. 
 address non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling and to study cause and effect 
relations between regional meteorological features and observed water levels 
at different scales (multi-scale approach) as well as tide and surge interaction. 
 propose effective and efficient implementation of DMI approaches (i.e. error-
forecasting) in developing an improved non-tidal output simulation.  
The results of this present study may have significant impact on both 
providing alternative approaches to improve hydrodynamic numerical model 
performance and understanding:  
 the behaviour of the tide in the region and its sensitivities to changes in tidal 
boundary forcing and to local depth and friction variation in the narrow 
regions of the Malacca Strait. 
 the physics of the non-tidal barotropic water levels, currents and their forcing 
mechanisms for the highly complex Singapore regional waters. 
 the feasibility of applying mutual information theory and genetic 
programming as an offline data driven modelling tool to capture the SLA 
dynamics and then using them for updating the numerical model prediction in 
real time applications. 
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Chapter 3 Methodologies – Building Blocks 
This chapter reviews the methodologies that have been carried out i.e. the 
proposed numerical models and concept of data-model-integration as used in the 
present tidal and non-tidal studies. 
3.1 Review of the Backbone Models 
Depth-integrated hydrodynamic modelling is a practical means to verify and 
quantify the various phenomena that contribute to the currents and water levels in the 
Singapore Region Waters. Good knowledge of the driving hydrodynamic processes 
on a regional scale is a prerequisite to properly assess the processes on fine spatial-
temporal resolutions. The model used for this purpose is the Singapore Regional 
Model (SRM) developed by Kernkamp and Zijl (2004) and South China Sea Model 
(SCSM) developed by Gerritsen et al. (2000) in the Delft3D environment software 
which has become open source since January 2011.  
3.1.1 Delft3D-FLOW Software 
Delft3D is the integrated flow and transport modelling system of Deltares for 
the aquatic environment (Deltares, 2011a). The flow module of this system, i.e. 
Delft3D-FLOW, provides the hydrodynamic basis for other modules such as water 
quality, ecology, waves and morphology. It aims to model flow phenomena of which 
the horizontal length and time scales are significantly larger than the vertical scales. 
Delft3D-FLOW has been validated for modelling a wide range of flow conditions, 
such as turbulent flows in laboratory flumes, rapidly varying flows in rivers, wind 
driven flows in lakes and tidal flows in estuaries. The validation approach is based on 
the Guidelines for Validation Documents of the International Association for 
Hydraulic Research (IAHR Bulletin, 1994).  
For the present study, the numerical hydrodynamic modelling system Delft3D-
FLOW solves the unsteady shallow water equations in two (depth-averaged) 
dimensions. The system of equations consists of the horizontal equations of motion, 
the continuity equation, and the transport equations for conservative constituents. The 
equations are formulated in orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates or in spherical co-
ordinates on the globe. In Delft3D-FLOW models with a rectangular grid (Cartesian 
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frame of reference) are considered as a simplified form of a curvilinear grid. In 
curvilinear co-ordinates, the free surface level and bathymetry are related to at 
horizontal plane of reference, whereas in spherical co-ordinates the reference plane 
follows the Earth's curvature. The flow is forced by tide at the open boundaries, wind 
stress at the free surface, pressure gradients due to free surface gradients (barotropic).  
 
Governing Equations  
Delft3D-FLOW solves the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible 
fluid, which are derived from the principles of mass and momentum conservations 
under the shallow water and the Boussinesq assumptions. Two co-ordinate systems 
are supported i.e. Cartesian co-ordinates (ξ, η) and Spherical co-ordinates (λ, φ). In 
the vertical direction Delft3D-FLOW offers two different vertical grid systems i.e. the 
Cartesian Z co-ordinate system (Z-grid) and the WL co-ordinate system (WL -grid). 
The depth-averaged continuity equation can be expressed in Equation (3-1). 
 
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 ......................................................(3-1) 
where,  
ξ and η are the horizontal orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates; 
U and V are the depth-averaged velocities in ξ and η directions; 
Gξξ and Gηη are the coefficients transforming orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates to 
Cartesian rectangular coordinates; 
ζ is the free surface elevation above the horizontal reference plane; 
d is the depth below the horizontal reference plane; 
t is time; 
Q is the global source/sink per unit area due to the discharge or withdrawal of water, 
precipitation and evaporation which can be expressed in Equation (3-2). 
 0
1 in out
Q q q d P E     ............................................................................(3-2) 
where,  
WL denotes the vertical WL co-ordinate; 
qin and qout are the local source and sink per unit volume; 
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P is the non-local source of precipitation; 
E is the non-local sink due to evaporation. 
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where,  
u , v and ω are the flow velocities in x , y , and WL directions; 
f  is the Coriolis coefficient;  
ρ0 is the reference density of water; 
Pξ and P represent the hydrostatic pressure gradients in ξ and η directions; 
Fξ and Fη indicate the turbulent momentum fluxes in ξ and η directions; 
V denotes vertical eddy viscosity coefficient. 
Noting that ω is the vertical velocity relative to the moving WL plane, the vertical 
flow velocity w in the Cartesian z co-ordinate system can be calculated using Equation 
(3-5). 
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where H d   is the total water depth. 
 




To make the mathematical problem well-posed, the governing equations are 
supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions. At the closed boundaries, such as 
river banks and coast lines, the boundary condition are specified in the Equation (3-1) 
which means no inflow or outflow can pass through the closed boundaries.  
0v   .................................................................................................................(3-6) 
At the open boundaries, following types of boundary conditions can be prescribed in 
which F is function of the time series data.   
 Water level  F t  ; 
 Velocity  UU F t ; 
 Discharge  QQ F t ; 
 Riemann invariant  RgU F td  . 
The data needed for the open boundary conditions can be obtained from 
measurements, tide tables, or a larger model which encloses the present model. 
For 2D depth-averaged flow the shear-stress at the bed induced by a turbulent 
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where U

is the magnitude of the depth average horizontal velocity. The 2D-chezy 
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where H is the total water depth and n is the Manning coefficient (m-1/3/s). 
 
Numerical Aspect 
 The numerical method of Delft3D-FLOW is based on finite differences. As 
shown in Figure 3.1, the variables describing the flows are arranged in a staggered 
grid system. The water level points are defined in the center of a cell, the depth points 
are defined at the corners of a cell, while the velocity components are defined to be 
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perpendicular to the grid cell faces. Staggered grid has several advantages (Stelling, 
1984), such as:  
 Boundary conditions can be implemented in a rather simple way; 
 Staggered grid can achieve better accuracy compared to non-staggered grid; 
 Staggered grid prevents spatial oscillations in the water levels. 
Delft3D-FLOW adopts the Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method for temporal 
integration. The Alternating Direction Implicit method was introduced by Leendertse 
(1967) and extended by Stelling (1984). As a computationally efficient finite 
difference method, the ADI method splits one time step into two stages, which can be 
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where  is the linearized bottom friction coefficient, and d denotes the external forces 
like wind and atmospheric pressure. 
In stage 1, the v momentum equation, Equation (3-3), is solved first explicitly, 
thus the v velocity components are available for the cross terms in the u momentum 
equation, Equation (3-2). The u momentum equation is then coupled with the 
continuity equation, Equation (3-1), and solved implicitly. Similar procedure is 
performed in stage 2, but first for the u momentum equation explicitly, followed by 
the v momentum equation and the continuity equation implicitly. For a complete time 
step, each separate term of the equations is still a second-order consistent 
approximation to the differential equations. 
As the ADI method is essentially an implicit scheme, stability is not an 
essential issue in most cases for Delft3D-FLOW. However, the ADI method may lead 
to inaccurately predicted flow patterns due to the ADI-effect that is introduced by 
splitting the spatial operator in two directions. The accuracy is dependent on the 
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where is t  the time step, g is the acceleration of gravity, H is the water depth, and 
 ,x y  is the minimal value of the grid spacing in either direction. Generally, the 
Courant number should not exceed a value of ten, but for problems with rather small 
variations in both space and time the Courant number can be taken substantially 
larger. Further details about Delft3D-FLOW can be found in Deltares (2011a). 
3.1.2 Singapore Regional Model (SRM) 
SRM is designed using a spherical, curvilinear grid and has also been 
described by Kernkamp et al. (2005) as the Malacca Strait model. The use of a 
curvilinear grid reduces potential errors from representing the coastal geometry 
especially when compared to a rectangular grid. This model covers the region 95oE – 
109oE and 4oS – 10oN, stretching from northern Sumatra to the eastern coast of 
Borneo (Figure 1.1 shows its extents within the waters bounded by the red lines). The 
total number of grid cells in the model is approximately 38,500 and the grid cells vary 
smoothly in size from approximately 20x40 km2 at the boundaries to approximately 
150x200 m2 in the interior waters near Singapore. The SRM has open water 
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boundaries on the Andaman Sea, Java Sea and the South China Sea. Along these open 
boundaries, best estimates of tidal constituents are prescribed, which are expanded 
during computations as tidal water level forcing of the model. Figure 3.2 shows the 
location of the open boundaries of the SRM through its boundary support points (big 
red circles; where tidal and mean sea level forcing are prescribed and adjusted). Eight 
main tidal constituents Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2, M2, S2 and K2 are prescribed at the three 
open sea boundaries, while direct tide generating forces are included in the interior 
domain. The prescribed tidal constituents were taken global ocean model which 
consist uncertainties. Bed friction is parameterized using a uniform Manning friction 
coefficient of 0.022 m-1/3s. 
The bathymetry in the model domain ranges from a maximum of about 2000 
m in the AS to approximately 40-50 m depth in the Singapore Strait. Depth values are 
predominantly based on the latest publicly available Admiralty charts – which as 
navigation charts have a bias towards vessel safety (shallow areas) and also typically 
obscure detailed features - with additional data around Singapore itself from local 
surveys. Depending on the age of the bathymetric survey the bathymetric data may 
contain large errors. Originally, the only way to measure ocean bathymetry was the 
sounding line and this was used until the late 1930s. The sounding line is a weighted 
rope or wire that was lowered from a ship until it touched the ocean floor. However, 
the practical drawbacks of the technique is that the ship drift or water currents often 
dragged the line off at an angle which might exaggerate the depth reading. 
Furthermore, it was difficult to tell when the sounding line had actually touched 
bottom. To reduce these large uncertainties in the mid-twentieth century, the sounding 
line was replaced entirely by sonar systems. Sonar (sound  navigation ranging) 
measures distances by emitting a short pulse of high-frequency sound and measuring 
the time until an echo is heard. The uncertainties from this technique arise from 
location and spatial distribution of measurements when the data sets are translated as 
input to numerical models.  
Previously, the SRM was calibrated using in-situ tidal data in Singapore 
(Kernkamp and Zijl, 2004). Since then new studies have assessed the local tides in 
more detail. The model settings were revised for subsequent modelling which resulted 
in changes of the input parameters. Initially,  Ooi et al. (2009) assessed the potential 
improvements to hydrodynamic modelling of the region with regard to tidal 
components by investigating the effects of domain decomposition (DD) with selective 
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grid refinement, specifically in the central region of the original SRM creating a new 
model called the SRMR (R for refined). Ooi et al. (2009) simulated two different tidal 
simulations (without direct tide generating forces), one with the SRM and the other 
with the SRMR. Both simulation results were compared to the observed tidal 
components to assess the improvement in model quality. The results demonstrated 
that refining the central sub-domain affects the performance of the entire model 
including the unrefined sub-domains. The primary effect of refining the central sub-
domain was the improvement of the predictions in the central sub-domain. Outside 
the refined sub-domain, the effects were mixed. Although the improvement in the 
refined central region around Singapore suggests that refining the rest of the regions 
may also improve the tidal predictions of the region, this becomes an unfeasible 
solution due to the increased computational resource requirements. Therefore it was 
decided to keep the original version of the SRM as a base model for further 
calibration studies 
 The next step to improve the SRM focused on using the initial stages of the 
data model integration process particularly the use of single parameter optimisation to 
assess the sensitivity of the tidal constituents at the Java Sea (JS) and South China Sea 
(SCS) boundaries as described in Ooi et al (2010). Results from Zu et al (2008) were 
used as a starting point to begin the data model integration process to calibrate the 
SRM for better tidal representation in the entire model domain. The results of the 
initial phase of data model integration (manual calibration techniques) suggested that 
the phases obtained from Zu et al (2008) are significant in improving the overall tidal 
prediction of the SRM and in general indicate that the overall accuracy of tidal 
predictions by the SRM could be further improved. This study also introduced 
OpenDA as a possible calibration-instrument. Kurniawan et al. (2010) extended this 
work further by using a coarse computational grid to improve the tidal representation 
in Singapore Regional Waters through updating of the model open boundaries at the 
Andaman Sea (AS). OpenDA, as the automated calibration-instrument, was used to 
guide and speed up the processes. Preliminary results from the AS open boundaries 
calibration showed that it was possible to calibrate a complex tidal model efficiently 
and effectively using the DUD (Doesn’t Use Derivatives; Ralston and Jennrich, 1978) 
technique. It also demonstrated that a properly designed coarse grid could be used to 
replace a finer grid for calibration purposes. The preliminary results of SRM 
calibration using OpenDA revealed promising results to proceed further in improving 
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the tidal calibration (e.g. updating all remain open boundaries, bathymetry, roughness) 
of the SRM through calibration techniques such as DUD, Simplex and Powell which 
are found in OpenDA.   
3.1.3 South China Sea Model (SCSM) 
 The set-up of the SCSM follows the historic model developments (Gerritsen et 
al., 2000). The model covers area between 95o and 126o East and -9o and 24o North 
(Figure 1.1 shows its extents within the waters bounded by yellow lines). It features a 
spherical grid which consists of around 7,550 horizontal grids points with uniform 
resolution 0.25o by 0.25o degrees (approximately 27.7 by 27.7 km) in North and East 
directions. It has 8 open boundaries where the forcing is prescribed by means of 
amplitudes and phases (Figure 3.3). The forcing at the open boundaries consisted of 
prescription of water level variations, based on tidal constants for the 8 main tidal 
constituents i.e. 4 semi-diurnals (M2, S2, N2 and K2) and 4 diurnals (O1, K1, Q1 and 
P1). The phases relate to time zone GMT+8. The depth is based on bathymetry 
information as digitised from edition 1992 of Admiralty charts (Khanh, 1998). Bed 
friction is parameterized using a Manning friction coefficient of 0.026 m-1/3s. Local 
values of 0.015 m-1/3s on the Vietnamese shelf and a value 0.500 m-1/3s across the 
archipelagos separating the Sulu Sea from the South China Sea and from the Celebes 
Sea were applied to account for the effect of partly unresolved islands and underwater 
ridges. Inventory of model versions and settings are given in detail by Sisomphon 
(2009c).   
 The first experiment of the SCS tidal model calibrations was by sensitivity 
analysis (Khanh, 1998) on the boundary condition and the bathymetry in the 
continental shelf area. Expert judgment (Gerritsen et al., 2000) focused on the 
Northern part of the model, i.e. the South China Sea, The Gulf of Tongkin and the 
Gulf of Thailand. Less attention was given to the Java Sea, Strait Kalimantan, the 
Celebes Sea and the Sulu Sea. Adjusting parameters, e.g. types of forcing prescribed 
at the open boundaries; time zone; tidal constituents as well as manning friction 
coefficient have been performed. These exercises show that the behaviour of the 
semi-diurnal and diurnal constituents improved significantly especially in the phase 
reproduction of the major tidal constituents in the area of specific interest, i.e. the 
deep South China Sea and its northwest continental margin. These activities also 
concluded that tidal model can be further improved. Therefore, a further calibration 
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study is attempted by applying an automatic approach, so-called adjoint modelling 
(Gerritsen et al., 2000; 2003). This exercise suggested that the adjoint calibration 
showed improvement in both time and spectral and mainly from the improved 
behaviour of the semi-diurnal constituents, i.e. M2 and S2.  
 Since then further improvement of SCSM through refinement of grid 
resolution and model domain extension at Andaman Sea boundaries as well as the use 
of OpenDA as calibration-instrument have been carried out. The results suggested that 
the model response is mostly locally driven i.e. water level in one region is greatly 
affected by the open boundary adjacent to it. This type of model response has 
facilitated the OpenDA calibration process in which individual regions can be 
improved systematically. However, calibrating coastal or partially enclosed water 
bodies such as gulfs (e.g. Gulf or Thailand) and isolated seas (e.g. Sulu Sea) where 
the model response is either too sensitive or not sensitive to certain boundary forcing, 
and combination of tuning a few boundaries at the same time or regional friction or 
depth calibration may be required. Depth calibration has shown significant 
improvement in narrow waterways such as Malacca Strait due to implementing a 
more detailed bathymetry in this area. As this study has only calibrated a few 
parameters (e.g. open boundaries and bathymetry) for SCS with an average of 15% 
improvement, there is still room for improvement in SCS tidal modelling. It is noted 
that just refining the grid, immediately improves the tidal representation in the Sulu 
Sea (without any additional calibration). Detail analysis and results can be found in 
Kurniawan et al. (2011b). 
3.2 Data-Model Integration 
3.2.1 Introduction 
Data model integration (DMI) is a process in which the observations of the 
state of a state of a system are combined with the result from numerical model to 
produce accurate estimates of all the current (and future) state variables of the system. 
The DMI aims to find the best representation of the state of an evolving system given 
measurements and prior information on the system, taking account of errors in the 
measurements and the prior information. A DMI system consists of three components: 
a set of observations, a numerical model or dynamical model and a DMI approach.  
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According to Gerritsen and Van den Boogaard (2009), there are two possible 
DMI-approaches: 
1. Model calibration and calibration techniques which aim to improve the model 
prediction through reducing uncertainties. These techniques can also be 
thought of in terms of a sensitivity analysis as the techniques are used to 
quantify the major uncertainties in the input parameters with regards to the 
model output or prediction. 
2. Data assimilation and data assimilation techniques which may results an 
improved numerical model forecast results.  
Based on these two approaches, many DMI-approaches have been developed for 
oceanography. These approaches have been shown to be useful in tidal modelling 
(e.g. Heemink and Kloosterhuis, 1990; Egbert and Bennett, 1996; Gerritsen et al., 
2000; Egbert and Erofeeva, 2001; Babovic et al., 2001; Babovic et al., 2005; 
Sannasiraj et al., 2005; Sannasiraj et al., 2006; Cai et al., 2006; Mancarella et al., 
2007; Sun et al., 2009a; Sun et al., 2009b; Zhang and Lu, 2010; Altaf , 2011, Wang, 
2012; Karri et al., 2012). These techniques seek to determine the value of uncertain 
parameters used in the numerical model corresponding to defined error criteria and 
objective functions. In the present work which focuses on the application of the first 
approach of DMI, available observation datasets are used to tune the numerical model 
by adapting some of the uncertainties to obtain a better fit of measurement tidal water 
level and current. The second approach focuses on combination of Information 
Theory-Based approaches (Abarbanel, 1995) and Genetic Programming (Koza, 1996) 
to improve the prediction of numerical model.  
3.2.2 Model Calibration and Calibration Techniques 
Error Criteria and Objective Function 
 In numerical model applications uncertain parameters must appropriately be 
initialised, and often this is done by means of model calibration. This means that the 
numerical model is evaluated for a number of variations of parameters, and each time 
the model’s response is compared to measurements. A quantitative measure needs to 
be chosen or defined that expresses the agreement or difference between these 
quantities and the field data. Two typical quantitative criteria’s are Cost-Function 
(CF), which is a commonly used measure for quantitative comparison of model-data 
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differences and its inverse counterpart the Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) criteria which is 
used as a quantitative measure for agreement between model results and field data. 
The key issue of using such quantitative comparisons is that they are compact, 
quantitative, objective, reproducible, transferable, and are easy to use in automated 
evaluation procedures and software (Gerritsen and Van den Boogaard, 2009). To 
determine the uncertain parameters in the numerical model to be calibrated, an 
understanding of the sources of these uncertainties is needed. Such information may 
help to reduce the number of uncertain parameters to be calibrated.    
Sources of Uncertainties  
 As explained earlier, there are a number of sources of errors that may affect 
the accuracy that can be achieved by calibration-instrument (C-I). For instance, it is 
avoided to have a very well calibrated numerical model (taking many iterations) when 
a significant error remains, due to uncertainties in, for instance, bottom topography or 
model forcing. For the purposes of the C-I, it is practical to group the uncertainties 
sources systematically. They are divided into 5 main parts as following (Gerritsen et 
al., 2006). 
1. The domain of the application and grid resolution. 
2. Model parameterisations, time variation and numerical parameters. 
3. Model inputs (e.g. open boundaries, bathymetry, roughness, etc.) 
4. Calibration or observation data  
5. Calibration method 
For the first part the choices of model domain and model resolution are fixed at the 
start of calibration and are not the subject of the calibration process. With regards to 
the second part the uncertainties in the choice of physical process parameterisation, 
the adequacy of the assumption of stationarity and the chosen numerical solution 
method are made so as not to be subject of the calibration process. According to 
Gerritsen et al (2006), potential inadequacies in these choices can generally not be 
identified explicitly in the calibration but tend to be implicitly absorbed in the 
calibrated parameters in a distributed sense. This may lead to physically inconsistent 
estimates for the model parameters, which have no generic value, and this in turn 
directly affects the value of the model in its use as a predictive tool. For the third part, 
the accuracy of the model inputs such as roughness, especially, bathymetry and open 
boundaries forcing strongly affect the numerical model results. Typically the 
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calibration or observations data sets themselves may also contain errors or 
uncertainties. These may be the result of e.g. equipment accuracy, instrument drift, 
equipment fouling or malfunctioning, temporal and spatial sampling frequency, data 
processing and interpretation, spatial and temporal representativeness, etc. These 
errors or uncertainties in observation data sets are often addressed in terms of standard 
deviation of observation. Finally, variations in the calibration method itself will allow 
quantification of the errors or uncertainties for which direct search methods (i.e. 
DUD, Powell, and Simplex) are applied. It is noted that the evaluation of uncertainties 
in the estimated of the model parameters is independent of the calibration or 
optimisation techniques that was applied to minimise or to optimise the object 
function. 
 By taking these groups of potential uncertainties explicitly into account, model 
calibration will lead to an optimal numerical model parameter setting result that is 
well defined. The present work on the model calibration and calibration techniques 
in tidal simulation will take into account uncertainties mentioned under 3, 4 and 5, 
assuming that the choices and assumptions under 1 and 2 are optimal (no 
uncertainties). The uncertainties under 3, 4 and 5 are assumed to be available (e.g. in 
the form of best estimates) at the start of the calibration. As a result of all this, 
mismatches of numerical model results and observations datasets are virtually 
unavoidable. Moreover, both sources of information involve errors in their estimate 
for the true state of the system. The errors in the model on the one hand, and 
measurements on the other, can be of very different type, origin, and magnitude 
(Gerritsen and Van den Boogaard, 2009).  
Effective and Efficient Model Calibration 
 One possible approach of data model integration is model calibration, in which 
the desired uncertainties (e.g. updating input variables) can be achieved in effective 
and efficient ways. According to Gerritsen et al (2000; 2006), the calibration-
instrument is effective if the calibration methodology or strategy is such that the 
evaluation measures (often a combination of quantitative norms and graphical 
presentations) are sensitive to changes in the numerical model parameter settings, 
both for strongly varying and very smooth error surfaces (i.e. strong or weak response 
of the numerical model solution to parameter variation). In general, interdependence 
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between parameters reduces the effectiveness and should be minimised by fixing or 
limiting the range of one of the parameters.  
 Efficiency implies that a calibration of the numerical model should be possible 
within some reasonable timeframe to allow different combinations of parameter sets 
to be evaluated. It may happen that during calibration, a calibration run leads to an 
optimum result for an unrealistic combination of parameter settings. Then human 
intervention is needed to modify the input for a calibration run. Although no precise 
criteria can be given, a maximum period of a few days to a week seems acceptable for 
the entire calibration process, comprising the model simulations and post-processing. 
This criterion puts requirements on various aspects of the calibration tool such as the 
calibration method should use only a limited number of model runs, the calibration 
should only consider a limited number of parameters to be determined and a basic 
numerical model computation should not take too much time. Presently, a 1-year tidal 
simulation of SRM requires an amount of CPU (3MHz with 2 Gigabytes of memory) 
time in the order of 12 hours. This implies that calibration methods requiring 
hundreds of model runs are currently not feasible. 
Generic and Automated Gradient-Free Techniques, OpenDA 
 Typically validation of a numerical model requires comparison of a large 
number of simulation results against objective data sets. These sets consist of high-
quality data obtained by analytical means or by means of observations in the 
laboratory or in the field. Comparing simulation results against objective data is done 
quantitatively (tables, statistics, etc.) and qualitatively (figures, etc.). Validation of a 
complex and broadly applicable model is a time-consuming task. This is caused by 
the large amount of model runs and related post-processing tasks that need to be 
executed. Fortunately, a lot of steps in a validation process can be automated to a 
large extent. This reduces the amount of human workload significantly. 
 In general, calibration techniques can be separated into manual and automated 
techniques in which two phases exist; they are the selection of parameters and the 
actual selection of the values for these parameters. Previous studies (Gerritsen et al., 
2000; Ooi et al, 2010) address the calibration techniques using trial and error 
techniques in which parameters are manually varied and according to some user (i.e. 
expert judgement dependent) strategy new guesses are created and verified. This 
approach is rather subjective and not very efficient because a very large number of 
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model computations may be necessary to obtain the desired or acceptable result. 
Moreover, it may be difficult to reproduce the result when for some reason the 
calibration must be repeated later (Van den Boogaard et al., 2007).  
 OpenDA, which stands for Open Data Assimilation, is a calibration-
instrument in which generic and automated gradient-free techniques are applied 
(Gerritsen et al., 2006; Van den Boogaard et al., 2007). Generic, which means the 
numerical models are independent from calibration techniques, allows the numerical 
model to be treated as a black box and merely uses the model prediction for the 
prescribed targets, rather than also requiring intermediate information about the actual 
computation of this prediction. This means the tool can be easily applied to different 
numerical model without modifying the numerical code itself. Automated gradient-
free terms refer to the directional search method. In general, automated gradient-free 
calibration technique, in which primarily “the computer carries out the work”, begins 
with an initial guess for the numerical model parameters and then iteratively tries to 
improve that guess using direct search method (Van den Boogaard et al., 2007). The 
gradient-free method is described in more detail in the next section. 
Gradient-Free (Direct Search) Methods 
 In model calibration typically the CF must be minimised (or the GoF 
maximised) with respect to the numerical model’s uncertainties parameters.  In the 
present work structured and automated minimisation techniques that utilise the 
gradient-free or direct search method is used. According to Van den Boogaard et al. 
(2007), the gradient-free methods uses values of the cost function to decide how to 
find the global minimum (Figure 3.4). Direct search methods can thus also be called 
“derivative-free” or “gradient-free” method. An extensive review of direct search 
methods can be found in Lewis et al. (2000). Among the more popular direct search 
method are the Downhill Simplex approach of Nelder and Mead (1965), the approach 
followed by Powell (1964), and the methodology of Ralston and Jennrich (1978) also 
known as the Doesn’t Use Derivative method. These three popular techniques are 
included in OpenDA and the details regarding the basic developments of these 
techniques into the OpenDA software can be found in Van den Boogaard et al., 2007. 
The algorithm and merits of these three direct search methods are summarised below. 
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The Simplex Method  
 The simplex method utilises a geometric shape with P+1 distinct vector that 
are its vertices, where P is the number of parameters to be optimised. For example, for 
P=2 the simplex is a triangle, and for P=3 it is a tetrahedron (“pyramid”). After the 
initial simplex is formed, it iteratively searches for the global minimum through a 
series of deterministic geometric transformation known as reflection, expansion, 
inside and outside contraction, and shrinkage. It is important to realize that the 
decision as to which transformation is to be carried out next is not based on the actual 
values of the cost function. These values are only used in a relative sense with the best 
vertex corresponding to the parameter set having the lowest value for the cost 
function. Extensive description of the downhill simplex algorithm can be found in 
Walters et al. (1991) and Lagaries et al. (1998). The main advantage of this method 
are its ease and robustness, and after some adaption, its use as a constrained 
technique. Disadvantages include the possibility to find a local rather than global 
minimum (which is equally true for all local search methods) and its poor 
convergence (efficiency), especially in case of interdependent parameters (e.g. 
Ruessink, 2005). 
The Powell’s Method 
 Compared to the simplex method so called directional (set) methods tend to be 
much more efficient. In these techniques an initial and intermediate best guess of the 
parameters are repeatedly updated on the basis of search directions. These directions 
are derived from the present and preceding model evaluations (iterations). An 
important example of such a direction techniques is Powell’s quadratically convergent 
method (Powell, 1964; Press et al., 1986). In Powell’s original algorithm, search 
directions are constructed such that after a number of iteration these align in conjugate 
directions. In this way the method incorporates the advantages of conjugate gradient 
method in the strict sense (i.e. the ones based on the gradient). For quadratic cost 
function (equivalent to linear model response) the method requires P.(P+1) line 
minimisations to do the job. For non-linear model functions this can be significantly 
more, however. Modifications of Powell’s method exist which are more efficient for 
computing quadratic approximations on the way. For example, UOBYQA-method 
(Unconstrained Optimisation by Quadratic Approximation) as proposed by Powell 
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(2002). Powell’s original method or UOBYQA does not require a lease square 
formulation for cost function.  
The DUD Method 
 The DUD (Doesn’t Use Derivatives) technique of Ralston and Jennrich (1978) 
is also a directional minimisation method. The main issue in the algorithm is that 
search directions are repeatedly computed on the basis of a linearization of the model 
response. This linearization is in the form of a so-called secant approximation, rather 
than computing a tangent plane as commonly used in gradient techniques. On the 
basis of a so constructed search direction initial guess are updated, and the procedure 
is repeated until a minimum is found. To obtain a measure of the efficiency of the 
DUD method, it is mentioned that for its initialisation the model must be evaluated for 
P+1 parameters. In this way DUD is a local, directional and iterative minimisation 
method.  
3.2.3 Data Assimilation and Data Assimilation Techniques 
 Even a well calibrated model may not perform perfectly in forecast mode. 
Prediction errors can be due to several sources of uncertainties as for example 
unresolved inaccuracies in the model and/or its parameters, non-stationarities, 
uncertainties in the elements forming the model’s external forcing, etc. To improve a 
model’s skill for operational and/or real time predictions, on-line or sequential DMI 
or data assimilation techniques are often used. 
 The data assimilation (DA) which aims to fill the “information gaps” in an 
optimal way can be stated as: Find the best representation of the state of an evolving 
system given measurements and prior information on the system, taking account of 
errors in the measurements and the prior information. It consists of three components: 
a set of observations, a numerical model or dynamical model, and a data assimilation 
scheme or melding scheme (Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2000). 
 The procedures of data assimilation may be classified according to the 
variables modified during the updating process into four different methodologies 
(Figure 3.5) (World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 1992; Refsgaard, 1997). 
The four methodologies can be defined as follows (Babovic et al., 2001; Sannasiraj et 
al., 2006): 
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1. Updating of input parameters 
 This is the classical method justified by the fact that input uncertainties may 
be the dominant error source in operational forecasting. 
2. Updating of state variables 
 Adjustment of the state variables can be done in different ways. The 
theoretically most comprehensive methodology is based on Kalman filtering 
(Gelb, 1974). Kalman filtering is the optimal updating procedure for linear 
systems, but it can also, with some modifications, provide an approximate 
solution for nonlinear hydrodynamic systems. 
3. Updating of model parameters 
 The prediction process can be improved by better definitions of the model 
parameters (Hersbach, 1998) during the assimilation process. However, 
continuous adaptation of model parameters is a matter of continuous debate 
that the model parameters cannot be changed recurrently. Thus recalibration of 
the model parameters at every time step has no real advantages. 
4. Updating of output variables (error prediction or correction) 
 The deviations between the simulation mode nowcast/hindcast and the 
observed variables are model errors. The possibility of forecasting these errors 
and superimposing them onto the simulation mode forecasts, usually gives a 
more accurate performance (Babovic et al., 2000). This method is most often 
referred to as error prediction and is the method employed in the present study.  
While filtering techniques (e.g. Kalman, 1960) have so far been practically 
applied for conceptual dynamic models, they also provide important new 
opportunities for combination with data driven models. Given the computational 
efficiency of data driven models, their combination with on-line sequential data 
assimilation facilities has a promising potential for operational and real time 
modelling and forecasting. Present work applies combination of mutual information 
theory (i.e. data relationship analysis, Chapter 6) with data driven modelling 
technique (i.e. Genetic Programming, Chapter 7) as data assimilation techniques. 
 
 




Figure 3.1  Example of Delft3D-FLOW model area (adapted from Deltares, 
2011a).  




Figure 3.2  Singapore Regional Model (SRM) showing bathymetry (in meters) and 
boundary support points (red circles) where tidal and mean level 
forcing are prescribed). The diamonds denote observation locations 
used for optimising the tidal model representation. 




Figure 3.3  South China Sea Model (SCSM) domain showing bathymetry and 




Figure 3.4  Flowchart of present work of model calibration process.  
 




Figure 3.5  Schematic diagram of simulation and forecasting with emphasis on 
four different updating methodologies (Adapted from Refsgard, 1997)  
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Chapter 4 Sensitivity Analysis of Tidal Representation 
in Singapore Regional Waters 
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter focuses on model calibration and calibration techniques of tides 
which are the process of adjustment of the model parameters and forcing within the 
margins of the uncertainties (in model parameters and or model forcing) to obtain a 
model representation of the processes of interest that satisfies pre-agreed criteria, i.e. 
Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) or Cost-Function (CF) (Gerritsen and Van den Boogaard, 
2009). Briefly, model calibration seeks to determine the value of parameters used in 
the numerical model corresponding to an objective function i.e. a maximal GoF, or 
minimal CF. With this GoF or CF, the goals or targets of the actual sensitivity 
analysis are expressed in a mathematical form. In this way the model calibration is 
translated into an optimisation or minimisation problem.  
In linear numerical models, this minimisation can be done both analytically 
and with numerical techniques. Gradient descent techniques (e.g. conjugate gradient 
or quasi-Newton) are by far most efficient numerical techniques because of their 
efficiency in terms of the number of the model evaluation that is required to find 
minimum. However, evaluation of derivatives (gradients) of the objective function is 
often the main problem. In linear numerical models, can be computed analytically by 
many data driven modelling (e.g. analytical regression models, empirical formulae, 
Neural Networks, Genetic Programming, etc.). 
As the present work deals with tides which is simulated using large-scale 
dynamical numerical (e.g. flow) models, with a large number of uncertain parameters, 
then this is certainly not the case. The computation of gradients in the so-called 
adjoint model, which is derived from the original model by means of a variational 
analysis, can be used. A detailed description of the application of the adjoint method 
in ocean problems can be found in Navon (1997). This method has been widely 
developed and applied in oceanography (e.g. Panchang and O’Brien, 1990; Navon, 
1997; Gerritsen et al., 2000; Robert et al., 2005). However, a main practical 
disadvantage of the adjoint method is the time and cost of its implementation (e.g. 
Van den Boogaard, 2007; Altaf, 2011). Therefore, for computationally less 
demanding models gradient-free (local or global search) minimisation techniques may 
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serve as a reasonable alternative for gradient based methods as long as the number of 
uncertain parameters is sufficiently low (e.g. less than 10). This has led to 
development of generic and automated gradient-free calibration tools, such as the 
Open Data Assimilation (OpenDA), (Gerritsen et al., 2006; Van den Boogaard et al., 
2007). It is noted that OpenDA provides both model calibration (Calibration-
Instrument) and data assimilation (Forecasting-Instrument) approaches through DMI. 
The present work only focuses on the application of OpenDA as calibration-
instrument (C-I) for tidal simulation which also serves as the extension of previous 
work done by Kurniawan et al. (2010) and Kurniawan et al. (2011). 
This chapter discusses the three primary building blocks that are used in the 
study of the tidal sensitivity in the SRW through data model integration approach: (1) 
a consistent set of high quality observation data, (2) a 2D (barotropic) depth-averaged 
numerical flow model and (3) the software environment OpenDA for sensitivity 
analysis and parameter optimisation. 
4.2 Building Blocks: Tidal Data, Tidal Model and Assimilation 
Approach 
4.2.1 Tidal Observational Data – Along Track Data and Long Term In-
situ Data Sets 
The SRW region is a region with relatively few reliable in-situ tide gauge data 
(Gerritsen et al., 2000, 2003; Pang et al., 2003). In addition many of the tide gauges in 
SRW (reliable or otherwise) are situated in shallow areas directly along the coast or in 
estuaries. They do not reflect the hydrodynamics in the more open waters and are 
therefore less suitable to describe the tidal wave propagation and tidal dynamics in the 
SRW. The present satellite altimetry data from the TOPEX-POSEIDON (T/P) system 
and its successors provides reliable, consistent open water coverage of water level 
(tide) information, suitable for model calibration in the DMI framework. Combining 
available reliable long term in-situ (coastal) observations with satellite altimetry 
present the best possible mix of open-water and coastal water level and tide 
observation throughout the model domain. 
The tidal constituents at coastal stations were derived from available multi-
year data sets while at locations obtained from satellite altimetry tidal constituents 
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were derived by tidal analysis of level-2 altimeter along-track data sets from the 
RADS database (Naeije et al., 2006). Coherence analysis of tide gauge data (tidal 
constants) and comparison with altimeter derived tidal constants resulted in a database 
of tidal constants in a total of 80 observation locations or stations, shown as diamonds 
in Figure 3.2. It consists of a mix of International Hydrographic Organization (IHO), 
Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) and University of Hawaii Sea Level 
Center (UHSLC; http://ilikai.soest.hawaii.edu/uhslc/data.html) observations plus 
satellite along-track data sets. Figure 4.1 shows spatial distribution of tidal constants 
in SRM grid domain.  
Direct comparison of model-based and “observed” tidal constants provides an 
objective, quantitative and reproducible norm or benchmark to assess the tidal 
representation of the model (Le Provost et al., 1995). Detail information of data 
validation of UHSLC and satellite along-track data set can be found in Twigt (2007). 
4.2.2 Numerical Model – Uncertainties, Coarse Model 
A numerical model, i.e. SRM is a simplified representation of natural systems 
containing equations that express scientifically accepted principles, for instance 
continuity and energy and or momentum conservation for particular (partial) 
processes and their manifestation on specific scales of interest. In other words, 
prediction made by this numerical model is only as reliable as the model assumption, 
inputs and parameters estimates. The presence of parameters estimates in process 
models is direct consequence of the need to simplify reality or even represent 
unknown or sub-scale processes as a simple black box term (e.g. Van den Boogaard et 
al., 2007). Essentially, parameters account for information lacking in the model due to 
complexity or non-described spatial and or temporal variability of the processes 
considered. In general, model parameters do not represent measurable attributes of the 
study area (e.g. bottom friction). Therefore, in addition to the open boundary forcing, 
in a depth averaged numerical model, model bathymetry data and bottom friction are 
therefore important sources of uncertainty in the reproduction of the tide. The 
numerical model used in this study solves the 2D depth-averaged shallow water flow 
equations.  
The issues of uncertainties in the tidal boundary conditions have previously 
been discussed in Chapter 3. The other major uncertainty in the Malacca Strait centers 
around the bathymetry in the Malacca Strait. While there have been surveys from 
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1925 to 1992 in the Malacca Strait there still exist large sets of sounding-line data 
incorporated in the bathymetry data that is used. Most of the charts have a scale range 
between 1:100,000 to 1:200,000. This means a 1 mm distance on the chart translates 
to a physical value of 100 – 200 m depending on the scale. This indicates that there 
exists a large uncertainty in the bathymetry data in the Malacca Strait region.  
Low-computational Cost Model (Manual Approach) 
A one year simulation with SRM requires 12 hours total CPU time on a 
common desktop PC, and simple tests using OpenDA had required 4-5 total iterations 
to obtain a solution (Ooi et al., 2010). This implies a minimum of 60 hours total 
computational time if such tests had been carried out with the SRM. This is definitely 
not an effective or efficient model calibration approach. The traditional approach, 
which is the first approach for a low-computational cost model and involves 
coarsening the computational grid size, was then carried out to attempt to develop an 
effective, efficient model for the calibration. Table 4.1 shows the comparison of 
performance between the original and coarse grid model based on different numerical 
model parameters.  
A 3x3 aggregated coarser grid version of the SRM was created to reduce the 
number of grid cell from 38,500 to 4,200. In the aggregation of the depth profiles, 
volumes are maintained, albeit at a coarser grid. Following Stelling (1984), an explicit 
time integration of the shallow water equations on a rectangular grid is subject to a 
time step condition based on the Courant number for wave propagation shown in 
Equation (4-1). 
2 2
1 12 1waveCFL t gH x y
      ..................................................................(4-1) 
where  is the time step,  is the acceleration of gravity,  is the total water depth 
and  and  are the smallest grid spaces. With regards to low-computational cost 
model, time step and grid spaces are to be expected to influence the computational 
time. As a result of coarsening the computational grid size, the grid spaces increase in 
size. Based on Equation (4.1), the time step was adjusted from 4 minutes to 7.5 
minutes. All these factors resulted in a reduction of the computation time by a factor 
of 16 - 20.    
t g H
x y
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The results of the coarse and original model which are run using same model 
settings are then compared to measurement or observation data set and root mean 
square error (RMSE) is calculated. Figure 4.2 shows comparison of performance 
between the coarse and original grid model based on RMSE differences in metres (y-
axis) at various observation stations (x-axis) throughout the model domain. Stations 
with RMSE < 0.2 m. imply comparable tidal behaviour. This resulted in the reduction 
of the number of stations in the coarse model to 77 stations due to the coarsening and 
the exclusion of stations with RMSE > 0.2 m. The accuracy of this coarser grid model 
has previously been assessed by Kurniawan et al. (2010) who showed that the model 
on a properly designed 3x3 coarser grid can suitably replace the finer grid model for 
multiple parameter variation and sensitivity analysis purposes.  
4.2.3 OpenDA and Multiple Parameter Variation 
The generic OpenDA data assimilation environment (El Serafy et al., 2010) 
provides both a range of filtering routines as well as uncertainty and sensitivity 
analysis routines. It supports assimilation of recent observations in order to improve 
model forecasts and sensitivity analysis and simultaneous parameter optimisation of 
model parameters in a given model application. Rather than a new tool, it is an 
updated open source version with extended functionalities of the existing DATools 
system which was used successfully for e.g. data assimilation of current and salinity 
profiles (El Serafy et al., 2007) and flood forecasting purposes (Weerts et al., 2010). 
The parameter variation and sensitivity analysis toolsets in OpenDA have many 
features which are essentially user controlled and have robust default settings.  
Multiple parameter optimisation and sensitivity analysis will (almost) always 
end correctly in the sense that, mathematically speaking, optimised parameter values 
are found. The key question is then how physically realistic these are. To assess the 
realism of the model results with optimised parameter settings, several independent 
measures are defined that quantify the difference between modelled tide and observed 
tide before, during and after parameter optimisation. The user should use such 
measures to easily interpret the consistency and realism of the results.  
In the present work OpenDA’s semi-automated parameter estimation method 
Doesn’t Use Derivatives (DUD) is used as a first option, since the method has been 
shown more sufficient than the other two methods (Van den Boogaard et al., 2007). 
This method can be applied for structured variation of the parameters, with or without 
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user-defined constraints on the parameters. DUD is a derivative-free algorithm for 
nonlinear least squares (Ralston and Jennrich, 1978). It evaluates and optimizes by 
minimizing a generalised form of a least-squares or Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) criterion 
which is formulated in the time domain. The user can specify sub-regions or blocks of 
observations, and specify stations within these blocks, in order to vary the GoF 
definition during the analysis. The parameter values that correspond to the minimum 
value of the GoF are considered the optimum parameter values for the given analysis.  
In tidal modelling the water level is the key result and the built-in GoF 
formulation is now configured to read as: 
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      ........................(4-2) 
in which maxN  is the number of timesteps in the time series, maxS  is the number of 
stations in region r , maxR  indicates the regions for which observations are included 
while Hobs  denotes the uncertainties assigned to the observations (here: tidal 
prediction values). The weight ,r sw  is set equal to 1. In the present simulations, the 
standard deviation (SD) of the observations is assumed to be 0.05 m. The smaller the 
number, the stronger weight OpenDA attaches to the measurements. As it can attach 
different weights to each observation; however, present study tends to group them 
(e.g. by type of instrument or region). Since these are tidal predictions, it would be 
useful to use a small, uniform value, i.e. 0.05 m. The effect of this uniform choice is 
that the GoF is different, but not more distinctive (it is noted that the SD for altimeter 
data and in situ data is generally different).  
To assess the sensitivity of the SRW tidal model representation to the 
prescribed tidal amplitudes and phases the 80 observation stations were subdivided 
into 8 distinct blocks numbered from 1 to 8, see Figure 4.3. The sensitivity of the 
SRW tidal representation to depth and friction changes in the Malacca Strait was 
studied by breaking up the strait into 6 distinct blocks named A to F (Figure 4.3). 
4.3 Evaluation Criteria for Assessing Model Representation of 
Tide 
In addition to the mathematical optimisation criterion GoF there is a need to 
assess the effect of the model (the region by proxy) to the parameter variation in terms 
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of the properties of the physics or process dynamics. The proposed method is to 
evaluate the differences in the modelled and observed tidal amplitudes and phases (H, 
G) of the available tidal constituents at the stations of the selected observer blocks and 
those in the whole model domain. A practical error measure for tidal constituent k is 
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,c kH , ,c kG , ,o kH  and ,o kG  are the computed and observed astronomical amplitudes and 
phases of a tidal constituent k (Le Provost et al., 1995). Finally a single criterion to 
evaluate the improvement in tidal representation during the process of multiple 
parameter variation is defined: 





   .............................................(4-5) 
Here, M is either the SVD or the GoF. 
4.4 Design of the Sensitivity Experiments 
4.4.1 Ranking of Uncertainties – Sequence of Simulations 
The starting point of the model parameter settings (tidal constants, depths, bed 
friction) are the first settings described in Kurniawan et al. (2010). Even with the 
availability estimates of the tidal constituents along three open boundaries, key areas 
of uncertain depths and bed friction, the number of uncertain model parameters is still 
too large for simultaneous variation of all parameters using a local search algorithm. 
From a physical viewpoint, the uncertainties in the boundary forcing are considered to 
provide the largest contribution to the error in the tide representation.  The sensitivity 
analysis starts therefore with this (section A in Figure 4.4), followed by the 
assessment of the model sensitivity to variation of depth and friction in different parts 
of the Malacca Strait (section B in Figure 4.4), and ended with a reassessment of the 
open boundaries (section C in Figure 4.4). IM1 to IM3 are the intermediate combined 
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model results after each variation block and are described in more detail in 
subsections below.  
The details of the parameters that were varied for each sensitivity analysis are 
given in Table 4.2. P denotes the number of parameters simultaneously varied; the 
Observer blocks used denotes the blocks which are included in the GoF. Iter denotes 
the number of iterations until the optimum; for DUD, Iter >= P+1. DUD ranks the 
results of (P+1) simulations, removes the worst case and use the remaining sets of 
results to derive the parameter setting for a new case, etc. All the results shown in the 
Figures and Tables are the best optimisations from a set of different variations. The 
reasons to start with variation of the semi-diurnal constituents at the Andaman Sea 
(AS) and the diurnal constituents at the South China Sea and Java Sea (SCS&JS) were 
the dominating local physics of the system - the SCS&JS is a predominantly diurnal 
region while the AS is a predominantly semi-diurnal region. Configuration aspects of 
OpenDA for sensitivity analysis 
For a discussion of the sensitivity of parameter optimisation to the selected 
observer blocks and its effect on the tidal representation, see Kurniawan et al. (2010). 
Essentially, the regions where tide is most directly is affected by the analysed 
parameter variation should be selected as observer regions (see Figure 4.3). Case SD3 
in Table 4.2 represents the optimum result from Kurniawan et al. (2010) when 
assessing that blocks 1 and 2 together were the best observer blocks to be used to 
assess an incoming tide from AS. Similar tests had been carried out for the incoming 
tide from the SCS&JS resulting in blocks 5, 6, 7 and 8 being selected as observer 
blocks for simultaneous variation of the tidal constituents at both the SCS and JS 
boundaries of the model. The linking of the SCS and JS boundaries for simultaneous 
sensitivity assessments draws on physical insight provided by Wrytki (1961) and Zu 
et al. (2008), suggesting that for the SRW the SCS and JS boundary regions are quite 
similar in their tidal characteristics.  
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4.5 Results and Discussion  
4.5.1 Sensitivity of Tidal Representation to Variation of Ocean Forcing 
The Indian Ocean Forcing along the Andaman Sea Model Boundary 
To examine the sensitivity of the region to uncertainties in the incoming tide 
prescription from the Indian and Pacific Oceans, the amplitudes and phases for 
selected tidal constituents at the boundaries of the numerical model were varied. The 
initial test SD3 of coarse model (Kurniawan et al., 2010) only amplitudes and phases 
of M2 and S2 were varied at the Andaman Sea. Present study compares both coarse 
and original model. This resulted in an improvement of 36.3% for coarse and 34.5% 
for original in GoF in the observer blocks, see Table 4.2. Physically this translates to 
an improvement in the SVD for M2 and S2 (the selected parameters) in the observer 
blocks of 32.5% and 27.9% for coarse model and 30.9% and 30.8% for original 
model, respectively, see Table 4.2. This variation of M2 and S2 not only affects the 
observer blocks but the overall tide representation as the total model SVD for M2 and 
S2 improve by 22.1% and 15.0% for coarse model and 16.5% and 6% for original 
model, respectively. The SVD values per constituent in Figure 4.7 and 4.8 shows that 
while M2 and S2 significantly improve, most other tidal constituents deteriorate 
slightly in both coarse and grid model. In a different form, this is also presented in 
Tables 4.3-4.6. This is an effect of post-processing: in the least squares analysis, a 
redistribution of the least squares residual may affect some small knock-on effect of 
the change of M2 and S2 into the other constituents. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 shows that the 
improvement in the M2, S2 tidal representation does not only occur in the observer 
blocks (Andaman Sea and Malacca Strait) but also in blocks 3 and 4 (Singapore 
waters) which together show an SVD reduction by 1.65 m for coarse model and 0.5 
for original model. In blocks 5-8 the effect is very small. The notion of small knock-
on effect of energy between constituents suggests a joint variation of M2, S2, N2, K2 
forcing, starting from the newly established M2 and S2 amplitudes and phases in test 
SD3. 
The results in Table 4.3 of this test SD7 show only a marginal overall 
improvement of 0.1% and 0.04% for coarse model in the SVD values of M2 and S2, 
while the original model deteriorates of -1.02% and -0.6%. The observer regions also 
show only small changes: 0.5% improvement for M2, and -0.5 % for S2. The minor 
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semi-diurnal constituents N2 and K2 both show much improvement; in the observer 
regions the SVD values for N2 and K2 improve by 59% and 33% for coarse model 
and 69.15% and 43.92% for original model, while over the whole model the N2 and 
K2 representation improves by 20.9% and 12.9% for coarse model and 30.55% and 
14.62% for original model, respectively. Clearly, an automated simultaneous variation 
approach is essential for the whole semi-diurnal signal. While in SD7 the overall M2 
and S2 result did not really change, locally, along the boundary, M2 and S2 adjusted 
together with N2 and K2. Figures 4.5-4.6 for SD7 show that most of the additional 
improvement in the summed semi-diurnal constituents occurs in blocks 1 & 2 
(Andaman Sea area and Malacca Strait), little change in block 3, while block 4 
(Singapore waters) even shows a slight deterioration for both coarse and original 
model. Again, the variation of the semi-diurnal Indian Ocean tide forcing does not 
propagate to the eastern model domain blocks 5-8.   
The Pacific Ocean Forcing along the SCS and JS Model Boundaries 
In test D7 the main diurnal forcing from the Pacific Ocean defined in terms of 
Q1, O1, K1 and P1 along the South China Sea and Java Sea model boundaries was 
varied. The whole eastern model domain (blocks 5-8) served as observer block. 
Tables 4.4-4.5 show that there is large sensitivity of the SRW tide to these changes. 
The %IMP in SVD for the diurnal constituents ranges from 35.5-70.0% for the whole 
coarse and original models domain, and between 44.6-76.6% for the eastern part 
(observer blocks 5-8), depending on the individual constituent for both coarse and 
original models. Figures 4.9-4.11 show that the improvement extends also to blocks 2, 
3 and 4, e.g. Singapore Strait and Malacca Strait. This suggests that almost the entire 
SRW except for the region close to the Andaman Sea open boundary is sensitive to 
the diurnal tide propagating from the SCS&JS regions. 
The Minor Tide Contributions from the Indian and Pacific Oceans 
With the uncertainties in the major tide forcing contributions significantly 
reduced, the minor tide forcing contributions need to be investigated: the N2, M2, S2, 
K2 semidiurnal tide prescription along the South China Sea and Java Sea boundaries, 
and the Q1, O1, P1, K1 diurnal tide forcing along the Andaman Sea. A new baseline 
model called IM1 was created first, applying the optimised tide forcing of SD7 and 
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D7. As expected the diurnal constituents show negligible changes, while the semi-
diurnals are slightly better, see Figures 4.7-4.8.   
Case SD9 considers the semidiurnal tide forcing along the eastern boundaries. 
The %IMP in GOF is 14% (Table 4.2). Compared to IM1, SD9 results for the semi-
diurnals significantly improve: SVD reduces from 17.3 m to 15.3 m for coarse model 
and 14.9 m to 14.4 m for original model, see Figures 4.7-4.8. The SD9 row in the 
figure illustrates that the improvement is strong in the eastern part plus Singapore 
waters, and drops off in Malacca Strait. The SD9 and IM1 lines in Figure 4.7-4.8 
confirm that the diurnals are again only marginally affected as a result of the post-
processing (cf. discussion in paragraph 4.4.1 above).  
The variation of the diurnal constituent forcing along the Andaman Sea in case 
D8 translates to a %IMP in SVD of 7.9%. The overall SVD of the diurnal 
contributions reduces from 9.02 to 7.85 m. (13%), see Figures 4.7-4.8. The figure 
shows that for both model the improvements are largest in blocks 2 and 3 (Malacca 
Strait and West Singapore waters), while the changes are marginal in the eastern part 
of the model domain. Clearly, the Indian Ocean diurnal forcing does not have a 
significant effect beyond Singapore. Comparing IM1 and D8 in Figures 4.7-4.8 
confirm that the diurnals are only marginally affected by these variations, due to the 
post-processing.  
The sensitivity and optimisation simulations above confirm that the Malacca 
Strait region up to the Singapore Strait (blocks 1 to 4) is most sensitive to the 
incoming tide from the Andaman Sea (Indian Ocean). Almost the whole SRW domain 
is sensitive to tide from the South China Sea and Java Sea (mostly Pacific Ocean) 
except for the region directly next to the Andaman Sea boundary.  
4.5.2 Sensitivity of the Region to Malacca Strait Bathymetry (and 
Friction) 
Role of Malacca Strait in Tidal Dynamics  
The uncertainties in depth and friction model data in the Malacca Strait are 
most likely the next largest source of tide representation errors in the model. For this 
particular analysis, Malacca Strait has been divided into 6 blocks A – F, see Figure 
4.3. Prior analysis carried out of observational data showed that blocks C to F are the 
area with the highest spring/neap tides in the entire model domain, with much tidal 
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mixing.  This suggests that blocks C to F would possibly be the one that would be 
most sensitive to any depth or parameter variation but that significant variation in 
depth or friction in this region could also alter the incoming tide characteristics at the 
boundaries of the SRW. In their study, Kurniawan et al. (2010) chose Block 3 as the 
observer region which approximately is the same area as Blocks D to F combined, 
and confirmed this hypothesis.  
First, a new baseline model (IM2) was created using the optimisation results 
of D8 and SD9. For all eight tidal constituents, IM2 results are again better than either 
D8 or SD9, see Figures 4.5-4.6. 
Sensitivity to Bed Friction in Malacca Strait  
To evaluate the sensitivity of the SRW to friction changes OpenDA was used 
to vary the friction (case R9) in both grid directions (U, V are grid directions) 
simultaneously. This resulted in a %IMP in the GoF of 40.15% for coarse model and 
32.53% for original in the observer blocks (E, F) which was due to an approximately 
40% and 60% reduction of the original Manning bed friction coefficient at the 
selected blocks in the coarse model and original model, respectively (see Table 4.2). 
Tables 4.3-4.4 show that for the semi-diurnal constituents this resulted in a positive 
%IMP in SVD in the observer blocks (E, F) of between 33.6 – 40% and a positive 
%IMP in SVD of between 8.5 – 9.5% for coarse model and except M2 and S2 for 
original model in the whole SRW. The effect on the diurnal constituents was mixed, 
see Tables 4.5-4.6. In the observer blocks the O1 and Q1 tidal representation showed a 
strong SVD deterioration of 80.3 and 38.7% for coarse model and more than 100% 
for original model, respectively while the tidal constituents K1 and P1 showed a SVD 
improvement of 16.8% and 6.7% for coarse model and 43.35% and 29.3% for original 
model respectively. Performance of coarse model over the whole model domain, 
SVD’s of O1 and Q1 showed 8.3% and 2.7% deterioration, respectively, while SVD’s 
of K1 and P1 improved by 1.4 and 1.2%, respectively. Whereas, performance of 
original model over the whole model domain shows deterioration, SVD’s of O1, Q1, 
K1 and P1 showed 21.24%, 6.7%, 0.28% and 1% deterioration, respectively. 
The deviating effect of O1-Q1 is not yet understood. In overall sense, the 
friction adjustment reduced the SVD from 23.5 to 22.3m, an improvement in tidal 
representation by 5.3% for coarse model and deterioration for original model by 0.6m 
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(Figures 4.3-4.4), although the areas most affected differ for diurnals and semi-
diurnals (Figures 4.7-4.12).  
Sensitivity to Depth Variation in Malacca Strait  
All of the general trends observed when friction was varied were almost 
similarly reproduced when depth was varied in the same blocks instead of friction 
(case Z9). The GoF shows a %IMP of 72.76% for coarse model and 59.74% for 
original model in blocks E and F which was due to an increase in the original depth in 
those blocks by 60% for coarse model and 50% of original model, respectively. Such 
a very large change may be an over adjustment due to the assumption in the 
optimisation case that the depth in this region is the key source to all model errors. 
The semi-diurnal SVDs showed strong improvement in the observer blocks and the 
overall region, see Tables 4.3-4.4. For the entire SRW SVD of M2 and S2 improved 
by 28.5% and 30.3% for coarse model and 34% and 33% for original model, 
respectively. For the diurnals the same mixed trend in the %IMP in SVD observed 
earlier for friction was also observed, see Tables 4.5-4.6. For the SRW as a whole the 
SVD for diurnals deteriorates. The overall tidal representation error for coarse model 
reduces from 23.53 to 20.24m, i.e. by 14.0% (Figure 4.5) and 21.03 to 17.61m, i.e. by 
16% for original model (Figure 4.6). Similar to the case of varying friction, Figures 
5.5 and 5.8 show that the SRW is most sensitive in blocks 2 to 5 when depth is varied. 
The results of R9 and Z9 suggest that there are some complex local blocking 
features affecting tide, most likely stemming from the lack of high resolution bottom 
topography data but also possibly due to the obscuring of detailed bottom features in 
the vicinity of blocks E and F. The results in Figures 4.9-4.12 also suggest that the 
effects of varying depth and friction are generally local with the largest variation 
outside of block 3 seen only in blocks 2, 4 and 5 which border block 3. The large 
mixed variation in the diurnal constituents suggests that OpenDA may have initially 
over-optimized the boundary forcing for the diurnal tide. It was decided to reassess 
the incoming diurnal tide at all the boundaries. 
4.5.3 Final Sensitivity Analysis of SRW to Incoming Tide 
To reassess the incoming diurnal tide the new baseline model IM3 was 
created, which combined the best results of R9 and Z9 for friction and depth.  The 
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interaction of the bed friction and depth adjustments in IM3 leads to a small (1-2%) 
deterioration of the tide representation for both coarse and original models (Figures 
4.7-4.8). The first additional case D9 assesses the sensitivity of the observer blocks 
and the SRW to variation of the diurnal constituents at the SCS&JS boundaries. The 
results of D9 is then used as the base for a second assessment called D10 which 
assessed the sensitivity of the SRW to variation of the diurnal constituents at the AS 
boundary.  
Case D9 results in little change to the diurnals, see the %IMP in GOF Table 
4.2; seen also the %IMP in SVD for the diurnals in Tables 4.5-4.6. All diurnals 
improve, though. This is also seen clearly in Figures 4.11-4.12 where the small 
improvements in blocks 6-8 seems to be largely offset by a similar deterioration in 
blocks 3-5.  The semi-diurnals also show little change in the SVD. These results 
indicate that it is not the incoming diurnal tide from the SCS&JS that is interacting 
with the depth and friction in blocks E and F. Using D9 as the new baseline the 
sensitivity of the SRW was analysed with regards to variation of the diurnal Indian 
Ocean tide at the AS. The optimum results of D10 for both coarse and original models 
in Tables 4.5-4.6 show SVD improvement 9.3% – 22.7% for all the diurnal 
constituents at the observer blocks (1, 2). The overall model SVD for the diurnal 
constituents improved between 6.5% for K1 and 11.8% for O1 for coarse model and 
1.72% and 10.65% for original model, respectively. Figures 4.114.12 show that the 
tidal stations in the Malacca Strait (blocks 2, 3 and 4) are the most sensitive to the 
variation of the incoming diurnal tide from the AS boundary with depth and friction 
variations optimised. The result again confirms that the tide from the Andaman Sea is 
most sensitive to uncertainties in depth and friction in the narrow parts of Malacca 
Strait toward Singapore (blocks E and F). 
4.5.4 Overall Evaluation of the Sensitivity of the SRW 
In the previous sections 4.5.1 – 4.5.3, the model uncertainties have been 
ranked according to expected largest impact on tidal representation. By successive 
multi-parameter variation simulations using the local search algorithm DUD, and 
applying a mathematical Goodness of Fit criterion combined with criteria for tide 
quality, it has been shown that the largest remaining uncertainties could significantly 
be reduced, and the tide representation improved. To observe the sensitivity of the 
SRW to all these variations the results of the reference (Base) to D10 are compared in 
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Figure 4.6. The large SVD improvement (46.7%) in the semi-diurnals in the entire 
region and also the large SVD improvement (48.7%) for the diurnals suggest that the 
tidal models of the Singapore Regional Waters are very sensitive to variations in the 
boundary forcing and the friction/depth in a particular sub-region. With regards to the 
previously well-optimized sub-region of the Singapore Strait (Block 4) it has been 
shown that the tide in this region is very much affected by variations and changing 
interactions in a much wider area. 
The effect of all variations in ocean tide forcing, depth and friction and the 
region’s sensitivity to these variations has been visualized in co-tide – phase plots for 
original model, see Figures 4.13 – 4.20. The amplitude and phase distributions of M2, 
S2, N2, K2, O1, K1, Q1 and P1 are shown in three frames, representing observed, initial 
model results and final model results after optimisation. Time zone is GMT+8.  
Figure 4.13 shows that for M2 the improvements are due to for instance the reduction 
in the amplitude in the Malacca Strait near the AS boundary (compare Figure 4.13b,c 
with 4.13a) and to the depth/friction variation as evidenced by the reduction in the 
amplitude in the southern part of Malacca Strait toward Singapore. Figures 4.14-4.16 
shows that for other semi-diurnal constituents (S2, N2 and K2) these 2 effects are also 
the cause of the reduction in SVD. Figures 4.17- 4.20 show that for the diurnal 
constituents (O1, K1, Q1 and P1) the major improvements in the amplitudes and phases 
have been realised in the eastern regions, most directly influenced by the tide forcing 
prescribed along the SCS & JS boundaries. 
4.5.5 Coarse and Original Model Performance  
Finally this section discusses some of the differences observed between 
outcome of optimisation results based on the coarse model and that from the original 
model. It was realized early on that there existed differences between the optimised 
parameter values for the coarse grid and the optimised parameter values for the 
original grid. Table 4.7 shows the differences observed in the variation for the 
optimised parameters of the original and coarse model grids for case SD3. While the 
differences in amplitude variations for the tidal constituents are small, it is observed 
that differences in phase variations are larger between the original and coarse model 
grids. Given these results it was decided to use the best cases from the coarse model 
grid scenarios as shown in Figure 4.3 as the scenarios to carry out sensitivity analysis 
with the original model grid. 
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The differences in the improvements between the coarse and original grids at 
each step of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Figures 4.5-4.6 which compare the 
coarse and original SRM model optimisation results with regards to SVD and 
percentage of improvement of the total SVD of all constituents, total SVD for semi-
diurnal constituents and total SVD for diurnal constituents, all with respect to the base 
configuration. The results show that at the final optimisation both coarse and original 
model have different percentage of improvement for total SVD and total SVD (m). 
This suggests that even though a properly designed 3x3 coarser grid may have largely 
the same response characteristics (dynamically equivalent) and appear to be a suitable 
replacement of the finer grid model for multiple parameter variation and sensitivity 
analysis purposes, direct application of the optimum set of uncertain parameters to be 
optimised (e.g. open boundaries, depth and roughness) do not show the same 
variations e.g. Table 4.7 or the same improvement in VD or in percentage of 
improvement (e.g. Figures 4.5- 4.6). These differences are more apparent in the 
sensitivity analysis of depth variation in the Malacca Strait which reveals that the 
depth values in the coarse model needs to be increased by 60% in order to have an 
optimised solution while in the original model the values only need to be increased by 
50% for an optimised solution. These results suggest that in this sensitive region there 
must be a more appropriate low-computational cost model that could be designed that 
can maintain not only the volume but also some of the other characteristics of the 
region.  
4.6 Conclusions on the Improved Tidal Study 
The results of the sensitivity studies in present work illustrate that tide in a 
complex region like the Singapore regional waters can be effectively studied and 
described by combining a numerical model and reliable observational data with a 
semi-automated data model integration and parameter optimisation tool such as the 
open source OpenDA environment. The study has shown the benefits of a systematic 
approach to evaluating multiple parameter variation, beginning with the parameters 
that are expected to have the larger, more overall, impact and then continuing to 
parameters that have a smaller and more local effect on tidal dynamics. The study has 
also demonstrated that a tool such as OpenDA requires a combination of physical 
insight and understanding of the problem at hand, by defining suitable measures to 
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evaluate the behaviour of the key physics. The semi-automated DUD procedure 
embedded in OpenDA is shown to be effective in reducing the repetitive tasks 
involved in studying the sensitivities of a complex region like the SRW to various 
parameter variations. The use of satellite altimetry data in combination with reliable 
in-situ observation data proved to be simple, since OpenDA allows the observation 
uncertainty to be prescribed individually for each observation time series.  
An ocean modeller does not need to first develop in-depth knowledge in a 
field such as data assimilation or automated parameter optimisation but can continue 
to focus on his or her own area of expertise (analyzing tide in this instance) when 
combining OpenDA with a numerical model. With regards to the SRW, it is shown 
that the region as a whole is most sensitive to boundary forcing but that sub-regions 
are very sensitive to variation of depth and friction, which have a wider than local 
impact. Future studies of the SRW should focus on more systematic variation of 
friction and depth in the narrowing part of Malacca Strait toward Singapore waters. 
A properly designed coarser grid is shown to be dynamically equivalent and 
that it can suitably replace the finer grid model for multiple parameter variation and 
sensitivity analysis purposes. However it has been also shown that the minor 
differences that exist between the coarser and the original grids restrict the coarser 
grid to serve only as an indicator of which is the correct scenario to run the sensitivity 
analysis with the original grid.  
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Table 4.1 Comparison of performance between original and coarse grid model 
based on different numerical model parameters.  
 
 Parameters Original Coarse Remarks 
# Grid cells 38,500 4,200 3x3 coarse grid factor 
# Observation stations 80 77 
Due to coarsening and excluding 
stations with RMSE>0.2 m. 
# Time steps 4 min 7.5 min Courant number (Stelling, 1984) 
# Computational times 12 hours 
30-45 
minutes 
A factor of 16-20 times  faster 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of coarse and original SRM model performances on optimisation tests showing parameters that were varied, the 










Initial %IMP Initial %IMP
SD3 AS Phase & Amp. of M2 & S2 1,2 4 5 9.63E+05 36.30 4 8 8.38E+05 34.50
SD7 AS Phase & Amp. of M2, S2, N2 & K2 1,2 8 20 6.14E+05 11.36 8 21 5.49E+05 19.08
D7 SCS & JS Phase & Amp. of O1, K1, Q1 & P1 5,6,7,8 16 35 1.50E+06 48.32 16 6 9.30E+05 54.01
SD9 SCS & JS Phase & Amp. of M2, S2, N2 & K2 5,6,7,8 16 36 7.80E+05 13.97 16 73 4.31E+05 6.68
D8 AS Phase & Amp. of O1, K1, Q1 & P1 1,2 8 8 4.98E+05 7.93 8 4 4.14E+05 6.65
R9 None Friction in U&V dir. at BLK E&F BLK E&F 2 16 4.20E+05 40.15 2 6 3.47E+05 32.53
Z9 None Depth at BLK E&F BLK E&F 1 5 4.20E+05 72.76 1 12 3.47E+05 59.74
D9 SCS & JS Phase & Amp. of O1, K1, Q1 & P1 5,6,7,8 16 4 5.74E+05 0.71 16 14 3.50E+05 0.74
Starting point was the optimum 
result of R9 & Z7 (IM3)
D10 AS Phase & Amp. of O1, K1, Q1 & P1 1,2 8 4 4.83E+05 7.83 8 4 5.14E+05 8.89 Starting point was the optimum 
result of D9
Test BC varied Parameter (p) varied Observer 
Regions used
RemarksGoF
Starting point was the optimum 
result of SD3
Starting point was the optimum 
result of SD7 & D7 (IM1)
Starting point was the optimum 
result of SD9 & D8 (IM2)
CoarserModel (m431a) OriginalModel (m31a)
P Iter. GoFP Iter.
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Table 4.3 Comparison of coarse and original SRM model performances optimisation tests showing %IMP in SVD for M2 and S2 tides for 




























SD3 11.558 22.097 3.386 32.516 9.065 16.503 2.843 30.883 5.614 15.016 1.869 27.876 4.469 5.885 1.746 30.813
SD7 0.089 2.285 0.525 -1.031 1.965 1.120 0.042 1.348 -0.593 -0.594 1.208 0.828
D7 0.866 2.828 -2.617 1.017 1.701 -3.175 0.356 1.514 -0.528 0.808 0.995 1.809
SD9 10.661 2.356 18.787 2.907 1.515 14.164 9.956 1.184 22.156 5.074 0.888 9.016
D8 0.000 2.255 0.177 0.198 1.931 0.103 -0.021 1.346 0.296 0.095 1.192 0.418
R9 8.762 37.255 -2.276 1.124 33.630 9.454 36.467 -1.786 32.642
Z9 28.546 66.893 34.051 36.477 30.345 63.371 33.124 37.925
D9 5.659 0.088 2.128 0.047 5.571 -0.180 1.082 -0.093 2.950 -0.068 1.033 -0.194 2.957 -0.304 0.704 -0.715








Overall Model Observer only Overall Model Observer onlyTest
M2
CoarserModel (m431a) OriginalModel (m31a)
S2
CoarserModel (m431a) OriginalModel (m31a)
8.920 4.751
7.966 1.326 4.284 0.617
9.004 4.771
Overall Model Observer only Overall Model Observer only
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Table 4.4 same as Table 4.3 but for N2 and K2 tide 
 



















SD3 2.634 -5.771 1.166 -5.660 2.461 -8.127 1.399 -4.718 1.743 -2.754 0.514 -4.086 1.422 -6.821 0.522 -10.345
SD7 20.890 1.232 59.416 30.552 1.465 69.147 12.898 0.535 32.710 14.615 0.576 43.924
D7 1.759 0.868 1.959 1.240 0.561 2.496 3.015 0.764 9.424 1.843 0.497 7.042
SD9 4.310 0.755 12.918 0.219 0.524 9.028 5.003 0.636 9.915 2.642 0.472 5.600
D8 0.046 0.503 0.198 0.055 0.454 0.220 0.197 0.363 -0.276 -0.311 0.324 -0.310
R9 8.620 39.648 6.604 40.000 8.489 36.612 2.228 35.897
Z9 21.404 62.115 18.987 27.368 12.491 58.470 19.570 36.538
D9 1.591 -0.063 0.733 0.000 1.510 -0.066 0.486 -0.206 1.276 -0.078 0.581 0.000 1.057 0.757 0.401 0.743
















Observer only Overall Model Observer only
2.786 1.791



















SD3 4.478 0.960 0.699 1.431 3.380 0.503 0.507 -9.665 6.267 -0.830 0.776 -0.258 4.677 -2.309 0.625 0.160
SD7 -0.090 0.689 0.145 -0.030 0.556 0.540 -0.269 0.778 -0.900 -0.293 0.624 -0.641
D7 35.581 2.823 44.456 31.579 2.023 45.477 37.189 4.282 51.028 34.148 3.214 51.089
SD9 0.806 1.547 1.339 0.739 1.092 1.087 0.401 2.093 0.191 0.600 1.560 0.826
D8 8.409 0.309 38.446 7.432 0.256 45.763 12.807 0.535 33.292 10.192 0.464 27.273
R9 -8.272 -80.263 -21.239 -173.333 1.388 16.754 -0.282 43.353
Z9 -22.961 -75.000 -33.254 -228.889 -4.831 24.607 -4.343 36.416
D9 3.375 0.415 1.572 5.415 3.145 1.431 1.147 10.321 3.765 1.169 1.962 1.208 3.179 -0.598 1.522 -1.130
D10 3.361 11.752 0.476 20.799 3.100 10.645 0.543 15.944 3.721 6.504 0.653 22.722 3.198 1.720 0.686 20.877
3.169
2.832 0.1730.045






CoarserModel (m431a) OriginalModel (m31a) CoarserModel (m431a) OriginalModel (m31a)
2.854 3.990
2.587 0.076 3.457 0.191
4.435 6.319
Test Overall Model Observer only Overall Model Observer only




Table 4.6 same as Table 4.3 but for Q1 and P1 tide 
  
 
Table 4.7 Comparison of variations for the optimised parameters of the coarse and original model grids for case SD3 
Constituents 
CoarseModel (m431a) OriginalModel (m31a) 
AMP PHS AMP PHS 
M2 0.968 -5.712 0.966 -1.699 






















SD3 2.023 -1.335 0.309 -5.502 1.697 -16.028 0.295 -16.610 3.292 -1.306 0.615 -2.276 3.097 0.904 0.516 -5.814
SD7 -1.122 0.326 -5.828 -1.168 0.344 -4.360 -0.210 0.629 -0.636 -0.130 0.546 -0.366
D7 70.049 1.182 74.112 70.340 1.045 76.555 53.283 1.807 63.143 55.002 1.646 66.282
SD9 0.647 0.294 2.000 0.654 0.241 2.429 1.090 0.653 1.805 0.797 0.547 1.085
D8 3.398 0.123 2.381 8.170 0.121 13.571 25.897 0.231 45.000 26.812 0.189 47.934
R9 -2.707 -38.710 -6.726 -48.000 1.238 6.742 -1.001 29.310
Z9 -15.736 -61.290 -16.283 -88.000 -4.686 16.854 -5.205 24.138
D9 0.712 0.562 0.289 1.365 0.703 -0.711 0.252 -0.800 1.237 0.566 0.604 -1.513 1.138 3.251 0.496 3.689














Observer only Overall Model Observer only
2.050 3.335
CoarserModel (m431a) OriginalModel (m31a) CoarserModel (m431a)
Overall Model








Figure 4.1  Spatial distribution of tidal constants in SRM grid domain showing interpolated observed of a) M2 tide, b) S2 tide, c) N2 tide, d) 
K2 tide, e) O1 tide, f) K1 tide, g) Q1 tide and h) P1 tide. Filled contour denotes the magnitude of the co-amplitude (m) and contour 
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Figure 4.2  Comparison of performance between coarse and original grid model 
based on RMSE differences in metres (y-axis) at various observation 
stations (x-axis) throughout the model domain. Stations with 
RMSE<0.2 m. implies comparable tidal behaviour. 
 
 
Figure 4.3  Singapore Regional Model (SRM) showing original computational 
grid and the eight distinctly numbered blocks 1 – 8 (black dash lines) 
used in the analysis of tidal forcing. The six distinct alphabet blocks A 
– F (red solid lines) are used in the analysis of friction and depth 
variation. 




Figure 4.4  Flowchart showing the progression in the sensitivity analysis for the 
SRW; A: variation of open boundary forcing; B: bed friction and 




Figure 4.5 Comparison of coarse and original SRM model optimisation results 
with regards to summed SVD of the total SVD as well as total Semi-








Figure 4.6 Comparison of coarse and original SRM model optimisation results 
with regards to percentage of improvement of total SVD as well as 
total Semi-Diurnal and Diurnal 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Coarse SRM model (m431a) optimisation result showing comparison 
of SVD with regards to Semi-Diurnal and Diurnal tidal constant 
 








Figure 4.9 Coarse SRM model (m431a) optimisation result showing comparison 
of SVD with regards to Semi-Diurnal tidal constituent in the different 
model blocks 
 




Figure 4.10 same as Figure 4.9 but for original SRM model (m31a) 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Coarse SRM model (m431a) optimisation result showing comparison 
of SVD with regards to Diurnal tidal constituent in the different model 
blocks 
 




Figure 4.12 same as Figure 4.11 but for original SRM model (m31a) 
  




Figure 4.13 Spatial distribution of M2 tidal components in original SRM grid domain showing (a) interpolated observed, (b) interpolated 
initial model result, (c) final model results after optimisation. Filled contours denote the magnitude of the co-amplitude (m) and 
contour lines are the co-phase lines (degree) at GMT+8. 
 
a b c 




Figure 4.14 same as Figure 4.13 but for the S2 tide. 
 
Figure 4.15 same as Figure 4.13 but for the N2 tide. 
a b c 
a b c 




Figure 4.16 same as Figure 4.13 but for the K2 tide. 
 
Figure 4.17 same as Figure 4.13 but for the O1 tide. 
a b c 
a b c 




Figure 4.18 same as Figure 4.13 but for the K1 tide. 
 
Figure 4.19 same as Figure 4.13 but for the Q1 tide. 
a b c 
a b c 




Figure 4.20 same as Figure 4.13 but for the P1 tide. 
a b c 
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Chapter 5 On Improving Sea Level Anomalies (Surge) 
Modelling in Singapore Regional Waters 
Using Multi-Scale Modelling Approach  
5.1 Introduction  
The understanding of the generating mechanisms and the ability to generate 
forecasts of tidal and non-tidal flow phenomena (also known as sea level anomalies) 
and their forcing mechanisms for the highly complex Singapore regional waters are of 
both scientific and economic importance. A major step in their analysis and 
forecasting is the development of an accurate hydrodynamic model to predict the 
barotropic water levels and currents in the region. Relevant issues are model domain 
and grid resolution, sensitivity to model formulation (robustness), accuracy and 
predictability. Tide, a deterministic process is typically used to assess a model’s 
sensitivity and accuracy. Kurniawan et al. (2011a; 2011b) and the previous chapter 
have previously analysed and improved the tidal prediction in the highly complex 
Singapore regional waters (SRW) through a numerical modelling approach, which 
will also be used in the present study. This chapter addresses the non-tidal barotropic 
water levels and currents in the Singapore region in detail. This analysis includes a 
multi-scale approach, and addresses amongst others grid resolution and the 
importance of resolving non-linear tide-surge interaction. Detailed explanation for the 
key results by evaluating against observations is discussed.  
To explore above issues an accurate and robust numerical flow model that can 
simulate both surge and tide is needed. For water bodies like the SRW which 
comprises of numerous straits and islands a fine-resolution model grid is typically 
required. To predict surge phenomena in the SRW at all, a sufficiently large model 
domain is required to capture the surge forerunner caused by the wind and air pressure 
field in the open ocean where the surge event is generated. However, it is not always 
feasible to apply such a fine-resolution model over a large domain due to the issues of 
computational time and cost. One way to overcome this difficulty is to use a multi-
scale modelling approach: Coarser resolution grids are created for the overall domain, 
with open boundaries at the interface with the open ocean and relatively simple 
boundary conditions. Fine-resolution grids are created for embedded sub-domains 
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covering coastal areas and straits with complex topographic features. This approach 
has shown to improve the accuracy of ocean tides and storm surges prediction (e.g. 
Shen et al., 2006; Rego and Li, 2010; Xu et al., 2010).  This approach is used in this 
chapter to study the non-tidal barotropic water level and its flow phenomena in the 
SRW. 
5.2 Sea Level Anomalies in the Study Area 
This section describes research quality observed hourly water level data 
obtained from the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC) and preparation 
of SLA data in the Singapore Regional Waters (SRW). Rao et al. (2009) and Rao and 
Babovic (2009) identified 16 locations in the region along the east and eastern 
Malaysian peninsula and a few at the Singapore and the Indonesian coasts that will 
allow for a better spatial coverage and understanding of the phenomena. Water level 
data, obtained from the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC, 
http://ilikai.soest.hawaii.edu/uhslc/datai.html) for a period of 10 years (1996 to 2005) 
are used to extract the SLA observed in the region. The exercise was repeated for all 
the locations and for all the available years in the data base. The reliability of this 
measured data base has been further analysed using measures based on Mutual 
Information theory (Rao and Babovic, 2009). In addition, further investigation by 
Sisomphon (2009b) has addressed the influence of seasonal components in the tidal 
analysis of observations on the definition of wind-driven water levels. Table 5.1 and 
Figure 5.1 depict the geographical locations for various measurement stations used for 
the present work.  
5.2.1 Preparation of SLA Data 
Sea level anomalies (SLA) were calculated by subtracting harmonic tidal 
prediction from the observed sea level (Pugh, 1987; Horsburg and Wildon, 2007; Rao 
et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2010). The residue obtained after removing the tidal signal from 
the original water level time series is considered here as the SLA signal. Tidal 
constituents of the water level variations in the region are established using a 
harmonic analysis of water level time series. The list of tidal constituents is optimized 
based on a Fast Fourier Analysis of the residue signals and re-analysis using a new set 
of constituents. A final of 65 (see Table 5.2) tidal constituents are used to generate 
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harmonic tidal observed of the water level at each stations (Rao et al. 2009). The tidal 
analysis is optimized using Delft3D-TIDE package and water level observations at 
these stations for time periods of year 2004 (Deltares, 2011b). The general formula 
for the astronomical tide correlation is given in Equation (5-1). 




i i i ii
i
H t H H F t V u G

       ..................................................(5-1) 
in which  
 H t   = Water level at time t 
0H   = Mean water level over a certain period 
k   = Number of prescribed tidal constituents 
i  = Index of tidal constituent 
iH   = Local tidal amplitude of tidal constituent i 
iF   = Nodal amplitude factor of tidal constituent i 
i   = Angular velocity of tidal constituent i 
 0 iV u  = Astronomical phase at Greenwich 
iu   = Nodal phase factor of tidal constituent i 
iG   = Local tidal phase of tidal constituent i 
iF and  0 iV u are time-dependent factors which, together with i  can easily 
be calculated and are generally tabulated in the various tidal year books. 0V  is the 
phase correction factor which relates the local time frame of the observations to an 
internationally agreed celestial time frame. 0V is frequency dependent. F and u are 
slowly varying amplitude and phase corrections and are also frequency dependent. 
For most frequencies they have a cyclic period of 18.6 years. 0H , iH  and iG  are 
position-dependent: they represent the local character of the tide. If for a specific 
location 0H , iH  and iG are known, the above formula can be used to predict the local 
water level  H t at any time. 
5.2.2 Results and Discussion on SLA data  
Observed sea level data is obtained from the UHSLC for a period of the years 
2004. The tide (or astronomical tide) is the astronomical component of the total water 
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level. The observed tide is the astronomical component of the water level as computed 
by harmonic analysis based on long-term observations whereas the predicted tide is 
the water level generated by the Singapore Regional Model (SRM) using the 
astronomical tidal constituents at the open boundary conditions without using 
meteorological forcing. 
Figure 5.2 to 5.13 shows the temporal distribution of observed water levels for 
year 2004, the tidal part and the SLA part for the all the stations. As can be seen the 
SLA pattern can be divided in three main region i.e. Malacca Strait region, Singapore 
Strait region and Eastern Malaysian Peninsular region (Rao et al., 2009; Rao and 
Babovic, 2009). Therefore, the present work focuses on the annual time series water 
level data of the year 2004 which is subjected to tidal analysis at 3 selected locations 
which are UH143-LUMUT (i.e. representative for the Malacca Strait region), UH699-
TG-PAGAR (i.e. representative for the Singapore Strait region) and UH320-
CENDERING (i.e. representative for the Eastern Malaysian Peninsular region).  
Figures 5.4, 5.8 and 5.12 show the temporal distribution of observed water 
levels for year 2004, the tidal part and the SLA part for the three stations. A much 
temporal detail of the observed water levels during positive and negative SLA events 
in the year 2004, the tidal part and the SLA part for the UH699-TG-PAGAR is shown 
in Figure 5.14. Detailed inspection has shown that these time series are consistent 
with the previously reported tendency for positive SLA to occur most frequently on 
the spring cycle tide, whereas the results suggest the negative SLA to occur most 
frequently on the neap cycle tide (Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007).  
The three SLA profiles show different seasonal patterns as discussed before in 
(Rao et al., 2009). UH143-LUMUT, representative for the stations in the Malacca 
Strait region shows negative SLA event during January to April 2004 and November 
to December 2004 and positive SLA events during May to July 2004 while UH320-
CENDERING (stations at Eastern Malaysian Peninsular region) shows the opposite. 
UH699-TG-PAGAR follows the Eastern Malaysian Peninsular region pattern which 
supports the assumption that SLA in the Singapore region is connected to that in the 
South China Sea (SCS). Furthermore, note the three shorter term SLA events in 
January – March. These are directly related to intense storms over the South China 
Sea (Rao et al., 2009). Below, numerical model simulations are defined to explore 
these findings further, focusing on full year 2004 and on two SLA events, the positive 
SLA event of March and the negative SLA event during June that year. 
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5.3 Numerical Models, Input Data and Methodology 
Depth-integrated hydrodynamic modelling has proved to be a practical means 
to analyse and quantify the various phenomena that contribute to the barotropic 
current and water level variation in the Singapore Region Waters (Ooi et al., 2011). A 
multi-scale non-tidal barotropic modelling approach is adopted, in which a coarser 
resolution model for the larger domain provides basin scale information to the 
embedded finer resolution model to further improve the prediction of water level and 
current anomalies in Singapore regional waters. The hydrodynamic models used for 
this purpose are the South China Sea Refined Model (SCSRM) and the Singapore 
Regional Model (SRM), both developed in the open source Delft3D software 
environment (Figure 5.16). For the simulations with wind-driven flows, the ERA-
Interim meteorological dataset generated by European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, the Centre) has been used. 
5.3.1 Finer Resolution Model  
For embedded sub-domains covering coastal areas and straits with complex 
topographic features in SRW, a fine-resolution model, Singapore Regional Model 
(SRM), is used. A detailed description of the model, a tidal sensitivity analysis and 
improved tidal representation has been elaborated in previous chapter.  
5.3.2 Basin Scale Model  
To simulate the surge forerunner caused by the wind and air pressure field in 
the open ocean where the surge event is generated, the basin scale model, South China 
Sea Model (SCSM), is used. A detailed description of the SCSM, a tidal sensitivity 
analysis and improved tidal representation has been elaborated in previous chapter. 
Here the improvement of the SCSM model through extension and refinement, named 
South China Sea Refined Model (SCSRM) are discussed. 
The SCSRM roughly covers the waters between 95oE - 126oE and 9oS - 24oN 
(Figure 5.15). It features a spherical grid which consists of around 69,100 horizontal 
grids points with uniform resolution 1/12o by 1/12o (approximately 9.3 by 9.3 km) in 
North and East directions. It has 8 open boundaries where the tidal water level forcing 
is generated by time expansion of locally prescribed tidal amplitudes and phases using 
Equation (5-1). Tidal constants are prescribed for the eight main tidal constituents Q1, 
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O1, P1, K1, N2, M2, S2 and K2, in which the phases relate to time zone GMT+8. The 
depth ranges from a maximum of about 5,000 m in the South China Sea to about 100 
m around the Sunda Shelf. Bed friction is parameterized using a Manning friction 
coefficient of 0.026 m-1/3s. Local bed friction values of 0.015 m-1/3s on the Vietnamese 
shelf and a value 0.400 m-1/3s across the archipelagos separating the Sulu Sea from the 
Celebes Sea were applied to account for the effect of poor representation of small 
islands and narrow underwater ridges due to the coarse grid resolution. For a more 
detailed description see (Kurniawan et al., 2011b). The model is a 3x3 refined grid 
version of an earlier model for the same domain (Gerritsen et al., 2000; 2004); besides 
a better resolution the Andaman Sea boundary was adjusted to fully encompass the 
SRM domain (Ooi et al., 2009; 2011). Kurniawan et al. (2011b) showed that the 
simple 3x3 refinement without additional adjustments immediately led to a 15 percent 
improvement in tide representation, notably around the Sulu Sea region where narrow 
passages are now much better resolved. For a one year simulation SCSRM requires 
about 17 hours CPU time versus 1.5 hours for South China Sea Model (SCSM) on a 
common single 3 GHz desktop PC. 
5.3.3 Meteorological Dataset 
As meteorological forcing (i.e. wind and air pressure fields), 6 hours time-step 
hindcast data of the ERA-Interim data set provided by the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, the Centre) is used. The ERA-Interim 
grid cell size is of 0.75o, i.e. about 75 km (Figure 5.16). A quadratic air-sea 
momentum transfer formulation is applied. As wind drag coefficient the formula of 
Smith and Banke (1975) is used, which increases linearly with wind speed as shown 
in Equation 5-2. 
 12 2 320.63 0.066 10dC u v        ....................................................................(5-2) 
where u and v are the horizontal components of wind velocity and Cd is the drag 
coefficient.  
It should be noted that the wind drag coefficient depends on basin 
characteristics and as such is often used as a final tuning parameter in non-tidal 
barotropic models (Zweers et al., 2012). 
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In the context of this study, the barotropic water level is the net effect of tides 
and surges. In shallow waters, non-linear tide surge interaction is induced by the 
change of wave speed and dissipation rate of the combined tide and surge compared 
to the individual effect of tide and surge (e.g. Idier et al. 2012). The total barotropic 
water level can be expressed as the sum of tide and wind–driven parts as given in 
Equation (5-3). 
WL(tide+surge) = WL(tide)+ WL(surge)+ WL(interaction) ............................(5-3) 
where 
WL(tide)= water level variability by tidal forcing only 
WL(surge)= water level variability by meteorological forcing only 
WL(tide+surge)= total water level variability effected by their combined forcing 
WL(interaction)= water level variability due to interaction between tidal and 
meteorological forcing 
To investigate and quantify the elevation WL(interaction), three types of 
simulations are made:  
1. Full forcing i.e. tide and meteorological forcing, WL(tide+surge) 
2. Tide only, WL(tide) 
3. Meteorological forcing only, WL(surge) 
Three types of simulations are simulated with SCSRM for the simulation period 
covering the calendar year 2004. Then applying nearest neighbour interpolation, the 
results of the SCSRM are used to compile time varying boundary conditions at the 
open boundary points of SRM. After this process, the three scenarios are repeated and 
modelled with the SRM. Based on these model simulations, the magnitude of non-
linear interaction can subsequently be quantified by Equation (5-4) 
WL(interaction) = [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] - WL(surge) ..........................(5-4) 
5.3.5 Evaluation Criteria for Non-Tidal Barotropic Models  
The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a frequently used measure of the 
difference between values predicted by a model and the values actually observed from 
the environment that is being modelled. The RMSE serves to aggregate time varying 
differences or errors into a single measure of predictive power. The RMSE of a model 
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prediction with respect to the estimated variable Xmodel which is defined as the square 














where Xobs and Xmodel represent observed and modelled values at time/place i. 
A second measure is the correlation – often measured as a correlation 
coefficient – which indicates the strength and direction of a linear relationship 
between two variables (i.e. model output and observed values). The best known is the 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (also called Pearson correlation 
coefficient or the sample correlation coefficient), which is obtained by dividing the 
covariance of the two variables by the product of their standard deviations. Given a 
series of N model values and N observations, the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient can be used to estimate the correlation between model and observations. 
For the pair  ,i ix y the coefficient correlation is given in Equation (5-6). 
  
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    ............................................................(5-6) 
Where   
r   = Pearson's coefficient correlation 
xi, yi  = samples i  
,x y   = sample means 
i  = index of a sample  
N   = number of samples  
The correlation is +1 in the case of a perfect increasing linear relationship, and -1 in 
case of a decreasing linear relationship, and the values in between indicates the degree 
of linear relationship between for example model and observations. A correlation 
coefficient of 0 means the there is no linear relationship between the variables. 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Non-Tidal Barotropic Modelling 
First the three scenarios of section 5.3 are simulated with SCSRM, simulation 
period the calendar year 2004. Applying nearest neighbour interpolation, the results 
are used to compile time varying boundary conditions in the open boundary points of 
SRM, after the three scenarios are repeated with SRM. Figure 5.17 presents the SLA 
results for the three SRM evaluation stations, both graphically and in terms of RMSE 
and correlation coefficient.   
Grid Resolution - Multi-Scale Approach 
Kurniawan et al. (2011b) quantified the tidal representation of both the SCSM 
and SCSRM based on the total summed vector difference (SVD) of 119 altimetry 
track stations located in the model domain. Table 5.3 presents the computed total SVD 
of SCSM and SCSRM and shows that the fine model SCSRM improves tidal 
representation by 15 percent compared to the coarse model SCSM. A much detail 
temporal distribution of tide predictions from three models (i.e. SCSM, SCSRM and 
SRM) for UH699-TG-PAGAR are shown in Figure 5.18. The time series imply that 
the finer grid resolution is indeed improved tide prediction which is consistent with 
previous finding by Xu et al. (2010). As the present study analysis the tide-surge 
interaction (see, Equation 5-2 and 5-3), it is essential to have numerical models with 
improved tide prediction.  Other than the tidal representation comparison of the 
models, the RMSE of [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] computed by SCSM and SCSRM 
compared to the observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR during the positive and 
negative SLA events (7-11 March 2004 and 25-29 June 2004, respectively) are also 
presented in Table 5.3. The lower RMSE values of SCSRM in both SLA events also 
suggest that the finer grid resolution improves the accuracy of SLA simulations. 
However as our focus is on SRW, neither of these models have the required resolution 
to resolve the localized coastal features. Therefore a multi-scale approach is 
essentially adopted where the SRM is nested within the SCSRM to ensure the basin 
scale surge from the SCS is properly generated in the simulated SRW. 
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Simulated SLA around Singapore Strait and Eastern Malaysian Peninsular 
Region 
Figure 5.17 shows that the multi-scale modelling approach leads to non-tidal 
barotropic modelling results in Singapore Strait and Eastern Malaysian Peninsular 
regions that are in good agreement with observed SLA. This holds both for the 
[WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] (red line) and the WL(surge) (blue line). For UH699-
TG-PAGAR the [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] results are slightly better than the 
WL(surge) ones; for UH320-CENDERING it is the opposite. The differences are of 
the order of 2 – 4%. The findings confirm the present study assumption that persistent 
basin-scale monsoon winds over the SCS cause the SLA in Singapore waters, by 
creating differences in water levels that propagate through the SCS towards and into 
the SRW.  
Simulated SLA around Malacca Strait Region 
From Figure 5.17 it is easily seen from water level time series as well as root 
mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient correlation (r) that the non-tidal barotropic 
model does not represent the SLA in Malacca Strait region (UH143-LUMUT) at all. 
A possible cause may be that the mixed tidal zone (Kurniawan et al., 2011a) in the 
narrow channel between Malacca Strait and Singapore Strait may act as a blocking 
feature of the propagating SLA from SCS to Malacca Strait, which is elaborated in 
greater detail in the next section. Another possibility is that simulation of externally 
meteorologically induced (SLA) events in the Malacca Strait may require an 
hydrodynamic model that covers the region where the key generation of these SLA 
takes place, which is assumed to be the Indian Ocean, the adjacent large basin in the 
west. However, this is beyond the scope of the present study.  
5.4.2 Effect of Tide-Surge Interaction (Nonlinearity) and Multi-Scale 
Approach  
Tide-Surge Interaction 
The green lines in Figure 5.17 show the magnitude of nonlinear tide-surge 
interaction. While for UH320-CENDERING and UH699-TG-PAGAR the overall 
nonlinearity level tends to be around 5 – 10 cm, the maximum peak of is 0.365 m, 
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with phase shifts playing a clear role in this. The higher magnitudes of non-linear 
tide-surge interaction occur during the positive (October to March) and negative (June 
to September) SLA events. The results are consistent with previous findings by Rao et 
al. (2009; 2010) that the positive SLA events due to the strong North East (NE) 
monsoon winds and the negative SLA events due to the South West (SW) monsoon 
winds.  
Tide-Surge Interaction in Singapore Strait   
Figure 5.18 shows at the results for UH699-TG-PAGAR in much more 
temporal detail for two specific events: a positive SLA event (7-11 March top) and a 
negative SLA event (25–29 June; bottom). The results for the positive event show a 
slowly varying WL(surge), and a  signal that shows a semi-diurnal modulation by the 
tide WL(int). The phase shift of the tidal signal indicates the effect of the surge on the 
tide. The negative event shows similar patterns, with the modulation clearly visible 
but much less pronounced. It has a diurnal character, rather than semi-diurnal. These 
findings are in line with those in Horsburgh and Wilson (2007) for the North Sea.  
The results also confirm a common feature found in most shallow water time 
series in which the non-tidal part is significantly larger at low water than at high 
water, simply because the non-linearity is then larger than at the time of high water 
(Pugh, 1987; Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007). This holds the stronger for areas and 
times that the tidal range over depth ratio is largest. The interaction can lead to 
reduction or amplification of the surge and indirectly the modification of tide which is 
influenced by the presence of the surge (Jones and Davies, 1998; 2003; 2008).  
Spatial Distribution of the Non-linear Tide Surge Interaction  
Figure 5.19 and 5.21 shows the spatial distribution of the simulated 
atmospheric wind forcing, the simulated surge levels and currents using 
meteorological forcing only and simulated surge levels and currents using 
combination of tide plus atmospheric forcing then minus the same with tide forcing 
only ([WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)]: inclusion of tide-surge interaction) for High 
Water (HW), Mid Water (MW) and Low Water (LW) in station Singapore on 8 
March 2004, the peak of the positive and negative SLA event. It can be seen that 
positive SLA are triggered by the strong north-eastern winds with magnitude of 
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around 20 m/s in the SCS basin. Where the negative SLA propagates in opposite 
direction, from the spatial distribution of water level and velocity vectors, the 
direction of positive SLA propagation separates northward and southward at the 
Vietnamese coast which is consistent to the studies by Wyrtki (1961) and Gan et al. 
(2006). In the northward direction, the surge velocity vectors show that the SLA 
propagates into the Gulf of Tongkin via the Vietnamese coast and also towards the 
Taiwan Strait. In the southward direction, the surge propagation continues further 
southward from the Vietnamese coast towards the Malaysian Peninsular and 
Singapore. Then these velocity vectors separate into a southward direction towards 
the Java Sea, and a westward direction towards the Andaman Sea through Singapore 
Strait. The results for both WL(surge) and [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] show strong 
effects in the eastern area of the Malaysian Peninsular from UH320-CENDERING to 
UH699-TG-PAGAR. However, the westward propagation of these SLA (i.e. positive 
and negative) further through the Singapore Strait shows a blockage effect west of 
Singapore due to which the surge does not propagate further into Malacca Strait 
towards the Andaman Sea. These results confirm the previous finding in Section 5.1.2 
that storm effects in the SCS basin have little or no effect on the flow regime in 
Malacca Strait. This is likely due to the narrow constriction with many islands and the 
intense semi-diurnal – diurnal tidal mixing zone (Kurniawan et al., 2011a) occurring 
in this area. Comparison of the simulated WL(surge) and [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] 
distributions for the three moments in time shows overall similar patterns, while clear 
differences show up, depending on tidal phase and location. A striking example is the 
area south of Kalimantan at the times of high water and mid-water for the positive 
SLA. Towards Singapore, at the time of low water, the simulations of the 
[WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] show a much higher surge along the eastern Malaysian 
peninsula than the linear surge simulation (darker red colour). Whereas the highest 
peak of negative SLA occurs during high water (darker blue colour) around eastern 
Malaysian Peninsular. This indicates that for the simulations of non-tidal barotropic 
flows in this area, non-linear tide-surge interaction is important and should be taken 
into account.  
Figure 5.20 and 5.22 shows the spatial distribution of simulated tide, simulated 
WL(surge) and [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] for the same moments in time but now 
for the Singapore area, using the nested and more detailed Singapore Regional Model 
(SRM) for positive and negative SLA event. The tidal results show that the tidal 
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dynamics is large, in Malacca Strait as well as the areas toward the South China Sea 
and towards the Java Sea in the south. While the surge level in the east is very large, 
there is a significant drop in the simulated surge levels going west. It is evident that 
the effect on surge propagation of the meteorological forcing from SCS basin is 
significantly reduced around this area. The [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] figures show 
much more variation in time than the linear surge figures. This holds for both the 
surge levels and the currents. Notably the levels and currents in the area toward the 
Java Sea, south of Singapore Strait play a more dynamic role. These detailed results 
once more confirm the importance of non-linear tide-surge interaction when 
simulation non-tidal barotropic flow phenomena in Singapore regional waters. Other 
than the water level difference, it is observed that the non-linear SLA results in a 
smaller depth-averaged velocity of positive SLA propagation in the Singapore Strait 
compared to the linear SLA. The effect of surge on the localized velocity field is 
attenuated by the tide where high water level and velocity variations are present. This 
implies that besides water level, the tide-surge interaction also plays a significant role 
in the velocity field of coastal regions. For example, the smaller velocity vectors of 
the negative SLA indicate that the tide-surge interaction has reduced the SLA 
propagation speed significantly in Singapore Strait. With complex-mixed tidal and the 
significant effect of the tide-surge interaction in Singapore Strait, the results show 
how Singapore can be well protected from consistent strong wind induced water level 
in the SCS basin.   
5.5 Conclusions on the Improved Non-Tidal Study 
The results of the modelling water level and current anomalies phenomena in a 
complex region like Singapore regional waters (SRW) can be effectively analysed by 
combining non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling and a multi-scale numerical 
models approach. The present study confirms our hypothesis that a major contribution 
to these residuals results from regional water level variations, called Sea Level 
Anomalies (SLA). This also reinforces our assumption that persistent basin-scale 
monsoon winds over the South China Sea (SCS) create differences in water levels that 
drive these residual flows through the SRW. Therefore a multi-scale approach in 
which the localized model; SRM is nested within the larger domain model; SCSRM 
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to ensure the basin scale surge from the SCS is properly generated in the simulated 
SRW should be adopted. 
The results also support the previous indications that the Malacca Strait is 
completely secluded from the propagating SLA generated in the SCS or Java Sea. 
This may be due to the mixed tidal zone phenomenon observed in the narrow channel 
between Malacca Strait and Singapore Strait which introduces a blockage effect. It 
hints that the SLA events in the Malacca Strait region may be triggered by phenomena 
other than the SCS basin-scale wind. Therefore it is recommended to have a further 
study which extends the large scale hydrodynamic model domain (i.e. SCSRM) to 
cover the Andaman Sea and Bay of Bengal (Indian Ocean) to account for the basin 
scale wind which may properly simulate the SLA events in the Malacca Strait, like 
the SCS basin for simulation of SLA events in the Singapore Strait applied in the 
present study. 
The earlier and present studies have shown that the tide-surge interaction leads 
to amplification or reduction of the surge and indirectly the modification of tide. It is 
observed that this tide-surge interaction signal is of semi-diurnal and diurnal character 
during positive and negative events, respectively, in the Singapore Strait. Besides the 
water level, the tide-surge interaction also plays a significant role in the velocity field 
of coastal region, whereby localized velocity field induced by the surge has shown to 
be attenuated by the tide. Therefore the simulation of non-tidal barotropic flows in 
this region should take the non-linear tide-surge interaction into account. With regards 
to SRW, a non-linear approach is essential for the modelling of water level and 
current anomalies.  
As a whole, using finer grid resolution (multi-scale) and a non-linear approach 
has improved water level and current anomalies prediction. It is, therefore, for reliable 
operational forecast of sea level, coastal numerical models need to include the non-
linear tide-surge interaction to reproduce both tides and surges with improved 
accuracy in this region.  
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Table 5.1 Summaries of UHSLC observation stations 
No Station Code Station Name Country Latitude Longitude 
1 UH140 KELANG Malaysia 3.050 101.367 
2 UH141 KELING Malaysia 2.217 102.150 
3 UH142 LANGKAWI Malaysia 6.433 99.767 
4 UH143 LUMUT Malaysia 4.233 100.617 
5 UH144 PENANG Malaysia 5.417 100.350 
6 UH320 CENDERING Malaysia 5.267 103.183 
7 UH322 KUANTAN Malaysia 3.983 103.433 
8 UH323 TIOMAN Malaysia 2.800 104.133 
9 UH324 SEDILI Malaysia 1.933 104.117 
10 UH325 KUKUP Malaysia 1.333 103.450 
11 UH326 GETING Malaysia 6.233 102.100 
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2SM2 31.0158958 11.61 MFM 1.6424078 219.19 SIGMA1 12.9271398 27.85 
S1 15 24.00 SK3 45.0410686 7.99 SNK2 28.3575922 12.70 
J1 15.5854433 23.10 2SMN 2.5761663 139.74 M2(KS)2 29.1483788 12.35 
MSP2 29.0251728 12.40 NO1 14.4966939 24.83    
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Table 5.3 Overview of SVD based on 119 altimetry track stations (see Figure 
5.15) and RMSE between computed [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] and 
observed SLA of SCSM and SCSRM at UH699-TG-PAGAR 
 
Parameters SCSM SCSRM Improvement (%) 
SVD 
(Kurniawan et al., 2011b) 
38 32 15 
RMSE 
(positive SLA event) 
0.110 0.083 25 
RMSE  
(negative SLA event) 




Figure 5.1  UHSLC locations (red crosses) for calibrating sea level anomalies 
(surge) simulations. 
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Figure 5.2  Time series of observed water level year 2004 (black line), tidal part 
using 65 tidal constituents (red line), and the non-tidal part (SLA, blue 
line) at UH142-LANGKAWI 
 
 
Figure 5.3 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH144-PENANG 
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Figure 5.4 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH143-LUMUT 
 
 
Figure 5.5 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH140-KELANG 
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Figure 5.6 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH141-KELING 
 
 
Figure 5.7 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH325-KUKUP 
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Figure 5.8 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH699-TG-PAGAR 
 
 
Figure 5.9 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH324-SEDILI 
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Figure 5.10 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH323-TIOMAN 
 
 
Figure 5.11 same as Figure 3.2 but at UH322-KUANTAN 
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Figure 5.12 same as Figure 5.2 but at UH320-CENDERING 
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Figure 5.14  Time series of observed water level during positive (top) and negative 
(bottom) SLA events in the year 2004 year 2004 (blue solid line), tidal 
part using 65 tidal constituents (blue dash line), and the non-tidal part 
(SLA, black solid line) at UH699-TG-PAGAR. 
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Figure 5.15  South China Sea Model (SCSM) showing its bathymetry and the 
boundary support points (blue circle) and the extension at Andaman 
Sea boundary (magenta circle). The diamonds denote observation 
location used for optimizing the tidal model representation. 
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Figure 5.16  Non-tidal barotropic backbones models showing the grid domain of the 
Singapore Regional Model (SRM, red), the South China Sea Refined 
model domain (SCSRM, yellow) as well as the 0.75 degree 
meteorological forcing grid taken from ECMWF (ERA-Interim, black 
lines).  
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Figure 5.17  Time series of the observation derived SLA (black), simulated linear 
surge (blue), nonlinear surge (red), and their difference (green line) at 
UH143-LUMUT (top), UH699-TG-PAGAR (mid) and UH320-
CENDERING (bottom) during year 2004.   
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Figure 5.18  same as Figure 5.17 at UH699-TG-PAGAR for the positive SLA event 
on March 2004 (top) and negative SLA event on June 2004 (bottom). 
Added are the observed water level (blue), its tidal part (dashed blue) 
and the tidal prediction using SCSM, SCSRM and SRM. 
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Legends HW at 8 March 2004 12:00 MW at 8 March 2004 15:00 LW at 8 March 2004 18:00 
Wind speed 
magnitude  as 
filled contours 
and direction as 
black vectors 
   
WL(surge)  
distribution 
(water level as 
filled contours 






(water level as 
filled contours 
and velocity as 
black vectors) 
 
Figure 5.19 SCSRM simulated spatial distribution of simulated wind forcing, WL(surge) and [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] water levels and 
currents at three hours difference during the positive SLA event (8 March 2004). For clarity, only every tenth of the current 
vectors in both directions is shown.  
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Legends HW at 8 March 2004 12:00 MW at 8 March 2004 15:00 LW at 8 March 2004 18:00 
Tide only 
distribution 
(water level as 
filled contour and 
depth average 
velocity as black 
vectors) 
   
WL(surge)  
distribution 
(water level as 
filled contour and 
depth average 
velocity as black 
vectors) 




(water level as 
filled contours 
and velocity as 
black vectors) 
   
Figure 5.20 SRM simulated distribution of simulated tide, WL(surge) and [WL(tide+surge) - WL(tide)] at three hours difference during the 
positive SLA event (8 March 2004). For clarity, only every tenth of the current vectors in both directions is shown. 
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Legends HW at 24 June 2004 02:00 MW at 24 June 2004 06:00 LW at 24 June 2004 10:00 
Wind speed 
magnitude  as 
filled contours 
and direction as 
black vectors 
   
WL(surge)  
distribution 
(water level as 
filled contours 





(water level as 
filled contours 
and velocity as 
black vectors) 
Figure 5.21 Same as Figure 5.19 but at four hours difference during negative SLA event (24 June 2004) 
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Legends HW at 24 June 2004 02:00 MW at 24 June 2004 06:00 LW at 24 June 2004 10:00 
Tide only 
distribution 




as black vectors) 
   
WL(surge)  
distribution 




as black vectors) 




(water level as 
filled contours 
and velocity as 
black vectors) 
   
Figure 5.22 Same as Figure 5.20 but at four hours difference during negative SLA event (24 June 2004) 
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Chapter 6 Data Relationship Analysis on Sea Level 
Anomalies 
6.1 Introduction 
Understanding the behaviour of coastal water and its impact on the coastal 
morphology is of great importance to extremely important for Singapore’s economy 
and environment. Given its geographically constricted location, the island of 
Singapore, part of the Sunda shelf, experiences a direct impact of nonlinear dynamical 
interactions between the South China Sea, Andaman Sea and Java Sea. The complex 
shallow water hydrodynamics generated due to multiple ocean currents moving into 
and out of its the region, combined with short term meteorological effects leads to a 
very high variability of the sea water level around the Singapore's coast. In such 
narrow straits separating larger water bodies, it is often observed that the water 
currents and levels deviate significantly from their regular tidal behaviour. These 
deviations or residual components are generally not accounted for during ocean 
weather forecasting and hence seriously affect coastal planning and navigation in the 
region. Hence, analysis and accurate prediction of these sea level anomalies (SLA) 
and current anomalies becomes an important part of oceanographic modelling, 
especially in of such shallow water zones.  
The MustHave Box (MH Box ®) project (Gerritsen et al., 2009), is one of the 
major research projects under the Singapore Delft Water Alliance (SDWA) program 
at National University of Singapore (NUS). The research is directed towards the 
design of a real time ocean weather prediction system that can act as an intelligent 
maritime decision support aid. The main focus of the MH Box project is on 
understanding the factors and mechanisms influencing the presence of residual 
currents, as discussed above, in the narrow straits around Singapore Island. Previous 
attempts on detailed analysis of observational data (e.g. Rao et al., 2009; Rao and 
Babovic, 2009; Rao et al. 2010) and the application of ocean-atmosphere coupling 
through non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling to forecast sea level anomalies 
(SLA) events in Singapore Regional Waters (e.g. Ooi et al., 2009; Zemskyy et al., 
2010; Ooi et al., 2011; Kurniawan et al., 2010; Kurniawan et al., 2013; This thesis, 
Chapter 5) have greatly improved the understanding of the factors and mechanisms 
influencing of SLA in Singapore Strait. However, complex governing mechanisms, 
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multi-scale, multi-dimensional, time varying, and highly non-linear dynamics of the 
marine systems make the oceanographic modelling efforts much more challenging. 
Conventional numerical models provide primary solution to this challenging task of 
characterizing and forecasting ocean weather (mainly water level and flow) by 
representing the underlying physics in terms of solvable equations. Yet, capturing the 
ocean dynamics in totality, accounting for the non-tidal anomalies calls for rigorous 
tuning of the models for further improvement. Such an exercise demands detailed 
domain knowledge and heavy computational effort. Hence, there is an increasing need 
for alternate approaches which can provide vital information leading to better domain 
knowledge and reduced time and effort required to tune the numerical models.  
With the recent advances in measurement and information technology, there is 
an abundance of data available for analysis and modelling of hydrodynamic systems. 
With increasing spatial and temporal data coverage, better quality and reliability of 
data modelling and data driven techniques are becoming more favourable and 
acceptable to the hydrodynamic community. The data mining tools and techniques are 
being applied in variety of hydro-informatics applications ranging from simple data 
mining for pattern discovery to data driven models and numerical model error 
correction (e.g. Babovic, 1996; Babovic and Abbott, 1997; Babovic et al., 2000; 
Babovic et al., 2001; Babovic and Fuhrman, 2002; Babovic et al., 2005; Sun et al., 
2009a; Sun et al., 2009b; Babovic, 2009; Sun et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Rao et 
al., 2011; Wang, 2012; Karri et al., 2013). 
Detailed analysis of observational data have shown the utility of one of the 
important data driven analysis tools based on mutual information theory in 
understanding the spatial and temporal patterns of the sea level anomalies (SLA) in 
Singapore region (Rao et al., 2009). Previous study explored the extensive application 
of information theory-based principles and artificial intelligent modelling techniques 
(e.g. Abarbanel, 1998). Based on Chapter 5 results, the present work adopts the 
extensive application of data-model integration to the problem of forecasting the 
accuracy of non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling along the Singapore Regional 
Waters and as an extension of the previous work done by Rao and Babovic (2009; 
2010). To give a proper distinction from the previous studies, the present study 
focused on the SLA prediction error whereas the previous studies only focused on the 
observed SLA with no numerical modelling has been carried out. Each of these points 
is described in further detail at this chapter.  
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The objectives of this chapter is to explore the feasibility of applying mutual 
information theory by evaluating the amount of information contained in observed 
and prediction errors of non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling (i.e. assuming that 
the hydrodynamic model, available at this point, best represents the physics in the 
domain of interest given all the available data) by relating them to variables that 
reflect the state at which the predictions are made such as input data, state variables 
and model output. 
6.2 Data Availability, Preparation and Basic Statistics of the Study 
Area 
This section gives overview on meteorological input parameters (i.e. predicted 
pressure and wind components) which are taken from the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, the Centre), research quality observed 
hourly water level data which is obtained from University of Hawaii Sea Level Center 
(UHSLC), preparation of Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) and basic statistic of data at 
Singapore Strait (i.e. UH699-TG-PAGAR). The present work is based on 
observations and model predictions made in the year 2004. Therefore all the results 
are applicable to data and model settings for this particular year. However, most of the 
results also hold for time periods where the involved models are used under settings 
similar to the year 2004.  Based on previous finding by Kurniawan et al. (2013) and 
previous Chapter 5, the present work focuses on the annual time series water level 
data of the year 2004 which is subjected to tidal analysis at 6 locations. Figure 5.1 
depict the geographical locations for various measurement stations used for the 
present work. The discussion focuses on observation station locations located at 
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6.2.1 Predicted Pressure and Wind Components  
The relationship between the atmospheric pressure at mean sea level and wind 
components and observed sea level anomalies (SLA) and SLA prediction errors at 
Singapore Strait is explored using predicted pressure data since measured pressure 
data are not available with the required temporal and spatial resolution. 
Meteorological input parameters (i.e. predicted pressure and wind components) are 
taken from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, the 
Centre). The data is then interpolated to hourly time intervals using Delft3D-FLOW 
(Deltares, 2011a) and interpolated spatially based on Singapore Regional Model 
(SRM) domain computation (see Chapter 5). 
6.2.2 Observed and Predicted Astronomical Tide 
Observed sea level data is obtained from the University of Hawaii Sea Level 
Center (UHSLC, http://ilikai.soest.hawaii.edu/uhslc/datai.html) for a period of the 
years 2004. The tide (or astronomical tide) is the astronomical component of the total 
water level. The observed tide is the astronomical component of the water level as 
computed by harmonic analysis based on long-term observations whereas the 
predicted tide is the water level generated by the Singapore Regional Model (SRM) 
using the astronomical tidal constituents at the open boundary conditions without 
using meteorological forcing. Tidal constituents of the water level variations in the 
region are established using a harmonic analysis of water level time series. The details 
of the tide analysis are given on Chapter 4.  
6.2.3 Observed Sea Level Anomalies  
Observed SLA refers to the difference between the observed water level and 
observed tide. It was calculated by subtracting harmonic tidal prediction from the 
observed sea level (see Chapter 5). The residue obtained after removing the tidal 
signal from the original water level time series is considered here as the observed 
SLA. 
6.2.4 Predicted Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) and SLA Prediction Errors  
It is noted that the tide-surge interaction is significant in Singapore Regional 
Waters (Kurniawan et al., 2013; Chapter 5), therefore predicted SLA refers to the 
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difference between the actual water level under the influence of meteorological 
disturbances (i.e. pressure, wind components and astronomical tidal) and the level that 
used the astronomical tidal constituents at the open boundary conditions without using 
meteorological forcing. SLA prediction error is computed as the difference between 
the predicted and observed SLA.  
6.2.5 Statistic of the Data at Singapore Strait (UH699-TG-PAGAR) 
The basic statistics of the data at UH699-TG-PAGAR in year 2004 are shown 
in Table 6.1. Figure 6.1 to 6.2 show the time series of the observed surge, the surge 
prediction errors, the ECMWF-ERA-Interim predicted pressure, and the magnitude 
and direction of hourly wind data reported at UH699-TG-PAGAR in year 2004. 
6.3 Data Relationship Analysis of Sea Level Anomalies Prediction 
Errors 
This chapter explores the approaches carried out which consist of two parts to 
forecast the Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) prediction error. The first part is the data 
relationship analysis whereas the second part is the actual modelling of SLA 
prediction error. The present works explores the utility of mutual information theory 
to understand and to generate a connectionist (or data-driven) forecast model that 
links the surge prediction accuracy at Singapore Strait to the significantly related 
variables in the South China Sea. The latter modelling of the SLA prediction accuracy 
is done using appropriate data-driven modelling techniques (next chapter).  
6.3.1 Uncertainties and Information  
There are a number of sources of errors that may affect the accuracy therefore, 
it is no use to have a very well calibrated numerical model (taking many iterations) 
when a significant error remains, due to uncertainties in it. Here an attempt is made to 
explore the link between uncertainties and information. The need for exploring 
information theory is justified by the fact that uncertainty is related to the lack of 
information. It means if all the information about a particular physical system were 
available, there would be no uncertainty regarding that system. Information theory-
based measures are used to determine the presence and amount of information that 
can be used to manage the prediction uncertainty of models. Detail of information 
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theory-based principles can be found in Abarbanel (1996) and Li and Vitanyi (1997). 
The present work explores the utility of mutual information theory in understanding 
and forecasting the accuracy of non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling in Singapore 
Regional Waters (SRW).  
To determine the uncertain parameters in the numerical model to be calibrated, 
an understanding of the sources of these uncertainties is needed. Such information 
may help to reduce the number of uncertain parameters to be calibrated. Information 
that can help in the reduction of uncertainty is of particular interest in the present 
work. Following Babovic (2009), it is noted that measuring information from the 
point of view of reducing uncertainty has three characteristics which are (1) the 
measure is incomplete since it does not measure all the information available from the 
source unless it contributes to the reduction of uncertainty, and (2) it is an indirect 
measure since it measures the amount of information in terms of the amount of 
uncertainty it can resolve. This may end up with a statistical, black box model.  In 
some cases (3) it may be able to recognize patterns within the data and infer from 
these patterns information about bases processes in the observed system.  
Information theory as defined in terms of probability theory by Shannon 
(1948) will be used as a framework to relate information and uncertainties.  
6.3.2 A Measure of Information  
Correlation Coefficient (Linear) 
It is common practice to use Pearson's correlation coefficient as a measure of 
dependency between variables of interest. The correlation coefficient is a measure of 
association between variables that are ordinal or continuous. The coefficient 
correlation is given in Equation (5-5). From its formulation, the correlation coefficient 
is computed using the mean values of the data (i.e. linear correlation coefficient) 
which are sensitive to the noise. More importantly, the underlying assumption of 
linearly structured dependence is contradictory to the development of statistical 
models of non-linear systems. Hence, alternate measures of non-linear dependencies 
are necessary to analyse the sea level anomalies (SLA) signals. The present work 
adopts measures based on mutual information theory. The linear correlation 
coefficient and mutual information theory are used jointly in the present work. 
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Average Mutual Information (AMI, Non-Linear) 
Mutual information has been found to be a more suitable measure of 
dependence for analyzing the non-linear systems (Gallager, 1968; Abarbanel, 1996; 
Abebe and Price, 2004). Since, it is an arbitrary measure and makes no assumption 
regarding the structure of the dependence between variables. It has also been found to 
be robust due to its insensitivity to noise and data transformations (e.g. Abarbanel 
1996; Abebe and Price, 2004). The average mutual information (AMI) is the measure 
of information that can be learn from one set of data having knowledge of another set 
of data.  
Detailed fundamental to the notion of information among data (the present 
work uses time series) which is Shannon’s idea (Shannon, 1948) can be found in 
Gallager (1968). Given a random output variable Y, there will be some uncertainty 
surrounding an observation y ∈ Y, which can be defined according to the Shannon 
entropy (Shannon, 1948). Given another random input variable X, which Y is 
dependent upon, then the mutual observation of (x, y) reduces this uncertainty, since 
knowledge of x allows inference of the value of y, and vice versa. The mutual 
information is the measure of reduction in uncertainty with respect to Y due to 
observation of X. The mutual information between the two observation points (x, y) is 
defined as in Equation (6-1).  
 
   
,




P x P y
    
  ...........................................................................(6-1) 
where,  
   ,X YP x P y  = probability density functions (PDF) for variables X and Y 
respectively.  
 ,XYP x y = joint probability density function.  
 Statistical properties of these PDFs can be estimated or approximated from a 
series of data points observed on X and Y. For such continuous measurements on the 
two variables X and Y the mutual information content can be extended further to 
establish the non-linear dependency between these two measured variables. The 
Average Mutual Information (AMI) between two variable X and Y is given by 
Equation (6-2). 
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      ,
,




x y X i Y i
P x y
AMI X Y P x y
P x P y
       .............................................(6-2) 
Where AMI is combined effect of X on Y. The larger the value of AMI the stronger is 
the dependency of Y on X. Since the definition involves a logarithmic term (used as 
natural log in the present work), any two mutually independent variables X and Y, for 
which      ,XY i i X i Y iP x y P x P y  the AMI value is equal to zero. Since the term is 
built purely on the distribution of data values it is less sensitive to noise or outliers in 
the data set. The association index AMI is also non-linear since non-linear PDF can be 
estimated for most of the systems.  
 Comparing its formulation, the correlation coefficient function (Pearson’s 
formulation), which is rather well established in time series analysis, has practical 
advantages in that it helps to become acquainted with the data and gives ideas about 
stationarity and typical time scales. The main objection to it is that it is based on 
linear statistics (see Equation (5-5)) and hence does not take into account nonlinear 
dynamical correlations. The AMI does not depend on any particular function and 
therefore can help to detect both linear and non-linear correlations. It simply connects 
two sets of data with each other and established a criterion for their mutual 
dependence based on the notion of information between them (Abarbanel, 1996). 
Following Abarbanel (1996), the present work uses this connection to give precise 
definition to theoretic fashion to the data  s t T at time t T . To compute the AMI 
between a time series  s t and its time delayed  s t T , the average mutual 
information for time delay T is given by Equation (6-3). 
                    ,
,
, log
s n s n T
P s n s n T
AMI T P s n s n T
P s n P s n T
         .................(6-3) 
From its formulation, it can be seen that when T becomes large, the chaotic behavior 
of the signals makes the data  s t and  s t T become independent in a practical 
sense, therefore  AMI T will tend to zero (Abarbanel, 1996). The time lag values are 
set at T = 1, 2, 3, …, 48 hours. AMI between the original signal and the time lagged 
signal is computed for each time lag values. The nature of AMI variations across 
different T values are used as basis for establishing the individual SLA temporal 
patterns.  
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6.3.3 Interpretation of the Correlation Coefficient and AMI Values 
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Average Mutual Information (AMI) 
values are extensively used in the present work to detect the presence and degree of 
relationship between time series data. Here are some of the terms used in the 
interpretation of results from correlation coefficient and AMI analysis. The present 
work consider X and Y to be time series in which X to be the preceding (or causative) 
event and Y be the following (or resultant) event.  
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient values in Equation (5-5) lies between -1 
and +1 which indicates the strength of the linear relationship between two variables. 
The sign of r indicates the direction of the relationship between X and Y. If 1r  , 
termed strong positive correlation between X and Y are used, when the data points lie 
on a perfect straight line with positive slope. If the data points lay on a perfect straight 
line with negative slope, Y decreasing as X increases, then 1r   ; which is called 
strong negative correlation. If Y does not tend to increase or decrease as X increases, 
then 0r  ; which indicates that X and Y are uncorrelated. 
Adapted from Abebe (2004), if the AMI values between  X t and  X t T
are computed for different values of lag time T, the following observation can be 
made: 
High serial correlation:  when the AMI at smaller values of T is comparable to 
that at T=0.  
Low serial correlation:  when the AMI values drop abruptly with increasing T. 
Periodicity:  when the AMI values rises periodically at nearly regular 
time intervals. It has to be noted that the AMI versus lag 
time curve can indicate periodicity but can resolve the 
period only to the nearest time interval of the time 
series.  
 If the AMI values between  X t and  Y t T are computed for different 
values of lag time T, the following observation can be made: 
Immediate response:  when the resultant variable Y responds immediately to 
changes in the causative variable X regardless of the 
actual magnitude of the AMI. This is detected when 
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AMI values are high corresponding to T=0 and 
decrease with increasing T. 
Delayed response: when the resultant variable Y responds some time later. 
This is detected when the lag time corresponding to the 
maximum AMI is non-zero. In this case T is the average 
time information takes to propagate from X to Y.  
Strong and weak response:  these terms are used when comparing the response of Y 
to different causative events and are relative measures. 
If      1 2max , max ,AMI X Y AMI X Y , then it can 
be said that Y has a stronger response to X1 than X2. 
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6.4 Results and Discussion 
The data relationship analysis conducted with the observed data and sea level 
anomalies (SLA) model simulation for the year 2004 has revealed important points 
regarding the time dynamics and length scales involved in the interaction between the 
SLA data observed at various locations around the Singapore Regional Waters, the 
interaction between meteorological variables and the observed SLA and SLA 
prediction errors. Some of these results are open to assumption since, among other 
things, the analysis is done with data containing limited extreme events, and also 
since there might be alternative explanations to some of the conclusions drawn from 
the analysis with the surge data and the prediction errors. 
The data relationship analysis is carried out to evaluate the relationship of 
observed SLA and SLA prediction errors along the Singapore Strait, in particular at 
UH699-TG-PAGAR, with 
 Astronomical tide at locations along the eastern Malaysian Peninsula. 
 The interpolated simulated air pressure of ECMWF-ERA-Interim 
 The interpolated simulated wind speed of ECMWF-ERA-Interim  
 The interpolated simulated wind direction of ECMWF-ERA-Interim  
 Observed SLA at locations along the eastern Malaysian Peninsula. 
 SLA prediction errors at locations along the eastern Malaysian Peninsula. 
6.4.1 Observed Sea Level Anomalies at Singapore Strait  
In this section, the observed SLA at Singapore Strait (i.e. UH699-TG-
PAGAR) are analysed in relation to meteorological data at selected UHSLC locations 
at eastern Malaysian Peninsula region. The relationship of the observed SLA at 
UH699-TG-PAGAR with the SLA at other UHSLC locations around the eastern 
Malaysian Peninsula region is also explored. At first, an analysis of the interaction 
between astronomical tide and SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR analysed using AMI and 
linear correlation coefficient values. 
Tide-Surge Interaction  
Figure 6.3 shows temporal distribution of autocorrelation and AMI showing 
analysis of individual observed SLA for temporal memory at UHSLC stations in 
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eastern Malaysian Peninsula within a lag time up to 48 hours. As can be seen, the 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient does not take into account nonlinear dynamical 
correlations, whereas Average Mutual Information (AMI) can help to detect both 
linear and nonlinear correlations (Abebe, 2004). These confirms previous finding that 
Sea Level Anomalies (wind-driven water level, surge) is strongly non-linear in 
Singapore Regional Waters (Gerritsen et al., 2009; Rao et al., 2009).   
Both the AMI and autocorrelation measures show 'bumps' at 12 and 25 hours, 
which are reasonably distinctive and it is getting stronger in UH699-TG-PAGAR. 
Since 12 and 25 hours correspond to the periods of the tidal constituents, this raises 
further interest in the relationship between tidal cycle in South China Sea (SCS) and 
Singapore Strait and the observed SLA. Figure 6.4 shows temporal distribution of 
autocorrelation and AMI showing analysis of individual observed SLA and predicted 
tide for temporal memory at UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula within 
lag times up to 48 hours. As can be seen, autocorrelation measures shows the diurnal 
tidal cycle in South China Sea (SCS) i.e. UH326-GETING and UH320-
CENDERING. The tidal cycle starts to change to mixed tidal cycle from UH322-
KUANTAN and it is getting stronger in Singapore Strait (UH699-TG-PAGAR). In 
addition, AMI values are also affected by these tidal cycle changes. This indicates that 
there is an obvious influence of the tidal cycle on the observed SLA (i.e. tide-surge 
interaction). In view of the definitions of the tide and surge such an influence is 
nonlinear. These findings support the previous study by Kurniawan et al. (2010) and 
Kurniawan et al. (2013).  
Meteorological Data and Observed SLA  
First, full year data of the meteorological data and observed SLA is 
investigated. To explore the relationship between atmospheric pressure at mean sea 
level and the observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR, since the observed atmospheric 
pressure are not available, simulated air pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern 
Malaysian Peninsula are considered. Figure 6.5 shows temporal distribution of 
crosscorrelation coefficient and AMI showing the analysis of observed SLA at 
UH699-TG-PAGAR with simulated air pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern 
Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours. As can be seen, there are distinct 
AMI values. This may due to the resolution of the meteorological data. For example, 
UH326-GETING is closed with UH320-CENDERING, therefore the AMI values is 
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slightly different. The same pattern also is reported by UH323-TIOMAN and UH324-
SEDILI which is closed each other. UH322-KUANTAN is located in the middle. See 
Figure 5.1 for distinct location of UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula 
region. An important point here is that the observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR is 
related more strongly to the pressure at UH326-GETING than the pressure at the 
closer locations. The correlation coefficient reports always positive means that 
simulated atmospheric pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian 
Peninsula correlates positively with observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR.  
Secondly, the relationship between the wind (magnitude and direction) and the 
observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR is explored using simulated wind data at other 
UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula since measured wind data are not 
available with the required temporal and spatial resolution. Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 
show temporal distribution of crosscorrelation coefficient and AMI showing the 
analysis of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with simulated wind magnitude and 
direction at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up 
to 48 hours. As can be seen, there are also distinct AMI values which may due to the 
resolution of the meteorological data. Interpretation of correlation coefficient and 
AMI values for meteorological data using full year data is not given much observation 
that can be made. One way to resolve this interest is to analyse the correlation 
coefficient and the AMI values with regards to temporal analysis (seasonal effect).  
Following Rao et al. (2009 and 2010), to have better distinction between 
positive SLA and negative SLA, separate data relationship analysis between 
meteorological data (i.e. atmospheric pressure and wind magnitude and direction) and 
the observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR has been carried out for different time 
period. Based on temporal distribution shown in Figure 6.2, positive SLA are 
considered from January to April 2004 whereas negative SLA covers from May to 
August 2004.  
Figure 6.8 shows temporal distribution of crosscorrelation coefficient and 
AMI showing the analysis of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with simulated 
atmospheric pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula with a 
lag time up to 48 hours during positive SLA (January to April 2004). As can be seen, 
the AMI values raise periodically at nearly 6 hours intervals. This could be because 
the pressure also behaves in a similar way. The resultant observed SLA responds 
some time later due to the lag time corresponding to the maximum AMI is non-zero. 
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The fact that the correlation is always positive means that the given atmospheric 
pressure causes positive SLA. These patterns agree with the known physics of the 
situation.   
Figure 6.9 and 6.10 show  temporal distribution of crosscorrelation coefficient 
and AMI showing the analysis of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with 
simulated wind data (magnitude and direction) at other UHSLC stations in eastern 
Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours during positive SLA (January to 
April 2004). As can be seen, the AMI values show immediate response. The resultant 
observed SLA responds immediately to changes in the causative of wind magnitude 
and wind direction regardless of the actual magnitude of the AMI. The correlation 
coefficient reports always positive means that the wind magnitude causes positive 
SLA, whereas the wind direction reports always negative means the wind blows from 
north to the east (North-East monsoon) as the direction covers ±180 degrees. These 
patterns also agree with the known physics of the situation. 
Figure 6.11 shows temporal distribution of crosscorrelation coefficient and 
AMI showing the analysis of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with simulated 
atmospheric pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula with a 
lag time up to 48 hours during negative SLA (May to August 2004). The AMI values 
report the same pattern during positive SLA which is raise periodically at nearly 6 
hours intervals and responds some time later due to the lag time corresponding to the 
maximum AMI is non-zero. The correlation is always negative means that the given 
the atmospheric pressure causes negative SLA.  
Figure 6.12 and 6.13 show  temporal distribution of crosscorrelation 
coefficient and AMI showing the analysis of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR 
with simulated wind data (magnitude and direction) at other UHSLC stations in 
eastern Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours during negative SLA 
(May to August 2004). As can be seen, the AMI values show immediate response for 
wind magnitude. The resultant observed SLA responds immediately to changes in the 
causative of wind magnitude regardless of the actual magnitude of the AMI. 
However, the wind direction reports somehow mixed response. For example, the AMI 
values report immediate respond with respect to UHSLC stations near UH699-TG-
PAGAR (e.g.UH324-SEDILI and UH323-TIOMAN) whereas delay at UH320-
CENDERING and UH326-GETING which are located further north.  
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The correlation coefficient reports always negative means that the wind 
magnitude causes negative SLA. In addition, the other UHSLC stations which are 
located near UH699-TG-PAGAR report stronger negative correlation (i.e. UH323-
TIOMAN and UH324-SEDILI). The wind direction shows variability with regards to 
UHSLC stations. For example, UH320-GETING reports always positive whereas 
UH324-SEDILI reports always negative. The possible cause is that even though, it is 
during South-West monsoon, the wind direction varies from UH326-GETING in the 
further north to UH324-SEDILI. These patterns also agree with the known physics of 
the situation also supports previous finding by Kurniawan et al., 2013 (see Kurniawan 
et al. (2013) for detail wind magnitude and direction spatial distribution). 
Relationship between Observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR and Other 
UHSLC Stations 
Figure 6.14 shows temporal distribution of crosscorrelation coefficient and 
AMI showing the analysis of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with observed 
SLA at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 
hours. As can be seen, the AMI values show immediate response and the correlation 
coefficients report strong positive correlation between observed SLA at UH699-TG-
PAGAR with observed SLA at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula. 
These trend also agree with the known physics of the situation also supports previous 
findings that South China Sea basin triggers sea level anomalies in Singapore strait 
(e.g. Rao et al., 2009; Rao et al., 2010;  Ooi et al., 2011; Kurniawan et al., 2013). 
6.4.2 Sea Level Anomalies Prediction Errors at Singapore Strait  
The sea level anomalies (SLA) prediction errors at the Singapore Strait, 
particularly at UH699-TG-PAGAR, lie at the center of all the analyses in the 
following sections. The previous section made on the observed SLA at UH699-TG-
PAGAR has already given some insight into the relationship and interaction between 
various variables and the observed SLA which is solely a function of the physical 
system. In this section, a more or less similar analysis is made with the SLA 
prediction errors. The interaction between other variables and the SLA prediction 
errors however is not driven by the physics alone. There is also the influence of the 
non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling. Since the SLA prediction errors are 
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assumed to represent the gap between the model and the physical system, it is 
necessary to interpret the results accordingly. The SLA prediction errors at Singapore 
Strait (i.e. UH699-TG-PAGAR) are analysed in relation to meteorological input data. 
The relationship of the SLA prediction errors at UH699-TG-PAGAR with other 
UHSLC locations around the eastern Malaysian Peninsula region is also explored.  
Tide-Surge Interaction  
Before seeking relationships between the SLA prediction errors at UH699-
TG-PAGAR and other variables, it is necessary to examine the information contained 
within the time series of the error at UHSLC stations itself. Figure 6.15 shows 
temporal distribution of autocorrelation and AMI showing analysis of individual SLA 
prediction errors for temporal memory at UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian 
Peninsula within lag times up to 48 hours. As can be seen, the graphs report the same 
trends with respect to Figure 6.3. The same conclusions can be applied here except 
that here it means that the tidal cycle contributes to SLA prediction errors. The 
correlation coefficient measures became important since a value of 0.5 corresponding 
to 25 hours lag time which means that the effect of the tide on the error is significant. 
Moreover, it is also an indication that the information is available if it is intended to 
forecast the SLA prediction errors, say, 25 hours in advance. 
Meteorological Data and SLA Prediction Errors 
To investigate the relationship between meteorological data (i.e. atmospheric 
pressure, wind magnitude and wind direction) and SLA prediction errors at UH699-
TG-PAGAR, the analysis is made during the positive SLA and negative SLA since it 
is already established that it is better than using full year data. Figure 6.16 shows 
temporal distribution of crosscorrelation and AMI between meteorological data and 
SLA prediction errors for temporal memory at UH699-TG-PAGAR within lag times 
up to 48 hours showing pressure, wind magnitude and wind direction during positive 
SLA and negative SLA. As can be seen, the relationship between simulated pressure 
and SLA prediction error show a weak but clear response that is delayed with interval 
6 hours. The correlation coefficient for positive SLA and negative SLA is consistently 
positive meaning that high pressure is associated with positive errors (overestimated 
SLA prediction) and vice versa. In addition, the correlation coefficient for positive 
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SLA is significantly low than negative SLA meaning, the non-tidal barotropic 
numerical modelling predicts positive SLA better than the negative SLA at the 
Singapore Strait.  
The same trends for AMI values are also reported by simulated wind 
magnitude. The relationship between simulated wind magnitude and SLA prediction 
errors at UH699-TG-PAGAR shows a weak but clear response that is delayed with 
interval 6 hours. The correlation coefficient during positive SLA varies near zero 
meaning that the SLA prediction errors significantly better compared during negative 
SLA. This finding supports previous findings on Chapter 5.  
The relationship between simulated wind direction and SLA prediction errors 
at UH699-TG-PAGAR shows also a weak but clear response that is delayed with 
interval 6 hours. The same trends for correlation coefficient during positive SLA 
varies near zero meaning that the SLA prediction errors significantly better compared 
during negative SLA. However, the graph reports always negative correlation 
coefficient during negative SLA means that the wind direction is in negative degrees 
which is consistent with previous findings.  
Relationship between Observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR and Other 
UHSLC Stations 
Figure 6.14 shows temporal distribution of AMI values and crosscorrelation 
between SLA prediction errors at UH699-TG-PAGAR with SLA prediction errors at 
other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours. 
Both the AMI values and the correlation coefficient suggest that the response is 
distinct and has a delayed peak between 12 and 25 hours for other UHSLC stations in 
eastern Malaysian Peninsula. In addition, the other UHSLC stations located near 
UH699-TG-PAGAR (i.e. UH323-SEDILI and UH324-KUANTAN) show higher 
AMI values and stronger positive correlation compared to other UHSLC stations. 
These patterns may be due to the fact that these two stations have slightly similar tidal 
cycle (i.e. mixed tidal cycle). These finding are consistent with the previous analysis 
and indicate that there is an obvious influence of the tidal cycle on the SLA prediction 
errors (i.e. tide-surge interaction) and in view of the definitions of the tide and surge 
such an influence is nonlinear.  
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6.5 Conclusions on Data Relationship Analysis 
Data relationship analysis has been carried to evaluate the content, flow and 
time dynamics of information regarding the observed sea level anomalies (SLA) and 
its prediction errors with respect to a number of selected parameters. The analysis is 
done both for the observed SLA and the SLA prediction errors. The analysis helps to 
find out how much information contained in the SLA prediction errors can be traced 
back to some of the variables. The test of significance is done using Average Mutual 
Information (AMI) and correlation coefficient measures. The conclusion can be made 
from previous findings are as follows.  
1. Tide-Surge Interaction 
Non-tidal phenomena in the present work are defined as residual water levels 
which are not influenced by the tides. The hypothesis is that a major contribution to 
these residuals results from regional water level variations, called Sea Level 
Anomalies (SLA) (Gerritsen et al., 2009), therefore they are not periodic. However, 
the observed SLA data and SLA prediction errors at UH699-TG-PAGAR has within it 
a periodic component. This can be explained by the fact that the driving forces act on 
the South China Sea (SCS) at different tidal states and the observed SLA response 
also bears the effect of those tidal states. The most dominant cycle has a period of 12 
and 25 hours (mixed tidal cycle in Singapore Strait, see Kurniawan et al. (2011) and 
previous Chapter 4). From another perspective, the relationship between SLA 
prediction errors and the tidal cycle indicates, however, that the non-tidal barotropic 
numerical modelling did not properly simulate the tide-surge interaction.  
2. Meteorological Data 
Simulated pressure, wind magnitude and wind direction are considered as 
meteorological input data that have influence the observed SLA and SLA prediction 
errors. The response of the observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR to the 
meteorological data simulated at different locations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula 
shows the time and length scales involved in the interaction. One of the most 
important observations made is the importance of using different time scale i.e. 
positive and negative SLA to carry out the data relationship analysis. The observed 
SLA respond immediately to the wind magnitude and wind direction whereas the 
atmospheric pressure shows delay respond with period of 6 hours. The other 
observation is the stronger than expected response of the observed SLA to the 
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predicted pressure. The positive and negative sign of the correlation coefficient agrees 
with the theoretical explanation with regards to positive and negative SLA. 
Furthermore, the magnitude and response time of the observed SLA to the pressure 
varies visibly with the distance of the pressure data point from UH699-TG-PAGAR. 
The response is apparently stronger for pressure data taken closed to UH699-TG-
PAGAR. One possible explanation can be the resolution of the meteorological data 
(i.e. 0.75 degree in spatial with 6 hours interval). Therefore, further research is 
recommended to be carried out using smaller spatial and time scale resolution. 
The high value of the negative correlation coefficient, however, might not 
imply a direct cause and effect relation between SLA prediction errors and pressure 
and wind magnitude during negative SLA period. Instead it might be an indirect or 
secondary effect such as the pressure affecting the wind and the wind affecting the 
SLA prediction errors.  
3. Relationship between Other UHSLC Stations 
The effect of the tidal cycle further extends to the relationship between the 
SLA observed at UHSLC stations around eastern Malaysian Peninsula. It is also 
revealed in the relationship between the SLA prediction errors at these stations. 
Possible reason is that the direction of information flow follows the characteristic 
direction of the SLA propagation during positive and negative SLA (see Chapter 5) in 
the eastern Malaysian Peninsula region. However, the travel times of the information 
do not exactly coincide with the difference in tidal hours between these locations, 
which indicates that there are different tidal cycles along the eastern Malaysian 
Peninsula stations. One possible explanation can be the presence of a dominant wind 
direction (i.e. North-East monsoon and South-West monsoon). But to confirm this it 
is necessary to analyse the pattern of meteorological events over the over a rather 
longer time domain and it is beyond the scope of the present work.  
4. Overall 
By considering the dominant periodic pattern in the SLA prediction errors that 
corresponds with the tidal cycle, the results of the data relationship analysis give 
insight to the possibilities of improving the non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling. 
The observed SLA are not a periodic process but could have periodic components 
since the meteorological forces act on the South China Sea at different tidal states of 
the sea which introduces periodic patterns. However, the SLA prediction errors 
should not have any periodic patterns unless the non-linear relationship between surge 
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and tide is not properly represented in the model. This suggests that it is necessary to 
sort out the relationship between surge and tide in a better way than it is done at 
present. In an ideal situation, there should not be any periodicity in the SLA 
prediction errors. 
Another important indication is the fact that the meteorological variables is 
related to the SLA prediction errors, therefore finer meteorological data resolution 
may improve the representation of the simulated SLA. Furthermore, as meteorological 
forces (i.e. pressure, wind magnitude and wind direction) are physically related to the 
SLA, there should not be any relationship between the meteorological forcing and the 
SLA prediction errors if the non-tidal barotropic weather modelling properly 
represents this relationship. This suggests that the way the SLA are simulated using 
the meteorological forcing and tidal effect needed to be improved.  
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Observed water level 0.0249 0.7036 1.7717 -1.8683 
Predicted tide using 65 tidal constituents 0.0267 0.6957 1.5156 -1.7951 
Observed SLA -0.0018 0.1053 0.5224 -0.3456 
Prediction SLA (tide-surge interaction) -0.0431 0.1228 0.4753 -0.4024 
SLA prediction errors 0.0413 0.0812 0.3616 -0.2682 
 
  




Figure 6.1  Temporal distribution of hourly data at UH699-TG-PAGAR showing 
a) predicted tide, b) simulated pressure c) simulated wind magnitude 









Figure 6.2  Temporal distribution of hourly data at UH699-TG-PAGAR showing 
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Autocorrelation and AMI of Observed SLA 





Figure 6.3  Temporal distribution of autocorrelation and AMI showing analysis of 
individual observed SLA for temporal memory at UHSLC stations in 
eastern Malaysian Peninsula within lag times up to 48 hours 
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Autocorrelation and AMI of Predicted Tide 





Figure 6.4  Temporal distribution of autocorrelation and AMI showing analysis of 
individual observed SLA and predicted tide for temporal memory at 








Figure 6.5  Temporal distribution of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with 
simulated air pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian 
Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours showing AMI values (top) 
and Crosscorrelation (bottom)  
 
 
Figure 6.6  same as Figure 6.5 but for wind speed magnitude  
 




Figure 6.7  same as Figure 6.5 but for wind direction 
 
 
Figure 6.8  Temporal distribution of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with 
simulated atmospheric pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern 
Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours during Positive 
SLA (January to April 2004) showing AMI values (top) and 
Crosscorrelation (bottom) 
  




Figure 6.9  same as Figure 6.8 but for wind magnitude 
 
 
Figure 6.10  same as Figure 6.8 but for wind direction 
 




Figure 6.11  Temporal distribution of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with 
simulated atmospheric pressure at other UHSLC stations in eastern 
Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours during negative 




Figure 6.12  same as Figure 6.11 but for wind magnitude 
 




Figure 6.13  same as Figure 6.11 but for wind direction 
 
 
Figure 6.14  Temporal distribution of observed SLA at UH699-TG-PAGAR with 
observed SLA at other UHSLC stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula 
with a lag time up to 48 hours showing AMI values (top) and 
Crosscorrelation (bottom) 
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Autocorrelation and AMI of SLA Prediction Errors 





Figure 6.15  Temporal distribution of autocorrelation and AMI showing analysis of 
individual SLA prediction errors for temporal memory at UHSLC 
stations in eastern Malaysian Peninsula within lag times up to 48 hours 
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Crosscorrelation and AMI between Meteorological Data and SLA Prediction Errors 
 at UH699-TG-PAGAR 





Figure 6.16  Temporal distribution of crosscorrelation and AMI between 
meteorological data and SLA prediction errors for temporal memory at 
UH699-TG-PAGAR within lag times up to 48 hours showing pressure 
(top), wind magnitude (middle) and wind direction (bottom) during 
positive SLA (left) and negative SLA (right). 
  




Figure 6.17  Temporal distribution of SLA prediction errors at UH699-TG-PAGAR 
with SLA prediction errors at other UHSLC stations in eastern 
Malaysian Peninsula with a lag time up to 48 hours showing AMI 
values (top) and Crosscorrelation (bottom) 
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Chapter 7 Improving Sea Level Anomalies Prediction 
using Genetic Programming 
Data-driven models are used to model the SLA prediction errors in terms of 
predictive parameters. A proper lead-time is selected to ensure that the SLA 
prediction errors can be forecasted using such a model. Tests are conducted to model 
and predict the SLA prediction errors using Genetic Programming (GP). This serves 
as a means of evaluating the predictability of the SLA prediction errors some time in 
advance.  
7.1 Introduction  
A forecasting system's performance in accurately predicting water levels is 
influenced by how well the regional oceanographic model forecasts the astronomical 
tide and the regional meteorological effects. Different, well established hydrodynamic 
models developed for specific regions of interest are generally employed as a primary 
tool for such prediction exercises (Gerritsen et al., 1995; Bajo et al., 2007).  These 
numerical models built on hydrodynamics principles can sufficiently capture most of 
the sea level dynamics. This chapter mainly focuses on developing tools for 
improving the performance of non-tidal barotropic model. However, due to the factors 
associated with performances of these numerical hydrodynamic models such as 
parameter sensitivity, effect of approximation errors in boundary conditions/land 
boundaries/bathymetry and grid resolution, they cannot effectively capture non-
stationary, non-periodic short term dynamics. Short term prediction, especially of the 
time scales of a few hours to a few days can be insufficiently accurate and alternate 
data driven models could be attractive (which can be locally accurate at a point but 
cannot generalize the performance). In order to utilize the strong potential of 
hydrodynamic/numerical models and to enhance the water level accuracy, the model 
predictions will require additional corrections, especially accounting for short term, 
weather induced sea level anomalies (SLA). Such error correction steps often rely on 
data assimilation algorithms in order to obtain a computationally efficient procedure 
to improve the water level results. Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960; Yen et al., 1996) 
provides one such error correction solution. Though, it is a commonly used data 
assimilation tool it has limitations such as a linearity assumption for error distribution 
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and computational complexity for large domain problems. It is also a data intensive 
method which requires a large number of model simulations in order to deal with non-
linearities which further tax the modelling effort. Hence, there is a significant need for 
developing direct SLA (representing the numerical model error) forecast models 
which can capture non-linearity in SLA dynamics and can generalize the SLA 
prediction performance over spatial and temporal SLA patterns with sufficient 
computational ease for any real time application. The present study explores the 
possibility of employing “genetic programming” (GP) as an offline data driven 
modelling tool to capture the SLA dynamics and then using them for updating the 
numerical model prediction in real time applications. 
7.2 Evolutionary Computing  
Systems and processes of scientific and engineering interest are often 
governed by complex behaviours (nonlinear, time-varying, multi-temporal/spatial 
scales) and experience chaotic disturbances and randomness. Observing these 
systems, understanding the processes influencing them, and establishing models that 
can closely resemble, represent, and reproduce the system behaviour have been some 
of the basic objectives of scientific investigations since ages. It is essential to establish 
such knowledge in the form of representative model for any design, troubleshooting, 
and operational activity involving these complex systems. Recent interest in solving 
problems related to health, safety, and environment and increasing need for designing 
efficient systems leading to better human comfort have further expanded the scope, 
and, in turn, the complexity, of research problems. It is becoming increasingly 
difficult to resolve issues and fully establish the underlying mechanisms of multi-
dimensional, multi-physics, multi-scale complex systems using the traditional theory-
driven hypotheses or modelling techniques, which derive the mathematical 
representation of the system based on the physical/chemical/biological laws and 
theories in order to fit the observations made on the system. Alternately, data-driven 
techniques, which start from a dataset search for a set of rules/relations between the 
observed system variables, are becoming highly useful knowledge-discovery tools. 
Computer-assisted automatic modelling of systems with less-known/completely 
unknown mechanisms is gaining popularity, especially with the advent of information 
revolution in recent “peta byte age” that has enabled efficient large-scale data 
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collection, storage, retrieval, and analysis activities. In this endeavour, the challenging 
question is: how to utilize and make sense out of this data overflow? Surely, such a 
“data to knowledge” exercise calls for a technique that can process the raw data from 
scratch and automatically build and improve the relationships between the variables 
based on the objective of the investigation. 
Evolutionary principles, established in biology, provide intuitive basis for 
designing a suitable stable structure evolving from the data over many random 
variations and objective-based selection. In the 1960s, harnessing this idea of 
automated knowledge evolution, Lawrence Fogel (Fogel, 1995) proposed 
evolutionary programming and John Holland (Holland, 1975) proposed genetic 
algorithm, which have gained increasing attention. Later, in 1992, John Koza (Koza, 
1992) proposed another stream of similar approach called “genetic programming.” 
They all independently initiated and explored the scope of using evolutionary 
principles into different modes of data-mining techniques, which are now collectively 
referred to as “evolutionary computing” (EC) techniques. 
7.2.1 Evolution Principle 
The principle of evolution is the primary unifying concept of biology, linking 
every organism together through a phylogenetic process. Every new creature in this 
chain of life is the product of a series of accidental genetic events that have been 
sorted out thoroughly under selective pressure from the environment. While evolution 
itself is merely an effect of physical laws acting on and within the populations and 
species, yet it is capable of engineering solutions to the problem of survival that are 
unique to each individual’s circumstances. The essence of this time- tested design 
procedure is basically a two-step iterative sequence: random variation (genetic 
mutations/distribution) followed by selection (based on the ‘fittest survives’ criterion). 
Over many generations, these repeated sequences of random variations and natural 
selections have shaped the behaviour of individuals and species to fit the demands of 
their surroundings. Hence, this evolution process is the Nature’s unique way of 
optimally designing complex, but stable, entities in the presence of internal and 
environmental constraints or stresses. 
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7.2.2 Evolutionary Computing Techniques 
Evolutionary Computation (EC) is the general term for several computational 
techniques that are based, to some degree, on the principles of natural evolution. 
Evolutionary algorithms (genetic algorithms, genetic programming, evolutionary 
strategies, evolutionary programming techniques), swarm intelligence (ant colony, 
particle swarm methods), self-organization (self-organizing maps, growing neural 
gas), and differential evolution are just few example techniques that follow 
evolutionary computing principle. These techniques are being increasingly widely 
applied to a variety of problems, ranging from practical applications in industry and 
commerce to leading-edge scientific research (Fogel, 1995; Babovic, 1996; Eiben and 
Smith, 2003; Babovic and Rao, 2010). 
Figure 7.1 summarizes the scheme of information flow in a typical EC 
algorithm. Just as natural evolution started from an initial population of creatures 
some two billion years ago, the evolution in artificial media – ‘in silico’ – begins by 
creating an initial set (generation) of contending solutions (population in the form of 
mathematical equations, set of rules or sequences of numbers/patterns) for the given 
problem of interest, such as model design, parameter estimation, pattern recognition, 
and optimization. The set may be generated by randomly creating a population of 
initial solutions or by utilizing any available knowledge about the problem. The 
‘parent’ solutions in a given generation then generate ‘offsprings’ by means of 
‘reproduction.’ The ‘crossover’ operation (similar to sexual reproduction) produces a 
new population by exchanging ‘parts’ (chromosomes) from any two existing ‘parent’ 
solutions. The ‘mutation’ operation (asexual reproduction) builds a member for the 
new generation by randomly replacing a part of the individual ‘parent’ solution with a 
randomly generated new structure. The ‘permutation’ operation randomly switches 
two ‘components’ (genes) within the individual ‘parent.’ The resulting new 
generation ‘offspring’ solutions are evaluated for their effectiveness in solving the 
problem using a ‘fitness criterion’ which tests the ability to reproduce the known 
behaviour (measured in terms of prediction error, pattern recognition accuracy, 
optimality, etc.). The population in the new generation undergoes selection based on 
the ‘survival of the fittest’ criterion and the best set of solutions that satisfy the 
criterion is chosen as parents for the next round of improvement (through subsequent 
reproduction). Typically, the evolutionary computation is run for either a pre-
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specified number of generations or until a desired performance is attained by the best 
solution. 
7.3 Evolutionary Computing in Non-tidal Barotropic Modelling: 
An Overview 
Different modes and stages of non-tidal barotropic modelling systems are 
believed to be highly nonlinear, time-varying, and spatially distributed. Processes, 
such as atmospheric forcing such as air pressure, wind speed and direction, tide, and 
tide-surge interaction, are complex in their mechanisms and governed by multiple 
factors. Hence, these processes are often difficult to describe fully by hydrodynamic 
models. The challenges of holistic analysis of these systems and limitations of 
traditional modelling approaches have attracted alternate techniques. With improved 
data acquisition and processing capabilities in the field, data-driven EC techniques 
have found applications for solving many different problems e.g. in Sea Level 
Anomalies (Rao and Babovic, 2009). These applications range from basic 
understanding of the kinetics and dynamics of the processes (for water quantity and 
quality) to real-time applications, such as forecasting, water collection/distribution 
system design-optimization-operation-control, and water resources management. 
Recent interest has also been on harnessing the power of EC techniques to bring the 
basic physical/numerical hydrodynamic models closer to reality. They have been 
extensively used to optimally tune the parameters of the local model (model 
calibration to fit the observed water quantity or quality data) and also to learn or to 
predict the nature of model-observation mismatch (model error correction). 
Babovic and Rao (2010) provides the overview of the hydrologic applications 
and different EC techniques used to resolve the associated problems, along with 
relevant literature for further reference. Since the applications are numerous and the 
techniques are many, detailed discussion on each of these applications and techniques 
is near-impossible to provide. In the following sections, the focus is given on one 
important and widely used EC technique, called genetic programming (GP), and 
highlight example applications, resolving issues relevant to non-tidal barotropic 
modelling. 
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7.4 Genetic Programming and its Scope in Non-Tidal Barotropic 
Modelling  
Genetic programming (GP, Koza, 1992) is a data-driven evolutionary 
computing method for automatically generating input-output relations. It differs from 
other black-box type data-driven modelling techniques, such as Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANNs), Fuzzy Logic, and Regression Trees, in the sense that it provides 
mathematically meaningful structures (with optimum parameters) relating input-
output variables of the system (Babovic and Abbott, 1997; Keijzer and Babovic, 
1999). The basic GP algorithm follows the scheme presented in Figure 7.1. The 
components and procedures used to build/operate/upgrade the model structures are 
detailed in Figure 7.2. Given a set of observed data (training data) on input-output 
variables, GP generates a population of models with random structure without 
needing any prior knowledge of the mechanisms governing the process. These models 
are then evaluated using part of the initial data not used during training (validation 
data) using a suitable fitness measure. The probability of a given model surviving 
during the model evolution process is proportional to how well it predicts the output 
of the validation data. Components of successful models are continuously recombined 
with those of others to form new models. In each generation, GP optimizes the model 
structure, with a lower level nonlinear least-squares algorithm harnessed to estimate 
the associated model parameters. Though, GP has been successfully applied for 
modelling many hydrological processes (Babovic et al., 2001; Rao and Babovic, 
2009), its application as data assimilation tool in SLA forecasting is indeed unique. A 
detailed discussion on components of GP tool, its methodology and various 
applications are beyond the scope of the present work and readers are referred to Koza 
(1992), Babovic and Abbot (1997), Babovic et al. (2001),  Babovic (2009) and 
Babovic and Rao (2010). 
The main components of a GP tool are (as depicted schematically in Figure 
7.2): (i) the terminal set, which is a list of relevant input/output variables and 
constants (genes); (ii) the functional set (language table), which is a list of 
mathematical operators (e.g. +, - , /, *, ^, sqrt, sin, tanh, exp, log); (iii) the search 
space, which is a set of all possible models (chromosomes) that can be constructed 
using the functional and terminal sets; and (iv) the fitness function, which is a 
measure for evaluating the suitability of a candidate model in terms of its 
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fitting/prediction capability. Measures, such as the root mean squared error (RMSE), 
are augmented by a term that penalizes complex (long or clumsy nonlinear terms) 
structures to form the fitness function. Relatively successful individuals are selected 
from the current population (in proportion to their fitness) to serve as parents for the 
next generation. This selection policy is called “fitness proportional selection”. The 
genetic operators (crossover, mutation, and permutation) are used to obtain the new 
set of model structures (offsprings) that will undergo testing and selection in the next 
generation. Typical tuneable parameters in a GP include: population size; number of 
generations (iterations); probabilities for crossover, mutation, and permutation; 
functional weightings (the probability of selecting specific operators); the fitness 
measure; and the selection policy.  
In this chapter, the focus is given to highlight the utility of this unique 
modelling tool to address two different classes of data mining problems in non-tidal 
barotropic modelling. 
 GP as a modelling tool – directly learn the SLA prediction errors; 
 GP as a data assimilation tool – correct the non-tidal barotropic numerical 
model error which means improving the SLA prediction.  
7.4.1 Modelling the Observations: GP as a Modelling Tool 
Genetic Programming (GP) has been extensively applied to many data-driven 
modelling exercises in hydrodynamics, for example sea level anomalies prediction 
(Rao and Babovic, 2009). The sea level anomalies is believed to be highly nonlinear, 
time-varying, and spatially distributed, and not easily described by simple models. 
Considerable time and effort has been directed to model this process, and many 
hydrodynamic models have been built specifically for this purpose (Ooi et al., 2009; 
Ooi et al., 2011; Kurniawan et al., 2013). All of them, however, require significant 
amounts of data for their respective calibration and validation. Using physical models 
raises issues of collecting the appropriate data with sufficient accuracy. In most cases, 
it is difficult to collect all the data necessary for such a model. By using data-driven 
models, such as genetic programming (GP), one can attempt to model non-tidal 
barotropic error on the basis of predictive parameters such as past error values at the 
location of interest and neighbouring. Figure 7.3 demonstrates the use of GP for 
creating SLA prediction error models on the basis of data alone. 
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7.4.2 Modelling the Model Error: GP as a Data Assimilation Tool 
The numerical simulation models are based on fundamental hydrodynamic 
principles and, hence, are the most realistic way of representing the hydrologic 
processes. Unlike data-driven models, which are designed and tuned for local 
predictions, the numerical models have the ability to provide spatial and temporal 
information about the process over a large set of grid points in the domain. They have 
an additional advantage of providing simultaneous and physically meaningful solution 
for water quantity and quality parameters. Nevertheless, they are also susceptible to 
errors, arising from incorrect parameter settings, incomplete local geometry or 
bathymetry, and wrong initial states. Hence, they often show deviations in their 
predictions from the actual observations. Data assimilation procedures (Babovic, 
1996) are employed to overcome this model-system mismatch and to update the 
model in real-time set-up. Such procedures either directly update the input variables 
(model forcing), model states, and model parameters or correct the error in the 
predicted output variables. Output error correction procedures have been applied in 
tidal prediction for updating water level at specific locations (Rao and Babovic 2009). 
In these cases, an error-correction forecast model is built using the observed model 
residual errors (SLAobs – SLAsim) and then superimposed on the simulation model 
output. Figure 7.3 gives a schematic representation of the error-correction strategy for 
real-time forecast systems.  
In a real time setup, say at time t and at desired location, the primary models 
(harmonic/hydrodynamic) are used to forecast the SLA water level for desired 
forecast horizon SLAsim(t+k). The SLA error forecast models (generalized GP 
models or models designed at location of interest) forecast the SLA error values 
SLAe(t+k) using the past SLA errors values measured (difference between the 
observed water level and the primary model prediction) at and before time ‘t’.  These 
SLA error forecasts are then used to update the primary model forecasts to obtain the 
corrected water level prediction SLAcorrected(t+k). The following set of equations is 
used in this analysis.  
 k = 1, 2, 3, … ; assuming 1 hour sampling time.  
 SLAsim(t+k) = H[Tsim] ; H = primary model simulation (updated every Tsim 
hours >> 1) 
 SLAe(t) = SLAobs(t) – SLAsim(t) ;    
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 SLAe(t+k) = GP[SLAe(t-1), SLAe(t-2), … ]; GP = SLA error forecast model 
(every hour) 
 SLAcorrected(t+k) = SLAsim(t+k) + SLAe(t+k)           
7.5 Important Issues Pertaining to Genetic Computing 
In the context of hydrodynamics systems, the developments in evolutionary 
computing (EC) algorithms, in particular those within the branch of genetic 
programming (GP), have been shown to have good potential. It is also important, at 
the same time, to highlight some of the issues that might affect the success of 
techniques. Here, some of the important issues are discussed. 
1. Selection of datasets: Due to the inherent randomized nature, the EC search 
techniques are relatively less prone to data over-fitting. Nevertheless, in order 
to obtain reliable and generalizable solutions using EC techniques, it is 
necessary to design training and validation datasets that provide and test 
different aspects of the system. 
2. EC settings: As shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, the EC technique involves 
many parameters that govern the evolution process. The convergence of the 
EC algorithm to the best solution (global optimum) depends, to a great extent, 
on these factors. However, precaution needs to be taken while setting these EC 
parameters. The optimum settings vary from application to application. Hence, 
for a given problem, it is often necessary to attempt different re-runs using 
different settings and compare the solutions. Therefore, the settings that best 
suit the problem under consideration should be optimized using a separate 
cross-validation dataset during training. 
3. Model structure: The mathematical expressions obtained using GP may 
approximate a broad scope of nonlinearities in the system. It can generate 
lengthy, complex nonlinear terms, which may not have any direct physical 
significance. One can introduce penalties in fitness function for such structures 
during the evolution or can restrict GP to generate dimensionally meaningful 
model structures (Keijzer and Babovic, 1999). Also, for a given problem, there 
might be many different model structures with the same degree of fitness, 
which call for domain expertise for further shortlisting. 
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7.6 Preparation of Data and Genetic Programming 
Implementation 
Genetic programming (GP) algorithm utilizes the data to build mathematical 
model. These models can be interpreted as transfer function models relating a set of 
input variables to the desired output variable. These input-output models can then be 
used to predict the output for given new set of input values. Hence to build GP models 
for SLA prediction errors, they need to identify the input-output variables and provide 
sample data for GP model building and testing (training and validation sessions).  
In the present study, the year 2004 SLA prediction error time series data are 
utilized. To design a ‘k hours ahead’ SLA prediction errors forecast accuracy model, 
{SLAe(t-1), SLAe(t-2),…., SLAe(t-n)} are treated as input variables and SLAe(t+k) as 
output variable. Here ‘t’ is the present time and (t-n) is n time samples in past (the 
best value for n is selected automatically during GP algorithm). For t = 1 to Ntrg (the 
selected number of training samples), the series of input-output data from a single 
SLA prediction error signal at a given station are extracted.  
For example, for time point t = 20 (January 1, 20:00 hrs in annual time series 
data) the SLA prediction error values between t = 10 to 20 (January 1st 10:00 hrs to 
20:00 hrs for n = 10) will go as input data and (say for k = 12 hr ahead prediction) 
SLA prediction error value at t = 32 (January 2, 8:00 hrs) will be taken as output data. 
This is repeated (Ntrg times) for different t values in order to generate training data 
matrix. Hence the training dataset consists of input vectors representing the sequence 
of present and past values at any given t and the output vector representing SLAe(t+k) 
for the same period. Similar approach is adopted for extracting input-output data for 
model testing (Ntest samples) from a specified period of the year. Different time 
regions are selected for GP model building (training data) and for model testing 
(validation). In the present study, GP models are built or tested for different forecast 
horizon k and validated for data assimilation utility. Data preparation is carried out 
using MATLAB (2012). The previous study on effect of varying dataset sizes (i.e. 
Ntrg and Ntest) and over-fitting found that there is an improvement of 20 to 30% in 
RMSE if the full year sample set is used during training compared to Ntrg = 1500 
(Rao and Babovic, 2009). However, the Ntrg = 2000 has been chosen to avoid over-
fitting in the prediction results.  
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Genetic Modelling Systems, GPTIPS (Searson et al., 2010), an open source 
genetic programming toolbox for multigene symbolic regression is used as GP 
implementation tool. GPTIPS is an interactive modelling environment with many 
options to set different GP parameters and data handling. In the present study, the 
settings used for each GP run are: population size = 500, number of generations = 
150, tournament size = 12, fitness criteria = multigene symbolic regression (Searson 
et al., 2010), mutation/crossover probability = 0.25, terminal set = {SLAe(i) with i <= 
t; present and past time points}, output variable = {SLAe(t+k)}, model type = 
multivariate-dynamic-algebraic (one output related to many inputs). Though GP runs 
can generate models with random structures with varying sizes and element 
composition, too lengthy and complex structures may lead to data over-fitting. In 
order to regulate the same, chromosome related parameters are fixed as follows. 
Maximum number of parameters in a model, Npmax = 5, maximum length and depth 
of the chromosome restricted to 12 in order to control the model complexity. Restrict 
the functional elements set to {+, -, x, tanh, sin} to avoid highly non-linear component 
interactions (which can enhance the risk of local optimization of model parameters). 
During each GP run GPTIPS takes the training data for input-output variables and 
designs the GP models with the settings explained above. Part of the training data is 
used for model fitness evaluation using fitness criteria. The selected population 
evolves over generations retaining the models with best evaluation criteria for GP 
output and lesser complexity.  
The SLA error modelling exercise for SLA error prediction involves following major 
steps.  
 Select the location (from the list of 3 stations); 
 Import the hourly SLA prediction error time series data into MATLAB 
variable; 
 Set the forecast horizon k, Ntrg and Ntest and choose the time region for 
datasets;  
 For the selected period, extract/store the input-output data matrix for training 
and testing;  
 Use the training data to build GP models (using a GPTIPS software); 
 Import the trained SLA error forecast model code into MATLAB;  
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 Use the inputs from the test data to predict the SLA output 
(SLAe(t+k)predict); 
 Compare SLAe(t+k)predict and SLAe(t+k)actual to evaluate the model 
performance; 
 Repeat GP runs to obtain the best local SLA forecast model based. 
7.6.1 Forecast Horizon 
In most forecasting problems, forecast accuracy is higher for shorter horizons. 
The findings of this study will be extended and applied in forecast mode and hence a 
feasible forecast horizon has to be set in the process of selecting predictive 
parameters. Sea level anomalies error prediction models are developed for all the 3 
stations at Malaysian Peninsular region (reference Table 5.1) using year 2004 data as 
basis year. Since major SLA (extreme) events are observed during the initial portion 
of the year (Jan-February) only the initial ~60 days of hourly samples (Ntrg = 2000) 
are used for training, to start with. Effect of different Ntrg size is also investigated 
later. The models are built for different forecast horizons with k = 1, 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 
hours in order to test the short term and long term forecasting capabilities of GP 
models.  
7.6.2 Selection on Predictive Parameters 
The parameters considered to develop a GP model of the SLA prediction 
errors are composed of meteorological data (wind and pressure) and past surge 
prediction errors at UH699-TG-PAGAR and other locations. Based on the data 
relationship analysis (see Chapter 6), the predictive parameters are the following 
Past SLA prediction errors at UH699-TG-PAGAR: The SLA prediction errors at 
UH699-TG-PAGAR show some serial correlation. But at a lead-time of 6 h this 
correlation is weak compared to the periodicity in the time series that appears at 12 
and 24 hours. At this stage, the SLA prediction errors at (t-1, t-2,…, t-6) hours and (t-
1, t-12 and t-24) hours are considered. 
Past SLA prediction errors at other locations: SLA prediction errors at UH326-
GETING, UH320-CENDERING, UH322-KUANTAN, UH323-TIOMAN and 
UH324-SEDILI are related to those at UH699-TG-PAGAR. In addition, with respect 
to the orders of the maximum Average Mutual Information (AMI), UH323-TIOMAN 
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and UH324-SEDILI show the higher values. Therefore the SLA prediction errors at t-
1, t-12 and t-24 hours are considered at these stations.  
7.6.3 Evaluation Criteria for GP Output  
In direct forecasting, the model directly forecasts the SLA prediction error 
values at the desired k hours in future (i.e. SLAe(t+k)predict = f [SLAe(i) ; i < t ] ). 
The present study use two different evaluation criteria for GP model direct forecasting 
performance as the following. 
1. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) which is defined as the square root of 
the mean squared error correlation is given in Equation (5-4). 
2. A second criterion is the mean absolute error (MAE). The MAE measures the 
average magnitude of the errors in a set of forecasts, without considering their 
direction. It measures accuracy for continuous variables. Expressed in words, 
the MAE is the average over the verification sample of the absolute values of 
the differences between forecast and the corresponding observation. The MAE 
is a linear score which means that all the individual differences are weighted 




obs i mo del i i
i i
MAE X X e
n n 
     .......................................(7-1) 
As the name suggests, the mean absolute error is an average of the absolute 
errors , ,i obs i model ie X X  . Note that alternative formulations may include 
relative frequencies as weight factors.  
3. The mathematical expression generated using GP is almost invariably grow in 
size and incorporate large amounts of non-functional code which has no net 
effect but does increase the mathematical expression lengths (Soule et al. 
1996). For the present study, there is no penalty performance for mathematical 
expression lengths.  
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7.7 Results and Discussion 
7.7.1 SLA Prediction Errors Modelling for Direct Forecasting 
Direct forecast analysis is done using SLA prediction error models built using 
the year 2004 data. The output predicted (Yp) is compared with the SLA prediction 
error values (Ya). Figure 7.4 provides the summary of the results obtained by direct 
forecast of SLA prediction error models at UH699-TG-PAGAR using the past SLA 
prediction errors from 1 hour to 6 hours delay. It can be observed that the GP models, 
built separately for every selected k-step ahead prediction, perform very efficiently. 
The minimum RMSE and MAE (i.e. 0.055 and 0.043, respectively) are reported by 
GP error forecast model for 1 hour direct forecast which is expected. Whereas, the 
maximum RMSE and MAE are 0.082 and 0.064 for 12 hours direct forecast, 
respectively. It can be seen that the 24 hours direct forecast is better that 6 and 12 
hours direct forecast in terms of RMSE and MAE values, which is support previous 
finding on data relationship analysis. This is the evident that a periodic component of 
tidal response may be existed in the SLA prediction errors.  
Based on the data relationship analysis, the maximum average mutual 
information (AMI) has been found for SLA errors prediction by 1, 12 and 24 hours 
time lag. Figure 7.5 shows the summary of the results obtained by direct forecast of 
SLA prediction error models at UH699-TG-PAGAR using the past SLA prediction 
errors with 1, 12 and 24 hours time lag. As can be seen, the RMSE and MAE are 
improved by 10% and 12%, respectively. In addition, the data relationship analysis 
reported higher response of AMI values of UH323-TIOMAN and UH324-SEDILI.  
Figure 7.6 shows the summary of the results obtained by direct forecast of SLA 
prediction error models at UH699-TG-PAGAR, UH323-TIOMAN and UH324-
SEDILI using the past SLA prediction errors with 1, 12 and 24 hours time lag. With 
additional past SLA prediction errors from neighboring stations, it can be seen that the 
RMSE and MAE are further improved by 10% and 11%, respectively. These results 
suggest that combination of data relationship analysis (i.e. AMI) and GP helps to 
improve the forecasting ability by providing information of significant predicative 
parameters.  
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7.7.2 Mathematical Nature of SLA Prediction Errors Dynamics 
Sample GP models for direct SLA forecasting are given in Figure 7.4, for the 
station UH699-TG-PAGAR; developed using 2000 hours of 2004 SLA prediction 
errors data. x refers to the past values of the SLA prediction errors, yp refers to the 
predicted future SLA  prediction error values. Hence, these models are direct transfer 
function models which can predict the future SLAe(t+k) given the past SLA 
prediction errors measurements for time less than t. All the models are non-linear in 
nature and depend on past SLA prediction errors values. It is interesting to observe 
that the naturally evolved GP models have invariably retained the ‘sin’ function for 
the difference between some of the past SLA prediction error values, indicating the 
periodic nature of the repeating errors. From these observations, it can be concluded 
that the GP models are indirectly representing the mechanisms governing SLA 
prediction error dynamics.  
It is noted that the GP models are not physically meaning full. It can be argued 
that errors or residuals cannot be explained in terms of physics. It is therefore, the GP 
models may introduce mathematically correct formula to approximate the given errors 
or residuals, however there may be no physical meaning in given formulas.   
7.7.3 GP model as Data Assimilation (Error Correction) Tools 
The larger objective of this investigation is to use the past SLA prediction 
error capabilities to update the real time forecasting of SLA. Figure 7.8 summarizes 
the performance of SLA prediction error forecast models when used to update the 
non-tidal barotropic predictions in order to obtain the updated sea level anomalies. 
Assimilation step (using the past SLA prediction error values to update the SLA 
forecast) improves the 1 hour forecast up to 50% and 53%, short term forecast by 
17% and 26% (upto 12 hours forecast) and long term forecast by 22% and 24% in 
term of RMSE and MAE values, respectively. The observations are consistent in 
which the 12 and 24 hours direct forecast are slightly better that 2, 4 and 6 hours 
direct forecast as shown in Figure 7.9. This is again the evident that tidal response 
may be existed in the SLA prediction errors. 
In addition, Figure 7.8 illustrate the ability of SLA prediction error forecast to 
correct the water level prediction during severe SLA events is even better. As can be 
seen, the negative SLA event is significantly better represented by non-tidal 
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barotropic model with GP error model. This clearly establishes the utility of SLA 
error forecast models as local water level correction tool. 
7.7.4 Accuracy of Error Correction Tools 
From the results obtained so far, it has been established that forecasting SLA 
prediction errors with GP model does leave a rather significant portion of the errors 
unaccounted for. This is an indication that, at least with the selected set of predictive 
parameters, this is as far as GP error forecast model can go. This case study presents 
an example in which error forecasting with a separate model is not sufficient to 
manage the prediction uncertainty. It is necessary to devise a way to account the 
prediction uncertainty portion of the SLA prediction errors from the non-tidal 
barotropic numerical model and GP error forecast models. One possible alternative is 
the confidence intervals of SLA forecast errors. A confidence interval is the range 
within which model predictions fall with a predefined probability, which gives 
information regarding the accuracy of predictions that is different from that provided 
by error measures.  
To create these intervals, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is used. The MSE 
provides an estimate of the variance of the one-step forecast error. By this, it means 
the variance of the error for SLA forecast just one step, or one period, ahead of the 
last data point. Forecasting further into the future is expected to have larger errors, on 
average, with a higher variance. The MSE is given in the Equation (7-2). 
 2, ,obs i mo del iX XMSE
n
  ...........................................................................(7-2) 
Normality Assumption  
Assuming that the normality assumption is realistic, the standard deviation of 
the error can be approximated by the square root of the MSE. It can then estimate the 
upper and lower bounds of confidence intervals for our forecasts by Equation (7-3). 
CI Ft z MSE   ........................................................................................(7-3) 
where, 
CI = Upper and lower bound of confidence intervals 
Ft = SLA forecast values 
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The value of z to be used depends on the degree of confidence desired. A 95% 
confidence interval requires z = 1.96. Other confidence levels and their associated z 
values are given by Table 7.1. 
Typically, it is safe to assume that forecast errors are normally distributed with 
mean of zero. However, this will not always be true. Before assuming that it is true, it 
should be verified that it is. Figure 7.10 show plot of histogram of the SLA forecast 
errors for the different direct forecast windows. As can be seen, the histogram plots 
report a normal distribution of SLA forecast errors for all the different direct forecast 
windows. In addition, statistical analysis of the SLA forecast error shows that the 
mean and standard deviation of SLA forecast errors are increasing with respect to the 
increasing forecast windows. However, it can be seen that the standard deviation of 
the 12 and 24 hours direct forecast is slightly better than 6 hours direct forecast as 
shown in Figure 7.10. This is again the evident that tidal response may be existed in 
the SLA prediction errors. 
Confidence Interval of GP SLA forecast model 
The main purpose of the GP models is for use in particular SLA forecasts. The 
alternative way to test whether the GP model does what it is expected to do is to test it 
using as input the actual predictive parameters, and to compute the confidence 
intervals and see if the actual errors from the non-tidal barotropic numerical model 
fall within the confidence bound. Since 95% confidence intervals are used, only 95% 
of the SLA prediction errors are expected to fall within the forecasted confidence 
interval. 
Out of the three GP models, the one using past SLA prediction errors at 
UH699-TG-PAGAR, UH323-TIOMAN and UH324-SEDILI with t-1; t-12 and t-24 is 
used to forecast the SLA prediction at UH-699-TG-PAGAR with different direct 
forecast windows. This GP model is chosen based on the fact that it performs better. 
Positive (7-11 March 2004) and negative (25-29 June 2004) events are used and give 
the results of SLA forecasted plotted in Figures 7.11 to 7.16. 
Figure 7.11 to 7.13 show the comparison of observed and forecasted SLA 
using non-tidal barotropic model with GP error forecasting model with upper and 
lower bound subjected to 95% confidence interval for 1 hour (top) and 2 hours 
(bottom) direct forecast windows at UH699-TG-PAGAR during SLA positive event. 
The results plotted show that except for 12 and 24 hours direct forecast windows, 
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most of the SLA forecast time series falls within the 95% of confidence intervals. 
These finding are consistent with statistical analysis which is shown in Figure 7.10. 
For SLA negative event, the same trend has been found. Figure 7.14 to 7.16 
tend to report that most of the SLA forecast time series falls within the 95% of 
confidence intervals for 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours direct forecast windows. This is again 
consistent with statistical analysis which is shown lower standard deviation for given 
forecast windows.  
7.8 Conclusions on Genetic Programming 
The purpose of the genetic programming (GP) is to highlight the utility of this 
unique modelling tool to address two different classes of data mining problems in 
non-tidal barotropic modelling which are  
 GP as a modelling tool – directly learn the sea level anomalies (SLA) 
prediction error; 
 GP as a data assimilation tool – correct the non-tidal barotropic numerical 
model error 
 It can be concluded that the GP models are indirectly representing the 
mechanisms governing SLA prediction error dynamics. These results suggest that 
combination of data relationship analysis (i.e. AMI) and GP helps to improve the 
forecasting ability by providing information of significant predicative parameters. In 
the final stage it is found that GP based SLA prediction error forecast model can 
provide significant improvement when applied as data assimilation schemes for 
updating the SLA prediction obtained from primary hydrodynamic models. Given the 
6 hours lead time, the results have shown a good performance of non-tidal barotropic 
numerical modelling and GP error forecast model to forecast the SLA at Singapore 
Strait.  
The study has found that periodic tidal response may be existed in the SLA 
prediction error which means it again suggests that the way the SLA are simulated by 
non-tidal barotropic model using the meteorological forcing and tidal effect needed to 
be improved.  
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Figure 7.1 Schematic representation of Evolutionary Computing algorithm 
(adapted from Babovic and Rao, 2010) 








Figure 7.3 Implementation scheme and data flow for data assimilation strategy 
using genetic programming based error forecast models (adapted from 
Babovic and Rao, 2010). 




Figure 7.4 Comparison of SLA prediction errors model prediction using GP 
model (Predicted) and SLA prediction errors actually observed 
(Original) using past SLA prediction errors of t-1, t-2,…, t-6 hr at 
UH699-TG-PAGAR for the year 2004 with different direct forecast 
windows.  




Figure 7.5 same as Figure 7.4 but using past SLA prediction errors of t-1, t-12 
and t-24 hr. 




Figure 7.6 same as Figure 7.4 but using past SLA prediction errors of t-1, t-12 
and t-24 hr at UH699-TG-PAGAR, UH323-TIOMAN and UH324-
SEDILI. 




Figure 7.7 Sample GP models for direct forecasting of SLA prediction errors at 
station UH699-TG-PAGAR for the year 2004 showing different direct 
forecast windows. 
  
SLAe(t+1)= 5.439.*SLAe(t-12) - 4.866.*SLAe(t-1) + 
5.502.*sin(tanh(SLAe(t-1) - SLAe(t-12))) + 0.3753.*tanh(SLAe(t-24)) - 
0.02175.*(SLAe(t-1) + SLAe(t-24)).*(SLAe(t-12) - SLAe(t-24)) + 
0.4441.*SLAe(t-1).^2 - 0.002771; 
  
SLAe(t+2)= 5.238.*SLAe(t-1) - 26.9.*SLAe(t-12) - 24.44.*SLAe(t-24) - 
4.671.*sin(sin(SLAe(t-12)) - 2.*SLAe(t-1)) - 14.08.*sin(SLAe(t-1)) + 
31.62.*sin(SLAe(t-12)) + 24.82.*sin(SLAe(t-24)) - 0.766.*SLAe(t-
12).*SLAe(t-24) + 0.001167; 
  
SLAe(t+4)= 15.18.*tanh(sin(SLAe(t-24))) - 13.64.*SLAe(t-24) - 
30.97.*SLAe(t-12) + 31.13.*sin(SLAe(t-12)) - 1.295.*sin(SLAe(t-24)) + 
0.2768.*tanh(SLAe(t-1)) + 1.295.*SLAe(t-1).*SLAe(t-12) - 
0.9428.*SLAe(t-1).*SLAe(t-24) + 0.001014; 
  
SLAe(t+6)= 12.62.*SLAe(t-1) + 11.8.*tanh(tanh(SLAe(t-12))) + 
1.192.*tanh(SLAe(t-1) + 1.115) - 1.898.*tanh(SLAe(t-1).*SLAe(t-
12).*tanh(SLAe(t-12))) - 6.405.*sin(SLAe(t-1)) - 0.04538.*sin(SLAe(t-
24)) - 6.405.*tanh(SLAe(t-1)) - 11.65.*tanh(SLAe(t-12)) + 
1.164.*SLAe(t-1).*SLAe(t-12) - 0.9588; 
  
SLAe(t+12)= 0.1775.*SLAe(t-1) - 4.327.*SLAe(t-12) - 0.385.*sin(SLAe(t-
12).^2) + 4.895.*sin(tanh(SLAe(t-12))) - 28.21.*sin(SLAe(t-24)) + 
28.17.*tanh(SLAe(t-24)) - 0.3885.*SLAe(t-1).*SLAe(t-12) - 
0.06094.*SLAe(t-1).*(SLAe(t-1) + 3.*SLAe(t-24)) + 0.005396; 
  
SLAe(t+24)= 0.9278.*sin(tanh(SLAe(t-24)) + SLAe(t-12).*SLAe(t-24)) - 
15.05.*SLAe(t-12) - 0.468.*SLAe(t-1) - 0.6785.*sin(sin(SLAe(t-
1).*SLAe(t-12))) + 1.06.*sin(tanh(SLAe(t-1))) - 0.8509.*sin(SLAe(t-
24)) + 15.07.*tanh(SLAe(t-12)) + 0.0011; 





Figure 7.8 Comparison of Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) prediction using non-tidal 
barotropic model without (top) and with (bottom) GP error forecasting 
model for different direct forecast windows at UH699-TG-PAGAR.  
Non-tidal Barotropic Model with GP Error Model Performance 




Figure 7.9 Direct forecasting performance of non-tidal barotropic model with GP 
error forecasting model showing RMSE and MAE for different direct 
forecast windows at UH699-TG-PAGAR.  




Figure 7.10 Comparison of statistical analysis of SLA forecast errors for different 
direct forecast windows at UH699-TG-PAGAR. 
 




Figure 7.11 Comparison of observed and forecasted SLA using non-tidal 
barotropic model with GP error forecasting model with upper and 
lower bound subjected to 95% confidence interval for 1 hour (top) and 
2 hours (bottom) direct forecast windows at UH699-TG-PAGAR 
during SLA positive event.  




Figure 7.12 same as Figure 7.11 but for 4 hours (top) and 6 hours (bottom) direct 
forecast windows. 




Figure 7.13 same as Figure 7.11 but for 12 hours (top) and 24 hours (bottom) direct 
forecast windows. 
 




Figure 7.14 Comparison of observed and forecasted SLA using non-tidal 
barotropic model with GP error forecasting model with upper and 
lower bound subjected to 95% confidence interval for 1 hour (top) and 
2 hours (bottom) direct forecast windows at UH699-TG-PAGAR 
during SLA negative event. 




Figure 7.15 same as Figure 7.14 but for 4 hours (top) and 6 hours (bottom) direct 
forecast windows. 
 




Figure 7.16 same as Figure 7.14 but for 12 hours (top) and 24 hours (bottom) direct 
forecast windows. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Works 
8.1 Conclusions 
Research gaps for the tidal and non-tidal studies in the Singapore Region 
Waters (SRW) through depth-integrated hydrodynamic modelling and data model 
integration (DMI) have been addressed in this thesis. Firstly, the hydrography (tidal 
and non-tidal observation data set, bathymetry, land boundary) representation in the 
domain of interest has been reviewed in greater detail. This allows numerical model 
inputs and the observation uncertainties to be prescribed individually for each input 
and observation time series. With this, reliable numerical model can be built as well 
as reliable observation can be obtained to further improved the accuracy of the 
numerical models output.   
The proposed DMI approach for tidal study has shown that tide in a complex 
region like the SRW can be effectively studied and described by combining a 
numerical model and reliable observational data with a semi-automated data model 
integration and parameter optimisation tool such as the open source OpenDA 
environment. The study has also demonstrated that a tool such as OpenDA requires a 
combination of physical insight and understanding of the problem at hand, by 
defining suitable measures to evaluate the behaviour of the key physics. 
The non-tidal study has been carried out by addressing non-tidal barotropic 
numerical modelling and by studying cause and effect relations between regional 
meteorological features and observed water levels at different scales (multi-scale 
approach) as well as tide and surge interaction. The research has suggested that using 
finer grid resolution (multi-scale) and a non-linear approach has improved water level 
and current anomalies prediction. It is, therefore, for reliable operational forecast of 
sea level, coastal numerical models need to include the non-linear tide-surge 
interaction to reproduce both tides and surges with improved accuracy in this region. 
The proposed effective and efficient implementation of DMI approaches (i.e. 
error-forecasting) in developing an improved non-tidal output simulation has been 
addressed. Information theory-based techniques for data relationship analysis and 
genetic programming as data-driven model have shown great advantages in 
forecasting sea level anomalies (SLA) in Singapore Strait.   
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The research carried out in this study has indicated that information theory-
based techniques help to determine how errors in the results of physically based 
computational models are related to the input and output data for the models. In 
particular the techniques enable information to be obtained about which data can be 
used to assist in the recovery of the errors, and to generate insight into the time 
dynamics inherent in the relationship between the data and model errors. It has been 
shown that errors from several types of computational models share varying degrees 
of information with their respective input data, output data and the state variables. 
This insight has helped to identify particular time series that share a maximum 
amount of information with the residual errors. In turn, these time series are used 
subsequently to construct a complementary data-driven model, which can be used to 
forecast the expected errors of the model. In particular, the average mutual 
information (AMI) analysis has helped not only in the development of data-driven 
models but also in analysing and determining the drawback of the numerical model.  
The thesis has also demonstrated that data-driven modelling is much more 
than simply predicting the errors of simulation models. It is one way of making sense 
out of the historical errors of a model. The approach opens up a range of possibilities 
from improving model predictions to obtaining valuable information in order to help 
understand the behaviour of the simulation model. The historical errors of the 
simulation model are treated as any other data 'observed' from this other 'process'. 
Genetic Programming enables a stereoscopic view of the physical processes in the 
sense that it allows the modeller to see the physical domain. A successful application 
of GP model essentially involves an understanding of the principles on the basis of 
which both data-driven models and physically based models represent a particular 
physical system. 
8.2 Future Works  
For tidal study, a properly designed coarser grid has been shown to be 
dynamically equivalent and that it can suitably replace the finer grid model for 
multiple parameter variation and sensitivity analysis purposes. However it has been 
also shown that the minor differences that exist between the coarser and the original 
grids restrict the coarser grid to serve only as an indicator of which is the correct 
scenario to run the sensitivity analysis with the original grid. Future work is 
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recommended to extend the role of the coarser grid to be a more direct form of the 
finer grid model. 
The present study did not address the dominant local balances such as friction 
versus barotropic forcing or the geostrophic balance in the deep parts of the area. For 
proper calibration however this seems important knowledge.  
While a higher resolution numerical hydrodynamics model improves the 
prediction of sea level anomalies (SLA), it also incurs a higher computational cost 
with regards to time which is a potential issue in an operational forecasting system. 
For forecasting operations requiring quick but reasonably accurate results, it is 
suggested that the same non-tidal barotropic modelling approach to be tested on the 
newly developed SCS model that could represent tide more accurately than the SCSM 
and the SCSRM and is computationally less expensive than SCSRM, to see if the 
same SLA result could be obtained. 
The results of non-tidal barotropic numerical modelling suggests that the SLA 
in the Malacca Strait region are not induced by atmospheric forcing mainly acting on 
the waters within the South China Sea, while the applied pressure-based water level 
correction at the boundary also insufficiently captures externally generated non-tidal 
water level variation. This indicates that simulation of externally atmospherically 
induced events requires an oceanographic model that covers the region where the key 
generation of these water level contributions takes place, which is the Andaman Sea 
and part of Indian Ocean. Therefore, the future work is to study the effect of the 
model extension of the non-tidal barotropic model. 
The data relationship analysis has indicated that the meteorological variables 
are related to the SLA prediction errors, therefore finer meteorological data resolution 
may improve the representation of the simulated SLA. Furthermore, as meteorological 
forces (i.e. pressure, wind magnitude and wind direction) are physically related to the 
SLA, there should not be any relationship between the meteorological forcing and the 
SLA prediction errors if the non-tidal barotropic weather modelling properly 
represents this relationship. This suggests that the way the SLA are simulated using 
the meteorological forcing and tidal effect needed to be improved. The focused of the 
future work is to study the effect of the meteorological data resolution as well as the 
way this meteorological data is transferred into the local model from the basin scale 
model. As present work used offline nesting to capture the surge forerunner from the 
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basin scale model into the local model, the future work should study the impact of 
online nesting which is domain decomposition. 
One of the interesting features of the mathematical expression generated using 
genetic programming (GP) is that they almost invariably grow in size and incorporate 
large amounts of non-functional code which has no net effect but does increase the 
mathematical expression lengths. There are several reasons for generally preferring 
shorter and simple mathematical expression in which typically requires less time and 
less space to run especially for forecasting the water level and current anomalies. As 
the present work adopted no penalty for the length of the mathematical expression, it 
is yet another possibility for further research to penalise the length of mathematical 
expression of GP model. 
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